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Abstract
We extend our previous study of quaternionic analysis based on representation theory to the case of split
quaternions HR. The special role of the unit sphere in the classical quaternions H – identified with the
group SU(2) – is now played by the group SL(2,R) realized by the unit quaternions in HR. As in the pre-
vious work, we use an analogue of the Cayley transform to relate the analysis on SL(2,R) to the analysis
on the imaginary Lobachevski space SL(2,C)/SL(2,R) identified with the one-sheeted hyperboloid in the
Minkowski space M. We study the counterparts of Cauchy–Fueter and Poisson formulas on HR and M
and show that they solve the problem of separation of the discrete and continuous series. The continu-
ous series component on HR gives rise to the minimal representation of the conformal group SL(4,R),
while the discrete series on M provides its K-types realized in a natural polynomial basis. We also obtain
a surprising formula for the Plancherel measure of SL(2,R) in terms of the Poisson-type integral on the
split quaternions HR. Finally, we show that the massless singular functions of four-dimensional quantum
field theory are nothing but the kernels of projectors onto the discrete and continuous series on the imagi-
nary Lobachevski space SL(2,C)/SL(2,R). Our results once again reveal the central role of the Minkowski
space in quaternionic and split quaternionic analysis as well as a deep connection between split quaternionic
analysis and the four-dimensional quantum field theory.
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Six years after William Rowan Hamilton’s fundamental discovery of quaternions, in 1849
James Cockle introduced a related algebra of “coquaternions”, which in modern language is
called the algebra of split quaternions HR. As an algebra, HR is isomorphic to the real 2 × 2
matrices and has signature (2,2) with respect to the determinant viewed as a quadratic form.
Unlike Hamilton’s quaternions, not every non-zero element in HR is invertible. However, there
are strong parallels between the geometry and analysis on the two algebras.
In our previous paper [3] we began studying analysis on the algebra of quaternions H from
the point of view of representation theory of the quaternionic conformal group SL(2,H). It is
well known that the spaces of harmonic, left- and right-regular functions admit natural actions
of SL(2,H) by fractional linear transformations. We regarded H as a real form of the space
of complex quaternions HC, and the questions of unitarity of these representations led us to
another real form in HC, namely the Minkowski space M. The conformal group of M is naturally
identified with SU(2,2) and acts by unitary transformations on the spaces of harmonic, left-
and right-regular functions on M. By harmonic functions on M we mean the solutions of the
wave equation; similarly, left- and right-regular functions on M are solutions of the left and
right Weyl equations, which together form the massless Dirac equations. To relate these two real
forms of HC we considered the Cayley transform which maps M into U(2) and the unit two-
sheeted hyperboloid H 3 ⊂ M into the unit sphere S3 ⊂ H. The quaternionic picture, however,
had an important advantage over M – it gave a natural realization of the K-types of the unitary
representations of SU(2,2) as the spaces of polynomials in quaternionic coordinates. While the
group SU(2,2) does not act naturally on H, its maximal compact subgroup K = S(U(2)×U(2))
does act there and one can identify the basis of K-types with the matrix coefficients of the group
U(2) and its subgroup SU(2).
In this work we consider analysis on another real form of HC, namely the split quaternions
HR, and study the action of the conformal group SL(2,HR)  SL(4,R). Just as the quaternionic
analysis on H is based on analysis on the unit sphere identified with the group SU(2), the split
quaternionic analysis on HR has at its foundation analysis on the unit hyperboloid identified
with the group SL(2,R)  SU(1,1). It is a classical result that the analysis on SL(2,R) has the
discrete and continuous components corresponding to the two types of irreducible unitary repre-
sentations of this group. All results in this paper will come in two flavors – for left-/right-regular
functions and solutions of the appropriate wave equation. For simplicity, in this introduction we
only announce the results for left-regular functions.
One of the central results of our paper is a solution of the problem of separation of the series
on SU(1,1) using the main formulas of quaternionic analysis on HR, namely the counterparts
of the Cauchy–Fueter and Poisson integrals. Again, the relationship between the analysis on
HR and M is an important tool of our study. We use an analogue of the Cayley transform pre-
viously studied in [18] which now maps M into U(1,1) and the unit one-sheeted hyperboloid
H 3
M
⊂ M into the unit hyperboloid H 3
R
⊂ HR (Proposition 58). There are natural identifica-
tions H 3
M
 SL(2,C)/SU(1,1) and H 3
R
 SU(1,1), and this Cayley transform interchanges
the discrete and continuous components on H 3
M
and H 3
R
. The study of harmonic analysis on
SL(2,C)/SU(1,1) – also known as the imaginary Lobachevski space – goes back to Gelfand
and his school [9] and is based on the geometry of horospheres. These methods were used for the
problem of separation of the series on SU(1,1) in more recent works by Gindikin [10,11]. (See
also references therein for related work on this problem.) In our approach we realize functions
on SL(2,C)/SU(1,1) and SU(1,1) using harmonic extensions to the flat spaces M and HR. This
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and formulas of quaternionic analysis are naturally applied to solve the problems of harmonic
analysis on SU(1,1) and SL(2,C)/SU(1,1).
We study first the discrete series component of split quaternionic analysis, which goes in a
strong parallel with the case of (classical) quaternions following the results and constructions of
our paper [3]. It turns out that the discrete components of the harmonic,1 left- and right-regular
functions on HR yield the same unitary representations of the group SU(2,2) as in the (classical)
quaternionic case. The unitary structure and the identification of the representations become
transparent after the Cayley transform relating M with U(1,1) and mapping the tube domains
T∓ in HC (see Section 3.5 in [3]) into certain complex semigroups Γ ∓ with the Shilov boundary
U(1,1). These are Ol’shanskii semigroups which were first introduced in [25,20].
One can obtain again polynomial realizations of the discrete components of the harmonic and
regular functions on HR by restricting the group SU(2,2) to another subgroup KR = S(U(1,1)×
U(1,1)) and identifying the polynomial basis of KR-representations with the matrix coefficients
of the discrete component of the group U(1,1) and its subgroup SU(1,1). In particular, the two
irreducible representations V∓ of SU(2,2) realized in the space of left-regular functions on HR
are decomposed with respect to the shifted degree operator d˜eg = deg+1 as follows:
V− =
⊕
n∈Z
V−(n), V+ =
⊕
n∈Z
V+(n) (1)
where V−(n) (respectively V+(n)), n = 0, are the irreducible representations from the holomor-
phic (respectively antiholomorphic) discrete series, and the case n = 0 corresponds to the limit of
the holomorphic (respectively antiholomorphic) discrete series. Then the Fueter formula yields
projections P∓ of the space of left-regular functions f onto the holomorphic or antiholomorphic
discrete series components depending on the domain of the variable W ∈ Γ ∓ in
− 1
2π2
∫
Z∈H 3
R
(Z −W)−1
det(Z −W) · ∗dZ · f (Z) =
(
P∓ f>0 − P∓ f<0
)
(W), (2)
where ∗dZ is a certain naturally defined quaternionic-valued differential 3-form on HR and
P∓ f>0 (respectively P∓ f<0) denotes the sum of the components in (1) of positive (respectively
negative) shifted degree (Theorem 49). Note that the components P∓ f>0 and P∓ f<0 enter with
opposite signs and the limits of the discrete series would cause the integral to be divergent. (In the
case of Poisson formula the limits of the discrete series are projected out.) Since H 3
R
 SU(1,1)
lies inside the Shilov boundary of Γ ∓, the values of the functions on H 3
R
can be recovered
by taking limits. The Fueter formula for the right-regular functions and the Poisson formula
for harmonic functions have similar structures. The results and formulas for the middle series
of representations of SU(2,2) obtained in [3] have even more exact analogues for the discrete
component of split quaternionic analysis. In particular, the limits of the discrete series do not
occur in the restrictions of these representations to KR.
Fundamentally new features of split quaternionic analysis appear when we study the con-
tinuous series component. Now the space of harmonic functions on HR of the continuous
1 By harmonic functions on HR we mean the solutions of the ultrahyperbolic wave equation, which is in parallel with
the Minkowski case M.
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SL(4,R)/{±1}  SO(3,3), known as the minimal representation.2 It was studied for an arbi-
trary signature in [17] (also see references therein for the previous work on this subject). Again,
the representation theory of SL(4,R) is crucial for studying the continuous component of split
quaternionic analysis. On the other hand, the latter illuminates various aspects of the represen-
tation theory. In particular, applying the Cayley transform to the space of harmonic functions
on HR spanning the minimal representation, we realize the minimal representation in a space
D0
M
with basis consisting of certain harmonic polynomials on M. This basis appears naturally
when we restrict the minimal representation of SL(4,R) to its subgroup KM = R>0 × SL(2,C).
Decomposing D0
M
with respect to the shifted degree operator d˜eg on M yields
D0
M
=
⊕
n∈Z
D0
M
(n),
where each D0
M
(n), n ∈ Z, is an irreducible representation of SL(2,C) and can be decom-
posed further into the irreducible polynomial subspaces with respect to the compact subgroup
SU(2) ⊂ SL(2,C). This description also gives an explicit realization of the K-types of the min-
imal representation relative to the maximal compact subgroup K ′ = SO(4) ⊂ SL(4,R). The
Poisson and Cauchy–Fueter integrals provide us projections onto the discrete component on M,
but now the procedure is more subtle than in the case of discrete series projectors in HR such
as (2). The projection is obtained as a boundary value of these integrals in the sense of hyper-
functions, namely as a limit of the difference of two integrals. Thus for the Fueter integral we
obtain the following result:
lim
ε→0+
(
Φ(W, iε)−Φ(W,−iε))= (Pdiscr(M) f>0 − Pdiscr(M) f<0)(W), (3)
where
Φ(W, iε) = i
2π2
∫
Y∈H 3
M
(Y −W)+
(det(Y −W)+ iε)2 · ∗dY · f (Y ) (4)
and Pdiscr(M) is the projection of the space of left-regular functions on M onto the discrete series
component (Theorem 84). Note that, as in the case of the discrete series projectors on HR (2),
Pdiscr(M) f>0 and Pdiscr(M) f<0 enter with opposite signs and the functions f with d˜egf = 0
would cause the integrals to be divergent. (In the case of Poisson formula the functions in
D0
M
(0) are projected out.) Thus we can view D0
M
(0) as the limit of the discrete series on
H 3
M
 SL(2,C)/SU(1,1).
Finally, we return to the HR-setting and study the continuous series component by applying
the Cayley transform to the discrete series component on M. Quite surprisingly, the Poisson and
Cauchy–Fueter integrals do not give the projectors as in (3), (4), but instead become diagonal
operators commuting only with the subgroup S(GL(2,R) × GL(2,R)) of the conformal group
2 Strictly speaking, SO(3,3) does not have a minimal representation, so by “minimal representation of SO(3,3)” we
mean the representation (p,q ,V p,q ) of O(p,q) in the notations of [17] for p = q = 3. When p+ q is an even number
greater than or equal 8, one gets a genuine minimal representation.
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Recall that in the parameterization of the continuous series by χ = (l, ε), where l = − 12 + iλ,
λ ∈ R and ε ∈ {0, 12 }, the Plancherel density is given by
Pl(χ) =
{
λ tanh(πλ) if ε = 0;
λ coth(πλ) if ε = 12 .
(See, for example, [22].) Then we have the following identity
lim
ε→0+
(
Φ˜(W, iε)− Φ˜(W,−iε))= ϕχ(W)
Pl(χ)
, W ∈ SU(1,1), (5)
where
Φ˜(W, iε) = 1
2π2
∫
X∈SU(1,1)
ϕχ (X)
det(X −W)+ iε dX
3 (6)
and ϕχ(X) belongs to the linear span of matrix coefficients of the irreducible representation
corresponding to χ = (l, ε) (Theorem 94). We remark that for the discrete series of SL(2,R) the
Plancherel density is −(2l + 1) and we could rewrite the Poisson integral for the discrete series
projector in a form similar to (5)–(6) using the kernels (det(X −W)± iε)−1. Thus quaternionic
analysis over the split quaternions HR naturally reveals the important salient features of harmonic
analysis on SL(2,R).
In [4] we differentiate the family of operators PlR introduced in Theorem 94 with respect to
R and show that the effect of d
dR
PlR on the discrete and continuous series components can be
easily computed using the Schrödinger model for the minimal representation of O(3,3) and the
results of Kobayashi–Mano from [16], particularly their computation of the integral expression
for the operator FC . This provides an independent verification of the coefficients involved in
Theorems 92, 94.
To summarize our studies of quaternionic analysis on H in [3] and split quaternionic analysis
on HR in this work we would like to point out once again the special role of the Minkowski space
M related to the two algebras of quaternions by the two types of Cayley transform. Thus analysis
on H and HR is equivalent to analysis on the two-sheeted and one-sheeted hyperboloids in M
respectively. Moreover, doing analysis on M in many ways facilitates and clarifies analysis on H
and HR. The relation between H, HR and M also reveals the hierarchy of the symmetry groups
of these three spaces, which can be presented as follows:
SO(5,1) SO(4,2) SO(3,3)
 upslope  upslope
SO(4,1) SO(3,2)
upslope  upslope 
SO(4) SO(3,1) SO(2,2)

 
 

H  R4 M  R3,1 HR  R2,2
(In this diagram some groups are replaced with locally isomorphic ones.) Clearly, the groups
at the bottom of the diagram are the metric-preserving transformations of the three real forms
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The groups in the middle row appear as subgroups of the conformal groups preserving the hyper-
boloids. Thus the Minkowski space literally plays the central role in quaternionic analysis on HC
and its real forms H and HR.
In the same way as various results in quaternionic analysis on H can be generalized to Clifford
analysis on arbitrary Euclidean spaces (the book [13] contains a comprehensive bibliography on
these subjects), split quaternionic analysis on HR as well as analysis on the Minkowski space M
can be further extended to Clifford analysis on real vector spaces of arbitrary signature. How-
ever, quaternionic analysis on H, HR and M is singled out because of its relation to the harmonic
analysis on the simplest groups SU(2), SL(2,R) and homogeneous spaces SL(2,C)/SU(2),
SL(2,C)/SL(2,R) as well as uniqueness of the space of quaternions H. Moreover, we believe
that the special role of the four-dimensional case will reveal itself at deeper levels in the future
developments of the subject when the relation with exotic smoothness in four-dimensional topol-
ogy and renormalization in four-dimensional quantum field theory becomes more transparent.
By design, analysis on the Minkowski space has many connections with the four-dimensional
physics. In our previous paper [3] we noted several relations between representation theory un-
derlying quaternionic analysis and Feynman diagrams. Split quaternionic analysis adds another
important connection between the mathematical and physical structures. To make the connec-
tions with physics more apparent, in both cases we consider various results of quaternionic
analysis over H and HR in the Minkowski space realization. The projectors onto the continu-
ous and discrete components on M are expressed using the kernels:
1
detZ + iεz0 ,
1
detZ − iεz0 ,
1
detZ + iε ,
1
detZ − iε , Z = Y −W, (7)
z0 denotes the time coordinate of Z, in the case of Poisson integrals and their ∇Y -derivatives
in the case of Cauchy–Fueter integrals. But these are precisely the massless singular functions
that form the foundation of the theory of Feynman integrals! (See, for example, [1].) Any other
singular function appearing in physics is a linear combination of the ones listed in (7). Since
there is a linear relation between these kernels:
1
detZ + iεz0 +
1
detZ − iεz0 =
1
detZ + iε +
1
detZ − iε ,
there are only three essentially different kernels in the list (7), which is exactly the num-
ber of su(2,2)-irreducible components of the space of functions on imaginary Lobachevski
space SL(2,C)/SU(1,1)! Thus the problem of separation of the series on SL(2,R) and
SL(2,C)/SU(1,1), which was solved by means of quaternionic analysis, inevitably leads to the
heart of four-dimensional quantum field theory! Unfortunately, our representation-theoretic ap-
proach does not naturally include the massive versions of the singular functions in (7). However,
in our forthcoming work [5] we will show that, in spite of the enormous rigidity of quaternionic
analysis, it is possible to make a one-parameter deformation that we expect to include the missing
mass.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce notations and overview basics
of split quaternionic analysis. In particular, we derive an analogue of the Cauchy–Fueter formula
for regular functions on HR. We also give the bases for the spaces of harmonic, left- and right-
regular on HR. In Section 3 we study the discrete series component of split quaternionic analysis
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functions D, V , V ′ and describe the action of the Lie algebra sl(4,C) in those bases. After a
brief review of Ol’shanskii semigroups, we obtain expansions of the Poisson and Fueter kernels
in terms of the matrix coefficients of the discrete series of SU(1,1). From these expansions we
derive the discrete series projectors. In Section 4 we prove that the Cayley transform between HR
and M interchanges the discrete and continuous series components on HR and M. Using results
of Section 3 we obtain the continuous series projectors onto the same spaces D, V and V ′ in
the new setting of the Minkowski space. Then we study the minimal representation of SL(4,R)
realized in the space of harmonic functions on M, find a polynomial basis for the K-types and
use that basis to derive the discrete series projector. In Section 5 we study the Poisson integrals
and their effect on the discrete and continuous series on HR. We end this section with the proof
that the boundary value of the Poisson integral in the sense of hyperfunctions yields a diagonal
operator with density given by the inverse of the Plancherel measure of the group SL(2,R). In
Appendix A we give a brief introduction to the special functions that we use throughout the paper
and list their properties.
The first author was supported by the NSF grants DMS-0457444 and DMS-1001633; the
second author was supported by the NSF grant DMS-0904612.
2. Split quaternionic analysis
2.1. The quaternionic spaces HC, HR and M
In this article we use notations established in [3]. In particular, e0, e1, e2, e3 denote the units of
the classical quaternions H corresponding to the more familiar 1, i, j , k (we reserve the symbol
i for
√−1 ∈ C). Thus H is an algebra over R generated by e0, e1, e2, e3, and the multiplicative
structure is determined by the rules
e0ei = eie0 = ei, (ei)2 = −e0, eiej = −eiej , 1 i < j  3,
and the fact that H is a division ring. Next we consider the algebra of complexified quaternions
HC = C ⊗ H. We define a complex conjugation on HC with respect to H:
Z = z0e0 + z1e1 + z2e2 + z3e3 → Zc = z0e0 + z1e1 + z2e2 + z3e3, z0, z1, z2, z3 ∈ C,
so that H = {Z ∈ HC; Zc = Z}. The quaternionic conjugation on HC is defined by:
Z = z0e0 + z1e1 + z2e2 + z3e3 → Z+ = z0e0 − z1e1 − z2e2 − z3e3, z0, z1, z2, z3 ∈ C;
it is an anti-involution:
(ZW)+ = W+Z+, ∀Z,W ∈ HC.
We will also use an involution
Z → Z− = −e3Ze3 (conjugation by e3).
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mute with each other.
In this article we will be primarily interested in the space of split quaternions HR which is a
real form of HC defined by
HR =
{
Z ∈ HC; Zc− = Z
}= {R-span of e0, e˜1 = ie1, e˜2 = −ie2, e3}
and the Minkowski space M which is regarded as another real form of HC:
M = {Z ∈ HC; Zc+ = −Z}= {R-span of e˜0 = −ie0, e1, e2, e3}.
On HC we have a quadratic form N defined by
N(Z) = ZZ+ = Z+Z = (z0)2 + (z1)2 + (z2)2 + (z3)2,
hence Z−1 = Z+/N(Z). The corresponding symmetric bilinear form on HC is
〈Z,W 〉 = 1
2
Tr
(
Z+W
)= 1
2
Tr
(
ZW+
)
, Z,W ∈ HC, (8)
where TrZ = 2z0 = Z + Z+. When this quadratic form is restricted to H, HR and M, it has
signature (4,0), (2,2) and (3,1) respectively.
We will use the standard matrix realization of H so that
e0 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, e1 =
(
0 −i
−i 0
)
, e2 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, e3 =
(−i 0
0 i
)
and
H = {Z ∈ HC; Zc = Z}= {Z = ( z11 z12
z21 z22
)
∈ HC; z22 = z11, z21 = −z12
}
.
Then HC can be identified with the algebra of all complex 2 × 2 matrices:
HC =
{
Z =
(
z11 z12
z21 z22
)
; zij ∈ C
}
,
the quadratic form N(Z) becomes detZ, and the involution Z → Z− becomes
Z =
(
z11 z12
z21 z22
)
→ Z− =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
Z
(
1 0
0 −1
)
=
(
z11 −z12
−z21 z22
)
.
The split quaternions HR and the Minkowski space M have matrix realizations
HR =
{
Z =
(
z11 z12
z21 z22
)
∈ HC; z22 = z11, z21 = z12
}
,
M =
{
Z =
(
z11 z12
z z
)
∈ HC; z11, z22 ∈ iR, z21 = −z12
}
.21 22
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to gl(2,R) and the invertible elements in HR, denoted by H×R , are nothing else but GL(2,R).
We regard SL(2,C) as a quadric {N(Z) = 1} in HC, and we also regard SU(1,1)  SL(2,R) as
the set of real points of this quadric:
SU(1,1) = {Z ∈ HR; N(Z) = 1}= {Z = ( z11 z12
z12 z11
)
∈ HR; detZ = |z11|2 − |z12|2 = 1
}
.
The group {(
a 0
0 ac
)
; a ∈ HC, N(a)= 1
}
⊂ GL(2,HC) (9)
is naturally isomorphic to SL(2,C) and acts on the unit hyperboloid of one sheet H˜ = {Y ∈ M;
N(Y) = 1} transitively. The stabilizer group of e3 ∈ H˜ is{(
a 0
0 ac
)
; a ∈ HR, N(a)= 1
}
 SU(1,1).
Thus the hyperboloid H˜ – also known as the imaginary Lobachevski space – is naturally identi-
fied with the homogeneous space SL(2,C)/SU(1,1).
The algebra of split quaternions HR is spanned over R by the four matrices
e0 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, e˜1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, e˜2 =
(
0 i
−i 0
)
, e3 =
(−i 0
0 i
)
,
so
HR =
{
x0e0 + x1e˜1 + x2e˜2 + x3e3 =
(
x0 − ix3 x1 + ix2
x1 − ix2 x0 + ix3
)
; x0, x1, x2, x3 ∈ R
}
.
The quaternionic conjugation in this basis becomes
e+0 = e0, e˜+1 = −e˜1, e˜+2 = −e˜2, e+3 = −e3.
The multiplication rules for HR are:
e0 commutes with all elements of HR,
e˜1, e˜2, e3 anti-commute,
e20 = e˜21 = e˜22 = e0, e23 = −e0,
e˜1e˜2 = e3, e˜2e3 = −e˜1, e3e˜1 = −e˜2.
The elements e0, e˜1, e˜2, e3 are orthogonal with respect to the bilinear form (8) and 〈e0, e0〉 =
〈e3, e3〉 = 1, 〈e˜1, e˜1〉 = 〈e˜2, e˜2〉 = −1.
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e˜0 = −ie0 =
(−i 0
0 −i
)
, e1 =
(
0 −i
−i 0
)
, e2 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, e3 =
(−i 0
0 i
)
.
Define a norm on HC by
‖Z‖ = 1√
2
√
|z11|2 + |z12|2 + |z21|2 + |z22|2, Z =
(
z11 z12
z21 z22
)
∈ HC,
so that ‖ei‖ = 1, 0 i  3.
The (classical) quaternions H are oriented so that {e0, e1, e2, e3} is a positive basis. Let dV =
dz0 ∧ dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 be the holomorphic 4-form on HC determined by dV (e0, e1, e2, e3) = 1,
then the restriction dV |H is the Euclidean volume form corresponding to {e0, e1, e2, e3}. On the
other hand, the restriction dV |HR is also real-valued and hence determines an orientation on HR
so that {e0, e˜1, e˜2, e3} becomes a positively oriented basis. The orientation on M was defined in
[3] so that {e˜0, e1, e2, e3} is a positively oriented basis.
In [3] we defined a holomorphic 3-form on HC with values in HC
Dz = e0 dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 − e1 dz0 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 + e2 dz0 ∧ dz1 ∧ dz3 − e3 dz0 ∧ dz1 ∧ dz2
characterized by the property
〈
Z1,Dz(Z2,Z3,Z4)
〉= 1
2
Tr
(
Z+1 ,Dz(Z2,Z3,Z4)
)= dV (Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4)
for all Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4 ∈ HC. Let Dx = Dz|HR and Dx˜ = Dz|H.
Proposition 1. The 3-form Dx takes values in HR. If we write X = x0e0 + x1e˜1 + x2e˜2 +
x3e3 ∈ HR, x0, x1, x2, x3 ∈ R, then Dx is given explicitly by
Dx = e0 dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 + e˜1 dx0 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 − e˜2 dx0 ∧ dx1 ∧ dx3 − e3 dx0 ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2.
(10)
Remark 2. Clearly, the form Dx satisfies the property
〈
X1,Dx(X2,X3,X4)
〉= 1
2
Tr
(
X+1 ,Dx(X2,X3,X4)
)= dV (X1,X2,X3,X4)
for all X1,X2,X3,X4 ∈ HR, which could be used to define it.
Let U ⊂ HR be an open region with piecewise smooth boundary ∂U . We give a canonical
orientation to ∂U as follows. The positive orientation of U is determined by {e0, e˜1, e˜2, e3}.
Pick a smooth point p ∈ ∂U and let np be a non-zero vector in TpHR perpendicular to Tp∂U
and pointing outside of U . Then {τ1, τ2, τ3} ⊂ Tp∂U is positively oriented in ∂U if and only
if {np, τ1, τ2, τ3} is positively oriented in HR. We orient SU(1,1) and, more generally, hyper-
boloids HR = {X ∈ HR; N(X) = R2} as the boundaries of the open sets {X ∈ HR; N(X) < R2}.
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Dx|HR = X
dS
‖X‖ ,
where dS denotes the restrictions of the Euclidean measure on HR to HR .
We recall some notations from [3]. Let S be the natural two-dimensional complex represen-
tation of the algebra HC. We realize it as a column of two complex numbers, then HC acts on S
by matrix multiplication on the left. Similarly, we denote by S′ the dual space of S, this time
realized as a row of two complex numbers. We have a right action of HC on S′ by multiplication
on the right.
2.2. Regular functions on H and HC
Recall that regular functions on H are defined using an analogue of the Cauchy–Riemann
equations. Write X˜ ∈ H as X˜ = x˜0e0 + x˜1e1 + x˜2e2 + x˜3e3, x˜0, x˜1, x˜2, x˜3 ∈ R, and factor the
four-dimensional Laplacian operator  on H as a product of two Dirac operators
= ∂
2
(∂x˜0)2
+ ∂
2
(∂x˜1)2
+ ∂
2
(∂x˜2)2
+ ∂
2
(∂x˜3)2
= ∇∇+ = ∇+∇,
where
∇+ = e0 ∂
∂x˜0
+ e1 ∂
∂x˜1
+ e2 ∂
∂x˜2
+ e3 ∂
∂x˜3
and
∇ = e0 ∂
∂x˜0
− e1 ∂
∂x˜1
− e2 ∂
∂x˜2
− e3 ∂
∂x˜3
.
The operators ∇+, ∇ can be applied to functions on the left and on the right. For an open subset
U ⊂ H and a differentiable function f on U with values in H, S or HC, we say f is left-regular
if (∇+f )(X˜) = 0 for all X˜ ∈ U . Similarly, a differentiable function g on U with values in H,
S′ or HC, is right-regular if (g∇+)(X˜) = 0 for all X˜ ∈ U .
Proposition 4. For any C1-functions f : U → S and g : U → S′, where U ⊂ H is an open subset,
d(Dx˜ · f ) = −Dx˜ ∧ df = (∇+f )dV |H, d(g ·Dx˜) = dg ∧Dx˜ = (g∇+)dV |H.
In particular,
∇+f = 0 ⇐⇒ Dx˜ ∧ df = 0, g∇+ = 0 ⇐⇒ dg ∧Dx˜ = 0.
Let UC ⊂ HC be an open set. Following [3], we say that a differential function on UC with
values in C, HC, S or S′ is holomorphic if it is holomorphic with respect to the complex variables
z0, z1, z2, z3. Then we define f C : UC → S to be holomorphic left-regular if it is holomorphic
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holomorphic and gC∇+ = 0. Finally, we call a function ϕ : UC → C holomorphic harmonic if it
is holomorphic and ϕ = 0.
If we identify HC with complex 2 × 2 matrices
( z11 z12
z21 z22
)
, zij ∈ C, then a function is holomor-
phic if and only if it is holomorphic with respect to the complex variables zij , 1 i, j  2. For
holomorphic functions f C : UC → S and gC : UC → S′, the following derivatives are equal:
∇+f C = e0 ∂f
C
∂z0
+ e1 ∂f
C
∂z1
+ e2 ∂f
C
∂z2
+ e3 ∂f
C
∂z3
= 2
( ∂
∂z22
− ∂
∂z21
− ∂
∂z12
∂
∂z11
)
f C,
gC∇+ = ∂g
C
∂z0
e0 + ∂g
C
∂z1
e1 + ∂g
C
∂z2
e2 + ∂g
C
∂z3
e3 = 2gC
( ∂
∂z22
− ∂
∂z21
− ∂
∂z12
∂
∂z11
)
,
∇f C = e0 ∂f
C
∂z0
− e1 ∂f
C
∂z1
− e2 ∂f
C
∂z2
− e3 ∂f
C
∂z3
= 2
( ∂
∂z11
∂
∂z21
∂
∂z12
∂
∂z22
)
f C,
gC∇ = ∂g
C
∂z0
e0 − ∂g
C
∂z1
e1 − ∂g
C
∂z2
e2 − ∂g
C
∂z3
e3 = 2gC
( ∂
∂z11
∂
∂z21
∂
∂z12
∂
∂z22
)
.
Since we are interested in holomorphic functions only, we will abuse the notation and denote by
∇ and ∇+ the holomorphic differential operators ∂
∂z0
e0 − ∂∂z1 e1 − ∂∂z2 e2 − ∂∂z3 e3 and e0 ∂∂z0 +
e1
∂
∂z1
+ e2 ∂∂z2 + e3 ∂∂z3 respectively.
Proposition 5. For any holomorphic functions f C : UC → S and gC : UC → S′,
∇+f C = 0 ⇐⇒ Dz∧ df C = 0, gC∇+ = 0 ⇐⇒ dgC ∧Dz = 0.
Lemma 6. We have:
1.  1
N(Z)
= 0;
2. ∇ 1
N(Z)
= 1
N(Z)
∇ = −2 Z−1
N(Z)
= −2 Z+
N(Z)2
;
3. Z−1
N(Z)
= Z+
N(Z)2
is a holomorphic left- and right-regular function defined wherever N(Z) = 0;
4. The form Z−1
N(Z)
·Dz = Z+
N(Z)2
·Dz is a closed holomorphic HC-valued 3-form defined wher-
ever N(Z) = 0.
Lemma 7. For any differentiable function ϕ : UC → C, we have:
∇(ϕ(Z+))= (∇+ϕ)(Z+), ∇+(ϕ(Z+))= (∇ϕ)(Z+),
∇(ϕ(Z−1))= −Z−1 · (∇ϕ)(Z−1) ·Z−1.
We will often use the shifted degree operator
d˜eg = 1 + z0 ∂
∂z0
+ z1 ∂
∂z1
+ z2 ∂
∂z2
+ z3 ∂
∂z3
(the degree operator plus identity). By direct computation we obtain
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2(d˜eg + 1)= Z+∇+ + ∇Z = ∇+Z+ +Z∇. (11)
Next we describe actions of the group GL(2,HC) on the spaces of left-, right-regular and
harmonic functions on HC with singularities by conformal (fractional linear) transformations.
Let
h =
(
a′ b′
c′ d ′
)
∈ GL(2,HC) and write h−1 =
(
a b
c d
)
.
On the space of left-regular S-valued functions GL(2,HC) acts by
πl(h) : f (Z) →
(
πl(h)f
)
(Z) = (cZ + d)
−1
N(cZ + d) · f
(
(aZ + b)(cZ + d)−1).
On the space of right-regular S′-valued functions GL(2,HC) acts by
πr(h) : g(Z) →
(
πr(h)g
)
(Z) = g((a′ −Zc′)−1(−b′ +Zd ′)) · (a′ −Zc′)−1
N(a′ −Zc′) .
On the space of C-valued harmonic functions we have two different actions:
π0l (h) : ϕ(Z) →
(
π0l (h)ϕ
)
(Z) = 1
N(cZ + d) · ϕ
(
(aZ + b)(cZ + d)−1),
π0r (h) : ϕ(Z) →
(
π0r (h)ϕ
)
(Z) = 1
N(a′ −Zc′) · ϕ
((
a′ −Zc′)−1(−b′ +Zd ′)).
These two actions coincide on SL(2,HC), which is defined as the connected Lie subgroup of
GL(2,HC) with Lie algebra
sl(2,HC) =
{
x ∈ gl(2,HC); Re(Trx) = 0
}
.
2.3. Regular functions on HR
We introduce linear differential operators on HR
∇+
R
= e0 ∂
∂x0
− e˜1 ∂
∂x1
− e˜2 ∂
∂x2
+ e3 ∂
∂x3
and
∇R = e0 ∂
∂x0
+ e˜1 ∂
∂x1
+ e˜2 ∂
∂x2
− e3 ∂
∂x3
which may be applied to functions on the left and on the right.
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if it satisfies
(∇+
R
f
)
(X)= e0 ∂f
∂x0
(X)− e˜1 ∂f
∂x1
(X)− e˜2 ∂f
∂x2
(X)+ e3 ∂f
∂x3
(X)= 0, ∀X ∈ U.
Similarly, a differentiable function g : HR → S′ is right-regular if
(
g∇+
R
)
(X) = ∂g
∂x0
(X)e0 − ∂g
∂x1
(X)e˜1 − ∂g
∂x2
(X)e˜2 + ∂g
∂x3
(X)e3 = 0, ∀X ∈ U.
We denote by2,2 the ultrahyperbolic wave operator on HR which can be factored as follows:
2,2 = ∂
2
(∂x0)2
− ∂
2
(∂x1)2
− ∂
2
(∂x2)2
+ ∂
2
(∂x3)2
= ∇R∇+R = ∇+R∇R.
Abusing terminology, we call a smooth function ϕ : U → C harmonic if 2,2ϕ = 0.
Proposition 10. For any C1-functions f : U → S and g : U → S′,
d(Dx · f ) = −Dx ∧ df = (∇+
R
f
)
dV, d(g ·Dx) = dg ∧Dx = (g∇+
R
)
dV.
In particular,
∇+
R
f = 0 ⇐⇒ Dx ∧ df = 0, g∇+
R
= 0 ⇐⇒ dg ∧Dx = 0.
Let UC ⊂ HC be an open set. The restriction relations
Dz|HR = Dx, Dz|H = Dx˜
imply that the restriction of a holomorphic left- or right-regular function to UR = UC ∩ HR
produces a left- or right-regular function on UR respectively. And the restriction of a holomorphic
left- or right-regular function to UH = UC ∩ H also produces a left- or right-regular function
on UH respectively. Conversely, if one starts with, say, a left-regular function on HR, extends
it holomorphically to a left-regular function on HC and then restricts the extension to H, the
resulting function is left-regular on H.
Proposition 11. Let f C : UC → S and gC : UC → S′ be holomorphic functions. Then
∇+
R
f C = ∇+f C, ∇Rf C = ∇f C, gC∇+R = gC∇+, gC∇R = gC∇.
The actions of the group GL(2,HR) on the spaces of left-, right-regular and harmonic func-
tions on HR with singularities are given by the same formulas as before.
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We are interested in extensions of the Cauchy–Fueter formula to functions on HR. First we
recall the classical version of the integral formula due to Fueter:
Theorem 12 (Cauchy–Fueter formula). (See [6,7].) Let UH ⊂ H be an open bounded subset
with piecewise C1 boundary ∂UH. Suppose that f (X˜) is left-regular on a neighborhood of the
closure UH, then
1
2π2
∫
∂UH
(X˜ − X˜0)−1
N(X˜ − X˜0)
·Dx˜ · f (X˜) =
{
f (X˜0) if X˜0 ∈ UH;
0 if X˜0 /∈ UH.
If g(X˜) is right-regular on a neighborhood of the closure UH, then
1
2π2
∫
∂UH
g(X˜) ·Dx˜ · (X˜ − X˜0)
−1
N(X˜ − X˜0)
=
{
g(X˜0) if X˜0 ∈ UH;
0 if X˜0 /∈ UH.
Let U ⊂ HR be an open subset, and let f be a C1-function defined on a neighborhood of
U such that ∇+
R
f = 0. In this subsection we extend the Cauchy–Fueter integral formula to left-
regular functions which can be extended holomorphically to a neighborhood of U in HC. Observe
that the expression in the integral formula (X˜−X˜0)
−1
N(X˜−X˜0) ·Dx˜ is nothing else but the restriction to H
of the holomorphic 3-form (Z−X˜0)
−1
N(Z−X˜0) · Dz, which is the form from Lemma 6 translated by X˜0.
For this reason we expect an integral formula of the kind
f (X0) = 12π2
∫
∂U
(
(Z −X0)−1
N(Z −X0) ·Dz
)∣∣∣∣
HR
· f (X), ∀X0 ∈ U.
However, the integrand is singular wherever N(Z − X0) = 0. We resolve this difficulty by de-
forming the contour of integration ∂U in such a way that the integral is no longer singular. Fix
an ε ∈ R and define an ε-deformation hε : HC → HC, Z → Zε , by:
z11 → z11 + iεz11, z12 → z12 − iεz12,
z21 → z21 − iεz21, z22 → z22 + iεz22.
In other words, Zε = Z + iεZ−. For Z0 ∈ HC fixed, we use a notation
hε,Z0(Z) = Z0 + hε(Z −Z0) = Z + iε(Z −Z0)−.
Lemma 13. Define a quadratic form S(Z) = z11z22 + z12z21 on HC. We have:
N(Zε) =
(
1 − ε2)N(Z)+ i2εS(Z),
S(X) = ‖X‖2, ∀X ∈ HR.
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f (X) be a function defined on a neighborhood of the closure U such that ∇+
R
f = 0. Suppose
that f extends to a holomorphic left-regular function on an open subset V C ⊂ HC containing U ,
then
− 1
2π2
∫
(hε,X0 )∗(∂U)
(Z −X0)−1
N(Z −X0) ·Dz · f
C(Z) =
{
f (X0) if X0 ∈ U ;
0 if X0 /∈ U,
for all ε = 0 sufficiently close to 0.
Remark 15. For all ε = 0 sufficiently close to 0 the contour of integration (hε,X0)∗(∂U) lies
inside V C and the integrand is non-singular, thus the integrals are well defined. Moreover, the
value of the integral becomes constant when the parameter ε is sufficiently close to 0. Of course,
there is a similar formula for right-regular functions on HR.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 51 in [3]; for this reason we just give an outline.
Since the integrand is a closed form, by Stokes’ we are free to deform the cycle of integration as
long as we stay inside the set {
Z ∈ V C; N(X0 −Z) = 0
}
. (12)
Let Sr = {X˜ ∈ H +X0; ‖X˜ −X0‖2 = r2} be the sphere of radius r centered at X0 and lying in
the subspace of HC parallel to H. We orient Sr as the boundary of the open ball. One can show
that, for r > 0 sufficiently small, the cycle of integration (hε,X0)∗(∂U) is homologous to −Sr if
X0 ∈ U and 0 if X0 /∈ U as homology 3-cycles in (12). Then the result follows from the Fueter
formula for the regular quaternions (Theorem 12). Alternatively, one can let r → 0+ and show
directly that the integral remains unchanged and at the same time approaches −2π2f (X0) in the
same way the Cauchy and Cauchy–Fueter formulas are proved.
One can drop the assumption that f (X) extends holomorphically to an open neighborhood
of U in HC and prove the following version involving generalized functions:
Theorem 16 (Integral formula). Let U ⊂ HR be a bounded open region with smooth bound-
ary ∂U . Let f : U → HC be a function which extends to a real-differentiable function on an
open neighborhood V ⊂ HR of the closure U such that ∇+R f = 0. Then, for any point X0 ∈ HR
such that ∂U intersects the cone {X ∈ HR; N(X −X0) = 0} transversally, we have:
lim
ε→0−
1
2π2
∫
X∈∂U
(X −X0)+
(N(X −X0)+ iε‖X −X0‖2)2 ·Dz · f (X)=
{
f (X0) if X0 ∈ U ;
0 if X0 /∈ U .
The proof of this theorem is given in [19].
2.5. The matrix coefficients of SU(1,1)
The matrix coefficients of the (generalized) principal series representations are functions of
Z ∈ SU(1,1) given by
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1
2πi
∮
(sz11 + z21)l−m(sz12 + z22)l+ms−l+n ds
s
, Z =
(
z11 z12
z21 z22
)
, (13)
where the integral is taken over the unit circle {s ∈ C; |s| = 1} traversed once in the counter-
clockwise direction [23]. The parameters m and n are either both integers or half-integers:
m,n ∈ Z or m,n ∈ Z + 1
2
, and l ∈ C.
When the parameters l,m,n range over
l = −1
2
,−1,−3
2
,−2,−5
2
, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n−l,
we get the matrix coefficients of the holomorphic discrete series representations (l  −1) to-
gether with its limit (l = −1/2). When the parameters l,m,n range over
l = −1
2
,−1,−3
2
,−2,−5
2
, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n l,
we get the matrix coefficients of the antiholomorphic discrete series representations (l  −1)
together with its limit (l = −1/2). When the parameter l ranges over
l = −1
2
+ iλ, λ ∈ R,
we get the matrix coefficients of the continuous series representations and the two limits of
the discrete series (λ = 0 and m,n ∈ Z + 12 ). Formula (13) involves complex numbers raised to
complex powers, and we need to clarify it so there is no ambiguity. In the discrete series situation
the powers l ± m are actually integers, so there is no ambiguity at all. In the general case l ∈ C
we write
(sz11 + z21)l−m(sz12 + z22)l+ms−l+n = (sz11 + z21)l−m
(
z12 + s−1z22
)l+m
sm+n
= |sz11 + z21|2(l−m)
(
z12 + s−1z22
)2m
sm+n
(recall that z22 = z11, z12 = z21, s−1 = s). The expression |sz11 + z21|2(l−m) is well defined
because |sz11 + z21| is a positive real number, and the expressions (z12 + s−1z22)2m, sm+n are
well defined as well since the powers 2m, m + n are integers. For certain values of l, m, n, the
matrix coefficients vanish:
t lnm(Z) = 0 when l = 0,−
1
2
,−1,−3
2
, . . . and
m−l, n < −l
or
m l, n > l.
(14)
We give another expression for the matrix coefficients (13) also due to Vilenkin [23]. Fix a
parameterization of the group SU(1,1) which is essentially the KAK decomposition:
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(
x0 − ix3 x1 + ix2
x1 − ix2 x0 + ix3
)
=
(
cosh τ2 · ei
ϕ+ψ
2 sinh τ2 · ei
ϕ−ψ
2
sinh τ2 · ei
ψ−ϕ
2 cosh τ2 · e−i
ϕ+ψ
2
)
=
(
ei
ϕ
2 0
0 e−i
ϕ
2
)(
cosh τ2 sinh
τ
2
sinh τ2 cosh
τ
2
)(
ei
ψ
2 0
0 e−i
ψ
2
)
(15)
with 0 ϕ < 2π , 0 < τ < ∞, −2π  ψ < 2π . Then we have the following expressions for the
Haar measure on SU(1,1):
dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3
x0
= sinh τ
8
dϕ ∧ dτ ∧ dψ = Dx ·X−1 = dS‖X‖ .
In terms of the parameterization (15), the coefficients t lnm(X), X ∈ SU(1,1), can be written as
t lnm(ϕ, τ,ψ)= e−i(nϕ+mψ) · Plnm(cosh τ), (16)
where, by definition,
Plnm(cosh τ) =
1
2πi
∮ (
s cosh
τ
2
+ sinh τ
2
)l−m(
s sinh
τ
2
+ cosh τ
2
)l+m
s−l+n ds
s
.
The functions Plnm(cosh τ) are real-valued when l ∈ R. Moreover,
Plnm(cosh τ) = Plnm(cosh τ),
Plmn(cosh τ) = Pl−m−n(cosh τ) = (−1)m−nP−l−1nm (cosh τ)
= Γ (l + n+ 1)Γ (l − n+ 1)
Γ (l +m+ 1)Γ (l −m+ 1) · P
l
nm(cosh τ).
(When l ∈ 12Z two of the Γ -factors become infinite and must be transformed by the formula
Γ (x) · Γ (1 − x) = π/ sin(πx).) They also satisfy the orthogonality relations:
∞∫
1
Plmn(t) · Pl′mn(t) dt = 0 if l = l′, l, l′,m,n ∈
1
2
Z, (17)
∞∫
1
∣∣Plnm(t)∣∣2 dt = (−1)m−n −22l + 1 Γ (l +m+ 1)Γ (l −m+ 1)Γ (l + n+ 1)Γ (l − n+ 1) , l = −1,−32 ,−2, . . . .
(18)
The functions Plmn(cosh t) can be expressed in terms of the hypergeometric function. We will
use
Plnm(cosh τ) =
Γ (l −m+ 1)(cosh τ2 )m+n(sinh τ2 )n−m
Γ (l − n+ 1)(n−m)!
× 2F1
(
l + n+ 1,−l + n;n−m+ 1;− sinh2 τ
2
)
(19)
(valid for nm) found in Subsection 6.5.3 of [24].
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R
= {X ∈ HR; N(X) > 0}. Clearly, the matrix coefficient functions t lnm extend from
SU(1,1) to H+
R
. Differentiating (13) under the integral sign we obtain:
Lemma 17.
∂
∂z11
t lnm(Z) = (l −m)tl−
1
2
n+ 12m+ 12
(Z),
∂
∂z12
t lnm(Z) = (l +m)tl−
1
2
n+ 12m− 12
(Z),
∂
∂z21
t lnm(Z) = (l −m)tl−
1
2
n− 12m+ 12
(Z),
∂
∂z22
t lnm(Z) = (l +m)tl−
1
2
n− 12m− 12
(Z).
We also have the following multiplication identities for matrix coefficients.
Lemma 18.
(
t
l− 12
m+ 12n
(Z), t
l− 12
m− 12n
(Z)
)( z11 z12
z21 z22
)
= (t l
mn− 12
(Z), t l
mn+ 12
(Z)
)
and
(
z11 z12
z21 z22
)⎛⎝ (l −m+ 12 )t lnm+ 12 (Z)
(l +m+ 12 )t lnm− 12 (Z)
⎞⎠=
⎛⎜⎝ (l − n+ 1)t
l+ 12
n− 12m
(Z)
(l + n+ 1)t l+
1
2
n+ 12m
(Z)
⎞⎟⎠ .
Applying 2,2 = ∂2∂z11∂z22 − ∂
2
∂z12∂z21
and using Lemma 17 we obtain:
Proposition 19. On H+
R
we have:
2,2 t lnm(Z) = 0 and 2,2 N(Z)−1 · t lnm
(
Z−1
)= 0.
Applying ∇+ = 2
(
∂
∂z11
∂
∂z21
∂
∂z12
∂
∂z22
)
and using Lemma 17 we obtain:
Proposition 20. The following S-valued functions on H+
R⎛⎝ (l −m+ 12 )t lnm+ 12 (Z)
(l +m+ 12 )t lnm− 12 (Z)
⎞⎠ , 1
N(Z)
⎛⎝ (l − n+ 12 )t ln− 12m(Z−1)
(l + n+ 12 )t ln+ 12m(Z
−1)
⎞⎠
are left-regular. Dually, the following S′-valued functions on H+
R
1
N(Z)
(
t
l+ 12
mn− 12
(
Z−1
)
, t
l+ 12
mn+ 12
(
Z−1
))
,
(
t
l− 12
m+ 12n
(Z), t
l− 12
m− 12n
(Z)
)
are right-regular.
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R
to an
open region in HC. Define an open region in HC:
U =
{
Z =
(
z11 z12
z21 z22
)
∈ HC; |z21| < |z11|, |z12|< |z22|, Re(z11z22) > 0 or Im(z11z22) = 0
}
.
Lemma 21. The matrix coefficients (13) can be holomorphically extended to U .
Proof. We can rewrite
t lnm(Z) =
1
2πi
∮ (
1 + s−1 z21
z11
)l−m(
1 + s z12
z22
)l+m
(z11z22)
l−m(z22)2msn−m
ds
s
. (20)
By assumption, Re(z11z22) > 0 or Im(z11z22) = 0, which allows us to choose a single branch of
the complex multivalued function (z11z22)l−m. Since |z21|< |z11| and |z12|< |z22|,
Re
(
1 + s−1 z21
z11
)
> 0 and Re
(
1 + s z12
z22
)
> 0.
Thus we can choose single branches of the multivalued functions (1 + s−1 z21
z11
)l−m and (1 +
s z12
z22
)l+m as well. 
Let U+ be another open region in HC:
U+ = {Z∈HC; Z+ ∈ U}
=
{
Z=
(
z11 z12
z21 z22
)
∈HC; |z12|< |z11|, |z21| < |z22|, Re(z11z22) > 0 or Im(z11z22) =0
}
.
Observe that, for Z ∈ U ∪ U+, N(Z) is never a negative real number or zero, hence arbitrary
complex powers of N(Z) are well defined. Letting Z˜ = Z−1 and writing
t lnm(Z) = t lnm
(
Z˜−1
)= N(Z˜)−2l · t lnm(Z˜+),
we see that the matrix coefficients t lnm(Z)’s can be holomorphically extended to U+ as well.
Now we define H+
C
= U ∪U+.
Lemma 22. The matrix coefficients (13) can be holomorphically extended to H+
C
.
Proof. Since the matrix coefficients extend to both U and U+, all we need to show is that we do
not run into problems with multivaluedness on U ∩ U+. The matrix coefficients of the discrete
series and their limits are rational functions in zij ’s and certainly extend to H+C . For the matrix
coefficients of the continuous series the result follows from the following general observation:
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C
2 be two connected open regions in C
n
such that UR ⊂ UCi ∩ Rn, i = 1,2, and every loop in UC1 ∪ UC2 is homotopic to a loop in UR.
Suppose a real-analytic function f on UR has holomorphic extensions f1 to UC1 and f2 to U
C
2 ,
then f1 = f2 on UC1 ∩UC2 and f has a unique holomorphic extension to UC1 ∪UC2 . 
We view H+
C
as an open neighborhood of H+
R
in HC, and in light of the lemma we can regard
the matrix coefficients (13) as functions on H+
C
. Lemma 17 and Proposition 20 formally extend
to complex variables and H+
R
replaced with H+
C
.
We conclude this subsection with a list of relations between the matrix coefficients which
follow from the relations between Plnm(t)’s. When Re l = −1/2, the functions t lnm(Z) and
N(Z)−1 · t lnm(Z/N(Z)) on H+C are proportional:
t lnm(Z) = (−1)m−n
Γ (l − n+ 1)Γ (l + n+ 1)
Γ (l −m+ 1)Γ (l +m+ 1) ·
1
N(Z)
· t lnm
(
Z
N(Z)
)
, Re l = −1
2
. (21)
We also have
t lnm
(
Z+
)= (−1)m−n Γ (l −m+ 1)Γ (l +m+ 1)
Γ (l − n+ 1)Γ (l + n+ 1) · t
l−m−n(Z). (22)
Combining this with (21) we obtain
N(Z)−1 · t lnm
(
Z−1
)= t l−m−n(Z), Re l = −1/2. (23)
2.6. Schwartz space S(H+
R
) and invariant pairings
Definition 23. Let f be a function on H+
R
(with values in C, HC, S or S′). We say f is quasi-
regular at the origin if
lim
t→0+
t1+δf (tX)= 0 for all X ∈ H+
R
and all δ > 0.
If ϕ is a solution of the wave equation 2,2ϕ = 0 on H+R , we say ϕ is quasi-regular at infinity
if
π0l
(
0 1
1 0
)
ϕ = π0r
(
0 1
1 0
)
ϕ = 1
N(X)
· ϕ(X−1)
is quasi-regular at the origin.
Similarly, we say that a left-regular function f or a right-regular function g on H+
R
is quasi-
regular at infinity if
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(
0 1
1 0
)
f = X
−1
N(X)
· f (X−1) or πr (0 11 0
)
g = g(X−1) · X−1
N(X)
is quasi-regular at the origin.
For example, let f be a homogeneous function on H+
R
of homogeneity degree μ ∈ C. Then
f is quasi-regular at the origin if and only if Reμ−1. If f is a solution of the wave equation,
then f is quasi-regular at infinity if and only if Reμ−1. In particular, all matrix coefficients
t lnm(Z) are quasi-regular at infinity; moreover, the matrix coefficients of the continuous series
and the limits of the discrete series (Re l = −1/2) are also quasi-regular at the origin. Finally, if
f is a left- or right-regular function, then f is quasi-regular at infinity if and only if Reμ−2.
For the purposes of this article, a suitable reference for the Schwartz functions on Lie groups
in the sense of Harish-Chandra is [22]. Our definition of the Schwartz space on H+
R
, denoted by
S(H+
R
), is motivated by the following needs:
• If f ∈ S(H+
R
), then the restrictions of f to all hyperboloids HR , R > 0, should be Schwartz
functions in the sense of Harish-Chandra.
• Since we often apply the d˜eg operator, if f ∈ S(H+
R
), then the restrictions (deg)df |HR should
be Schwartz functions as well, for all R > 0 and integers d  0.
• Since we often perform calculations with matrix coefficients t lnm(Z), the matrix coefficients
of the discrete series and wave packets formed out of the matrix coefficients of the continuous
series should be in S(H+
R
).
The group H+
R
× H+
R
acts on H+
R
by multiplication:
(a, b) : X → aXb−1, (a, b) ∈ H+
R
× H+
R
, X ∈ H+
R
.
Hence we get an action of H+
R
× H+
R
on the space of smooth functions on H+
R
:
(a, b) : f (X) → f (a−1Xb), f ∈ C∞(H+
R
)
.
Differentiating, we obtain an action of the Lie algebra gl(2,R) × gl(2,R) which extends to an
action of its universal enveloping algebra U(gl(2,R))⊗ U(gl(2,R)) on C∞(H+
R
).
Definition 24. We define S(H+
R
) – the Schwartz space on H+
R
– to be the space of smooth
functions f on H+
R
such that, for each a ∈ U(gl(2,R))⊗ U(gl(2,R)), each n ∈ N and all R > 1,
there exists a constant C(a,n,R) > 0 such that
∣∣a · f (X)∣∣ C(a,n,R) · (1 + log‖X‖)−n‖X‖
for all X ∈ H+
R
such that R−2 N(X)R2.
We shall regard S(H+
R
) as a Fréchet space with respect to the seminorms
μa,n,R(f ) = sup
{X∈H+; R−2N(X)R2}
∣∣a · f (X)∣∣ · ‖X‖ · (1 + log‖X‖)n.
R
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C∞c
(
H+
R
)
↪→ S(H+
R
)→ L2(SU(1,1)),
where the first map is the inclusion and the second map is the restriction map f → f |SU(1,1).
These maps are continuous with dense images.
Let
H(H+
R
)= {ϕ ∈ S(H+
R
); 2,2ϕ = 0}
be the space of “harmonic” functions in S(H+
R
). Similarly, we denote by S(H+
R
) the space of
S-valued left-regular functions and, respectively, S′(HR) the space of S′-valued right-regular
functions on H+
R
with both components in S(H+
R
). Essentially by definition, the matrix coeffi-
cient functions listed in Proposition 19 with l −1 (i.e. belonging to the discrete series) together
with the wave packets formed out the functions with Re l = −1/2 (i.e. belonging to the continu-
ous series) form a dense subset of H(H+
R
). Similarly, the left- and right-regular functions listed
in Proposition 20 generate the spaces S(H+
R
) and S′(HR) respectively. That is, the left- and right-
regular functions of Proposition 20 with entries belonging to the discrete series together with the
wave packets formed out of the functions with entries in the continuous series form dense subsets
of S(H+
R
) and S′(HR) respectively.
Fix an R > 0 and define a bilinear form on H(H+
R
) by
〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉R = − 12π2
∫
X∈HR
(d˜egϕ1)(X) · ϕ2(X) dS‖X‖ , ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ H
(
H+
R
)
. (24)
This form is not symmetric, not sl(2,HC)-invariant and depends on the choice of R. In Subsec-
tion 4.5 we will extend the space H(H+
R
) to Ĥ(H+
R
) and define a symmetric sl(2,HC)-invariant
nondegenerate bilinear pairing on it.
Lemma 25. Let G˜(HR) ⊂ GL(2,HC) be the subgroup consisting of all elements of GL(2,HC)
with entries in HR and preserving the hyperboloid HR = {X ∈ HR; N(X) = R2}. Then
Lie
(
G˜(HR)
)= {(A R2C+
C D
)
; A,C,D ∈ HR, ReA = ReD
}
.
Proof. The Lie algebra of G˜(HR) consists of all matrices
(
A B
C D
)
, A,B,C,D ∈ HR, which gen-
erate vector fields tangent to HR . Such a matrix
(
A B
C D
)
generates a vector field
d
dt
(
(1 + tA)X + tB)(tCX + 1 + tD)−1∣∣∣∣
t=0
= AX +B −XCX −XD.
A vector field is tangent to HR if and only if it is orthogonal with respect to (8) to the vector field
X for N(X)= R2:
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= Re(R2A−R2D +BX+ −R2XC), ∀X ∈ HR.
It follows that ReA = ReD and B = R2C+. 
Corollary 26. Let G(HR) ⊂ GL(2,HC) be the connected subgroup with Lie algebra
g(HR)=
{
x ∈ Lie(G˜(HR)); Re(Trx) = 0}
=
{(
A R2C+
C D
)
; A,C,D ∈ HR, ReA = ReD = 0
}
.
Then G(HR) preserves the hyperboloid HR = {X ∈ HR; N(X) = R2} and the open sets
{X ∈ HR;N(X) > R2}, {X ∈ HR; N(X) < R2}.
The Lie algebra g(HR) and the Lie group G(HR) are isomorphic to so(3,2) = sp(2,R) and
SO+(3,2) respectively (see, for example, [14]).
Proposition 27. The bilinear pairing 〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉R is invariant under the π0l action of g(HR).
Proof. First we find a convenient pair of subgroups generating G(HR):
Lemma 28. The group G(HR) is generated by SU(1,1)× SU(1,1) realized as the subgroup of
diagonal matrices
(
a 0
0 d
)
, a, d ∈ SU(1,1) ⊂ HR, and the one-parameter group
G(HR)
′ =
{(
cosh t R sinh t
R−1 sinh t cosh t
)
; t ∈ R
}
.
Clearly, the bilinear pairing is invariant under the π0l action of SU(1,1)× SU(1,1). Thus it is
sufficient to show it is invariant under a one-dimensional Lie algebra g(HR)′ = Lie(G(HR)′).
Lemma 29. Fix an element g =
(
cosh t R sinh t
R−1 sinh t cosh t
)
∈ G(HR)′ and consider its conformal action
on HR:
πl(g) : X → X˜ = (cosh tX −R sinh t)
(−R−1 sinh tX + cosh t)−1.
Then the Jacobian J of this map is
πl(g)
∗
(
dS
‖X‖
)
= J dS‖X‖ =
1
N(−R−1 sinh tX + cosh t) ·
R2 − (Re X˜)2
R2 − (ReX)2
dS
‖X‖ .
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(
0 Rt
R−1t 0
)
∈ G(HR)′. For t → 0 and modulo terms of order t2, we have:
X˜ = X + t(X2 −R2)/R, (25)
N
(−R−1 sinh tX + cosh t)= 1 − 2t ReX/R, (26)
R2 − (Re X˜)2 = (R2 − (ReX)2)(1 + 4t ReX/R). (27)
Lemma 30. Modulo terms of order t2 we have
d˜egX
(
π0l (g)ϕ
)= d˜egX( ϕ(X˜)
N(−R−1 sinh tX + cosh t)
)
= (1 + 4t ReX/R) · (d˜egX ϕ)(X˜).
Letting ϕ˜i = π0l (g)ϕi , i = 1,2, and continuing to work modulo terms of order t2, we get
−2π2 · 〈ϕ˜1, ϕ˜2〉R =
∫
X∈HR
d˜egX(ϕ˜1)(X) · ϕ˜2(X)
dS
‖X‖
=
∫
X∈HR
(d˜egX ϕ1)(X˜) · ϕ2(X˜) ·
1 + 4t ReX/R
N(−R−1 sinh tX + cosh t)
dS
‖X‖
=
∫
X˜∈HR
(d˜egX ϕ1)(X˜) · ϕ2(X˜)
dS
‖X˜‖ = −2π
2 · 〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉R.
This proves that the bilinear pairing 〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉R is g(HR)-invariant. 
Next we calculate the pairings between the matrix coefficient functions.
Proposition 31. The matrix coefficients (13) satisfy the following orthogonality relationships:〈
t l
′
n′m′(X),
1
N(X)
· t lmn
(
X−1
)〉
R
= −
〈
1
N(X)
· t lmn
(
X−1
)
, t l
′
n′m′(X)
〉
R
=
{
δll′δmm′δnn′ if l, l′ = −1/2;
0 if l or l′ = −1/2,
R−2(2l+1) · 〈t lnm(X), t l′−n′−m′(X)〉R
= −R2(2l+1) ·
〈
1
N(X)
· t lnm
(
X−1
)
,
1
N(X)
· t l′−n′−m′
(
X−1
)〉
R
= (−1)m−n Γ (l +m+ 1)Γ (l −m+ 1)
Γ (l + n+ 1)Γ (l − n+ 1) ·
{
δll′δmm′δnn′ if l, l′ = −1/2;
0 if l or l′ = −1/2,
for all R > 0, provided that l or l′ lies in {− 12 ,−1,− 32 , . . .}. In particular, we get a non-
degenerate pairing between the spaces of harmonic functions spanned by t lnm(X)’s and by
N(X)−1 · t l (X−1)’s with l = −1,− 3 ,−2, . . . , which is independent of the choice of R > 0.nm 2
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−2(l + 1) and 2l′ respectively, it is sufficient to prove the result for R = 1 only. This is done
by integrating in coordinates (15) using identities (16) and (22) and the orthogonality relations
for Plnm’s (17)–(18). 
The gl(2,HC)-invariant pairing between left-regular and right-regular functions on H+R is
given by the formula
〈g,f 〉 = − 1
2π2
∫
X∈SU(1,1)
g(X) ·Dx · f (X)
(provided that the integral converges). The fact that this bilinear pairing is gl(2,HC)-invariant
can be seen as follows. First, one can realize that if SU(1,1) is replaced with an arbitrary hy-
perboloid HR , the pairing remains unchanged (this follows, for example, from Proposition 32
below). Then, exactly as in the proof of Proposition 27, one can show that the pairing is invariant
with respect to each algebra g(HR). But for R1 = R2 the algebras g(HR1) and g(HR2) gener-
ate all of sl(2,HR). Finally, one can check the invariance under diagonal matrices and get the
gl(2,HC)-invariance.
Proposition 32. We have the following orthogonality relationships:〈
1
N(X)
(
t l
mn− 12
(
X−1
)
, t l
mn+ 12
(
X−1
))
,
⎛⎜⎝ (l
′ −m′)t l′−
1
2
n′m′+ 12
(X)
(l′ +m′)t l′−
1
2
n′m′− 12
(X)
⎞⎟⎠
〉
= δll′δmm′δnn′ ,
〈(
t
l′− 12
m′+ 12n′
(X), t
l′− 12
m′− 12n′
(X)
)
,
1
N(X)
⎛⎝ (l − n+ 12 )t ln− 12m(X−1)
(l + n+ 12 )t ln+ 12m(X
−1)
⎞⎠〉= δll′δmm′δnn′ ,〈(
t l
n+ 12m
(X), t l
n− 12m
(X)
)
,
⎛⎜⎝ (l
′ −m′)t l′−
1
2
n′m′+ 12
(X)
(l′ +m′)t l′−
1
2
n′m′− 12
(X)
⎞⎟⎠
〉
= 0,
〈
1
N(X)
(
t l
nm− 12
(
X−1
)
, t l
nm+ 12
(
X−1
))
,
1
N(X)
⎛⎜⎝ (l′ − n′)t
l′− 12
n′− 12m′
(X−1)
(l′ + n′)t l′−
1
2
n′+ 12m′
(X−1)
⎞⎟⎠
〉
= 0,
provided that l or l′ − 12 lies in the discrete series set {−1,− 32 ,−2, . . .}.
Proof. Using Lemmas 3 and 18, we obtain:
(
t l
mn− 12
(
X−1
)
, t l
mn+ 12
(
X−1
)) ·X ·
⎛⎜⎝ (l
′ −m′)t l′−
1
2
n′m′+ 12
(X)
(l′ +m′)t l′−
1
2
n′m′− 12
(X)
⎞⎟⎠
= (l′ − n′ + 1/2) · t l′
n′− 1m′(X) · t lmn− 1
(
X−1
)+ (l′ + n′ + 1/2) · t l′
n′+ 1m′(X) · t lmn+ 1
(
X−1
)
,2 2 2 2
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t
l′− 12
m′+ 12n′
(X), t
l′− 12
m′− 12n′
(X)
) ·X ·
⎛⎝ (l − n+ 12 )t ln− 12m(X−1)
(l + n+ 12 )t ln+ 12m(X
−1)
⎞⎠
= (l − n+ 1/2) · t l′
m′n′− 12
(X) · t l
n− 12m
(
X−1
)+ (l + n+ 1/2) · t l′
m′n′+ 12
(X) · t l
n+ 12m
(
X−1
)
,
then the result follows from Proposition 31. 
2.7. Fueter formula for hyperboloids
We fix 0 < R′ < R and let U = {X ∈ HR; R′2 < N(X) < R2} be the open region in H+R
bounded by two hyperboloids. In this section we essentially substitute this unbounded set U and
bounded functions f into the integral formula from Theorem 14 and prove that the resulting
identity still holds.
Recall the deformation hε,Z0 : HC → HC, Z → Z + iε(Z −Z0)−. First we deal with a tech-
nical issue arising from the fact that the image of U under hε,Z0 does not lie inside H
+
C
. Thus we
modify the deformation hε,Z0 as
h˜ε,Z0 : HC → HC, Z → Z + ε(1 + i)(Z −Z0)−.
Note that
h˜∗ε,Z0
(
N(Z −Z0)
)= (N(Z −Z0)+ 2εS(Z −Z0))+ 2iε(S(Z −Z0)+ εN(Z −Z0)),
so, for |ε| sufficiently small, the denominator of (Z−X0)−1
N(Z−X0) is bounded away from zero on
(h˜ε,X0)∗(∂U).
Lemma 33. Fix any Z0 ∈ HC, then, for ε > 0 sufficiently small, h˜ε,Z0(U) ⊂ H+C .
Proof. Let Z =
(
z11 z12
z21 z22
)
, Z0 =
(
y11 y12
y21 y22
)
and h˜ε,Z0(Z) =
(
z′11 z′12
z′21 z′22
)
. We can write
(
z′11 z′12
z′21 z′22
)
=
(
(1 + ε(1 + i))z11 (1 − ε(1 + i))z12
(1 − ε(1 + i))z21 (1 + ε(1 + i))z22
)
− ε(1 + i)
(
y11 −y12
−y21 y22
)
.
Since |z11| > |z21| and |z22| > |z12| for all Z ∈ U , by taking ε > 0 sufficiently small we can
arrange that ∣∣(1 + ε(1 + i))z11∣∣− ∣∣(1 − ε(1 + i))z21∣∣> 2√2ε|yij |,∣∣(1 + ε(1 + i))z22∣∣− ∣∣(1 − ε(1 + i))z12∣∣> 2√2ε|yij |.
Then h˜ε,Z0(Z) satisfies the inequalities |z′21|< |z′11| and |z′12|< |z′22|. Finally,
z′11z′22 =
((
1 + ε(1 + i))z11 − ε(1 + i)y11)((1 + ε(1 + i))z22 − ε(1 + i)y22)
= (1 + 2ε)z11z22 + 2iε(1 + ε)z11z22 + 2iε2y11y22
− ε(1 + i)(1 + ε(1 + i))(z11y22 + z22y11).
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2iε(1 + ε)z11z22 and 2iε2y11y22 are purely imaginary, finally the fourth term ε(1 + i)(1 +
ε(1 + i))(z11y22 + z22y11) becomes smaller in magnitude than (1 + 2ε)z11z22 when ε > 0 is
sufficiently small. This proves Re(z′11z′22) > 0. 
Theorem 34. Suppose that f (Z) is a left-regular function on H+
C
such that its components are
bounded on closed sets{
Z =
(
z11 z12
z21 z22
)
∈ HC; c |z11/z21| 2c, |z11/z22 − 1| d,
c |z22/z12| 2c, |z12/z21 − 1| d, |z11|, |z22| L0
}
(28)
for all c > 1 sufficiently close to 1 and some fixed values d,L0 > 0. Let X0 ∈ HR, then for ε > 0
sufficiently small
− 1
2π2
∫
(h˜ε,X0 )∗(∂U)
(Z −X0)−1
N(Z −X0) ·Dz · f (Z) =
{
f (X0) if X0 ∈ U ;
0 if X0 /∈ U .
Proof. For L ∈ R, let BL denote the open ball {X ∈ HR; ‖X‖ < L} of radius L, and set UL =
U ∩ BL. Clearly, the closure of UL is compact, and the proof of Theorem 14 shows that for L
sufficiently large ∫
(h˜ε,X0 )∗(∂UL)
(Z −X0)−1
N(Z −X0) ·Dz · f (Z) =
{−2π2f (X0) if X0 ∈ U ;
0 if X0 /∈ U .
The support of ∂UL consists of a portion which lies in HR ∪HR′ and its complement. We define
3-chains C1L and C2L by
∂UL = C1L +C2L
with supports |C1L| ⊂ HR ∪HR′ and |C2L| ⊂ BL. Then∫
(h˜ε,X0 )∗(∂U)
(Z −X0)−1
N(Z −X0) ·Dz · f (Z) = limL→∞
∫
(h˜ε,X0 )∗(∂UL−C2L)
(Z −X0)−1
N(Z −X0) ·Dz · f (Z).
Thus the theorem will follow if we can show
lim
L→∞
∫
(h˜ε,X0 )∗(C
2
L)
(Z −X0)−1
N(Z −X0) ·Dz · f (Z) = 0.
First we choose ε small enough so that∣∣∣∣1 + ε(1 + i) − 1∣∣∣∣< d .1 + ε(1 − i) 2
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1 < c <
∣∣∣∣1 + ε(1 + i)1 − ε(1 + i)
∣∣∣∣< 2c.
As L tends to infinity, the supports of C2L will lie inside the set (28), hence the components of f
are bounded on |C2L|. The volume of |C2L| grows as O(L), the denominator of (Z−X0)
+
N(Z−X0)2 grows
as O(L4), and the numerator grows as O(L). This proves that the integral over C2L tends to
zero. 
Remark 35. From (20) one can see that the matrix coefficients (13) are bounded on the closed
sets (28) as long as Re l  0.
3. The discrete series component on HR
3.1. The polynomial algebra on H+
R
Let us consider the matrix coefficients t lnm(Z)’s of the discrete series together with the limits
of the discrete series. It is easy to see that they are rational functions in z11, z12, z21, z22, hence
uniquely extend to HC. In this subsection we identify certain spaces of rational functions spanned
by these matrix coefficients.
We think of the matrix coefficients t lnm(Z) and N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm(Z) as meromorphic functions
on HC and introduce the following spaces:
D−discr = C-span of t lnm(Z) and N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm(Z),
l = −1,−3
2
,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n−l,
(span of the matrix coefficients of the holomorphic discrete series),
D−lim = C-span of t
− 12
nm (Z), m,n ∈ Z + 1/2, m,n 1/2,
(span of the matrix coefficients of the limit of the holomorphic discrete series),
D+discr = C-span of t lnm(Z) and N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm(Z),
l = −1,−3
2
,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n l,
(span of the matrix coefficients of the antiholomorphic discrete series),
D+lim = C-span of t
− 12
nm (Z), m,n ∈ Z + 1/2, m,n−1/2,
(span of the matrix coefficients of the limit of the antiholomorphic discrete series),
D− = D− ⊕ D− , D+ = D+ ⊕ D+ .discr lim discr lim
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C
[
z−111 , z12, z21, z22
]0 ⊂ C[z−111 , z12, z21, z22]
the subalgebra of polynomials in C[z−111 , z12, z21, z22] spanned by monomials zd1111 ·zd1212 ·zd2121 ·zd2222
with d11 + d12 + d21 + d22  0. Similarly we can define a subalgebra
C
[
z11, z12, z21, z
−1
22
]0 ⊂ C[z11, z12, z21, z−122 ].
Let D−0 (respectively D−0) be the C-span of t lnm(Z) (respectively t lnm(Z) · N(Z)−2l−1) with
l = − 12 ,−1,− 32 , . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n−l. Then D− = D−0 + D−0 and D−0 is the image
of D−0 under the inversion map ϕ(Z) → N(Z)−1 · ϕ(Z/N(Z)). Similarly, we can define D+0,
D+0 so that D+ = D+0 + D+0 and D+0 is the image of D+0 under the inversion map.
Proposition 36. We have:
D−0 =
{
ϕ ∈ z−111 · C
[
z−111 , z12, z21, z22
]0; 2,2ϕ = 0},
D+0 =
{
ϕ ∈ z−122 · C
[
z11, z12, z21, z
−1
22
]0; 2,2ϕ = 0}.
Remark 37. Note that D− is a proper subspace of {ϕ ∈ z−111 · C[z−111 , z12, z21, z22]; 2,2ϕ = 0},
since the functions zd1111 ·zd1212 and zd1111 ·zd2121 with d11 < 0, d12, d21 −d11 are not in D−. Similarly,
D+ is a proper subspace of {ϕ ∈ z−122 · C[z11, z12, z21, z−122 ]; 2,2ϕ = 0}.
Proof. Recall the integral formula for matrix coefficients (13). In the holomorphic case
m,n−l, we have l +m 0 and
(sz12 + z22)l+m = (z22)l+m ·
(
1 + s z12
z22
)l+m
= (z22)l+m ·
l+m∑
q=0
(
l +m
q
)
·
(
s
z12
z22
)q
;
on the other hand l −m< 0 and
(sz11 + z21)l−m = (sz11)l−m ·
(
1 + z21
sz11
)l−m
= (sz11)l−m ·
∞∑
r=0
(
l −m
r
)
·
(
z21
sz11
)r
.
Substituting into (13) we see that t lnm(Z) is the coefficient of s0 in the expression∑
0ql+m
r0
(
l +m
q
)
·
(
l −m
r
)
· zl−m−r11 · zq12 · zr21 · zl+m−q22 · sn−m+q−r .
Therefore, q = r +m− n and
t lnm(Z) =
l+n∑ ( l +m
r +m− n
)
·
(
l −m
r
)
· zl−m−r11 · zr+m−n12 · zr21 · zl+n−r22 . (29)r=max{0,n−m}
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2l −1. This proves
D−0 ⊂
{
ϕ ∈ z−111 · C
[
z−111 , z12, z21, z22
]0; 2,2ϕ = 0}.
It remains to prove the other inclusion. Observe that each t lnm(Z) is a finite linear combination
of monomials zd1111 · zd1212 · zd2121 · zd2222 with
d11 + d12 = l − n, d21 + d22 = l + n, d11 + d21 = l −m, d12 + d22 = l +m.
These sums of degrees can be conveniently arranged in the following form:
d11 + d12
d11 + d21 d12 + d22
d21 + d22
=
l − n
l −m l +m
l + n
.
Each degree invariant
d11 + d12
d11 + d21 d12 + d22
d21 + d22
=
D1
D2 D3
D4
(30)
has an obvious restriction D1 +D4 = D2 +D3. These observations lead to the following lemma:
Lemma 38. The matrix coefficients t lnm(Z) with m,n−l produce all possible degree invariants
(30) satisfying D3,D4  0 and D1 + D4 = D2 + D3 −1. Moreover, the functions of the type
t lnm(Z) can be uniquely recovered from their degree invariant.
The degree invariants of z−111 , z12, z21, z22 are respectively
−1
−1 0
0
,
1
0 1
0
,
0
1 0
1
,
0
0 1
1
.
Thus the monomials in z−111 ·C[z−111 , z12, z21, z22] automatically satisfy D3,D4  0. The operator
2,2 is homogeneous with respect to these invariants in the sense that it sends
D1
D2 D3
D4
→
D1 − 1
D2 − 1 D3 − 1
D4 − 1
.
Thus it is enough to show that the space of harmonic polynomials in z−111 · C[z−111 , z12, z21, z22]
with a given degree invariant (30) is at most one-dimensional. Fix a degree invariant (30), then
any function ϕ ∈ z−111 ·C[z−111 , z12, z21, z22] with that invariant must be a finite linear combination
of
z
D1
12 · zD221 · zD3−D122 ·
(
z12 · z21
)r
= z−r11 · zD1+r12 · zD2+r21 · zD3−D1−r22 , r = 1, . . . ,D3 −D1.z22 z11
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ϕ =
D3−D1∑
r=1
ar · z−r11 · zD1+r12 · zD2+r21 · zD3−D1−r22 .
We spell out the equation 2,2ϕ = 0:
0 =
D3−D1∑
r=1
ar · r(D3 −D1 − r) · z−r−111 · zD1+r12 · zD2+r21 · zD3−D1−r−122
+
D3−D1∑
r=1
ar · (D1 + r)(D2 + r) · z−r11 · zD1+r−112 · zD2+r−121 · zD3−D1−r22
which gives us recursive equations
(r − 1)(D3 −D1 − r + 1) · ar−1 = −(D1 + r)(D2 + r) · ar , r = 1, . . . ,D3 −D1. (31)
Hence the space of solutions in z−111 · C[z−111 , z12, z21, z22]0 is at most one-dimensional.
The case m,n l is completely analogous. 
3.2. The action of sl(4,C)
For convenience we restate Lemma 17 of [3] describing the π0l and π0r actions of gl(4,C) =
gl(2,HC) on the spaces of harmonic functions
π0l
(
A 0
0 0
)
: ϕ → −Tr(A ·X · ∂ϕ),
π0r
(
A 0
0 0
)
: ϕ → −Tr(A · (X · ∂ϕ + ϕ)),
π0l
(
0 B
0 0
)
= π0r
(
0 B
0 0
)
: ϕ → −Tr(B · ∂ϕ),
π0l
(
0 0
C 0
)
= π0r
(
0 0
C 0
)
: ϕ → Tr(C · (X · (∂ϕ) ·X +Xϕ))= Tr(C · (X · ∂(Xϕ))−Xϕ),
π0l
(
0 0
0 D
)
: ϕ → Tr(D · ((∂ϕ) ·X + ϕ))= Tr(D · (∂(Xϕ)− ϕ)),
π0r
(
0 0
0 D
)
: ϕ → Tr(D · (∂ϕ) ·X)= Tr(D · (∂(Xϕ)− 2ϕ)),
where ∂ =
(
∂11 ∂21
∂12 ∂22
)
= 12∇ . Recall the representations H+ and H− of sl(2,HC) realized in the
space of harmonic functions on H (see Subsection 2.5 in [3]).
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gl(2,HC). Moreover, D− and D+ are irreducible representations of sl(4,C) with highest (or
lowest) weight vectors t−
1
2
1
2
1
2
(Z) = 1
z11
and t−
1
2
− 12 − 12
(Z) = 1
z22
respectively.
Proof. Using Lemmas 17 and 18 we can compute the Lie algebra actions π0l and π0r of gl(2,H)
on D− and D+:
π0l
(
A 0
0 0
)
: t lnm → −Tr
(
A ·
(
(l − n)t lnm (l − n+ 1)t ln−1m
(l + n+ 1)t ln+1m (l + n)t lnm
))
,
π0r
(
A 0
0 0
)
: t lnm → −Tr
(
A ·
(
(l − n+ 1)t lnm (l − n+ 1)t ln−1m
(l + n+ 1)t ln+1m (l + n+ 1)t lnm
))
,
π0l
(
0 B
0 0
)
= π0r
(
0 B
0 0
)
: t lnm → −Tr
⎛⎜⎝B ·
⎛⎜⎝ (l −m)t
l− 12
n+ 12m+ 12
(l −m)tl−
1
2
n− 12m+ 12
(l +m)tl−
1
2
n+ 12m− 12
(l +m)tl−
1
2
n− 12m− 12
⎞⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎠ ,
π0l
(
0 0
C 0
)
= π0r
(
0 0
C 0
)
: t lnm → Tr
⎛⎜⎝C ·
⎛⎜⎝ (l − n+ 1)t
l+ 12
n− 12m− 12
(l − n+ 1)t l+
1
2
n− 12m+ 12
(l + n+ 1)t l+
1
2
n+ 12m− 12
(l + n+ 1)t l+
1
2
n+ 12m+ 12
⎞⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎠ ,
π0l
(
0 0
0 D
)
: t lnm → Tr
(
D ·
(
(l −m+ 1)t lnm (l −m)tlnm+1
(l +m)tlnm−1 (l +m+ 1)t lnm
))
,
π0r
(
0 0
0 D
)
: t lnm → Tr
(
D ·
(
(l −m)tlnm (l −m)tlnm+1
(l +m)tlnm−1 (l +m)tlnm
))
and similarly for t lnm(Z) ·N(Z)−2l−1’s. This together with Eq. (14) shows that the π0l -action of
sl(2,HC) preserves D∓ and that t−
1
2
1
2
1
2
(Z) and t−
1
2
− 12 − 12
(Z) generate D− and D+ respectively. Let
e˜3 = ie3. Consider an element
γ0 = 12
(−ie˜3 − i e˜3 − 1
e˜3 − 1 ie˜3 + i
)
∈ GL(2,HC) with γ−10 =
1
2
(
ie˜3 + i e˜3 − 1
e˜3 − 1 −ie˜3 − i
)
. (32)
Then π0l (γ0) sends
H+  1 → 1
iz22
= −it−
1
2
− 12 − 12
(Z) ∈ D+,
H−  1
N(Z)
→ i
z11
= it−
1
2
1
2
1
2
(Z) ∈ D−.
(This is essentially the composition of the Cayley transform from [3] with another Cayley-type
transform which will be introduced in Proposition 58.) This proves D∓  H∓, irreducibility and
the statement about the highest (or lowest) weight vectors. 
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D+ by declaring〈
t l
′
n′m′(Z),
1
N(Z)
· t lmn
(
Z−1
)〉
D−×D+
=
〈
1
N(Z)
· t lmn
(
Z−1
)
, t l
′
n′m′(Z)
〉
D−×D+
= δll′δmm′δnn′ ,
〈
t lnm(Z), t
l′
n′m′(Z)
〉
D−×D+ =
〈
1
N(Z)
· t lmn
(
Z−1
)
,
1
N(Z)
· t l′m′n′
(
Z−1
)〉
D−×D+
= 0,
l = −1,− 32 ,−2, . . . . In the second line we exclude l = −1/2 because by (23) we have
N(Z)−1 · t−
1
2
nm
(
Z−1
)= t− 12−m−n(Z).
By Proposition 31, this pairing partially agrees with the bilinear form (24) up to a sign.
Proposition 40. This bilinear pairing on D− × D+ is gl(2,HC)-invariant:〈
π0l (Z)ϕ1, ϕ2
〉
D−×D+ +
〈
ϕ1,π
0
r (Z)ϕ2
〉
D−×D+ = 0, ∀Z ∈ gl(2,HC).
Proof. Since the elements
(
0 B
0 0
)
∈ sl(2,HC), B ∈ HC, together with their conjugates by(
0 1
1 0
)
∈ GL(2,HC) generate sl(2,HC), to prove sl(2,HC)-invariance it is enough to check the
invariance under the action of
(
0 B
0 0
)
. By Lemma 17 from [3],
π0l
(
0 B
0 0
)
= π0r
(
0 B
0 0
)
: ϕ → Tr(B · (−∂ϕ)).
Applying Lemmas 17 and 18 repeatedly we find that
(
∂11 ∂21
∂12 ∂22
)
t lnm(Z) =
⎛⎜⎝ (l −m)t
l− 12
n+ 12m+ 12
(Z) (l −m)tl−
1
2
n− 12m+ 12
(Z)
(l +m)tl−
1
2
n+ 12m− 12
(Z) (l +m)tl−
1
2
n− 12m− 12
(Z)
⎞⎟⎠ ,
(
∂11 ∂21
∂12 ∂22
)(
1
N(Z)
· t lmn
(
Z−1
))
= − 1
N(Z)
⎛⎜⎝ (l −m+ 1)t
l+ 12
m− 12n− 12
(Z−1) (l −m+ 1)t l+
1
2
m− 12n+ 12
(Z−1)
(l +m+ 1)t l+
1
2
m+ 12n− 12
(Z−1) (l +m+ 1)t l+
1
2
m+ 12n+ 12
(Z−1)
⎞⎟⎠ .
We conclude that the bilinear pairing is invariant under the action of
(
0 B
0 0
)
. Using Lemma 17
from [3] it is easy to see that the pairing is invariant under the scalar matrices as well, and the
proposition follows. 
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We introduce complex Ol’shanskii semigroups Γ ± ⊂ GL(2,C) ⊂ HC. Following [18] and
[15], consider a Hermitian form H on C2 defined by
H(ζ,η)= −ζ1η1 + ζ2η2.
It is easy to check that if X ∈ iu(1,1), then H(Xζ, ζ ) ∈ R for all ζ ∈ C2. Consider a cone in
iu(1,1) defined by
C = {X ∈ iu(1,1); H(Xζ, ζ ) 0, ∀ζ ∈ C2}.
Lemma 41. The cone C is closed, convex, pointed (i.e. C ∩−C = {0}), generating (i.e. C −C =
iu(1,1) or, equivalently, has non-empty interior), hyperbolic (i.e. for every X ∈ C, the operator
adX has real eigenvalues and, for every X in the interior of C, adX is diagonalizable) and
Ad(U(1,1))-invariant.
The set
Γ − = U(1,1) · exp(C)
is called a closed complex Ol’shanskii semigroup contained in GL(2,C). The interior of C is
C0 = {X ∈ iu(1,1); H(Xζ, ζ ) < 0, ∀ζ ∈ C2 \ {0}},
and the corresponding open Ol’shanskii semigroup is
Γ − = U(1,1) · exp(C0).
The semigroup Γ − is an open subset of GL(2,C) and hence of HC. In fact, Γ − is the in-
terior of Γ −. If we re-define for a moment the complex conjugation on HC to be relative
to HR = u(1,1) (i.e. by identifying HC with u(1,1) ⊕ iu(1,1)), then the conjugate Ol’shan-
skii semigroup Γ − coincides with Γ + = U(1,1) · exp(−C). Similarly, Γ − = Γ + = U(1,1) ·
exp(−C0).
Lemma 42. We have
C =
{
X =
(
a γ
−γ −b
)
; a, b ∈ R, a, b 0, γ ∈ C, |γ |2  ab
}
⊂ iu(1,1)
and
C0 =
{
X =
(
a γ
−γ −b
)
; a, b ∈ R, a, b > 0, γ ∈ C, |γ |2 < ab
}
⊂ iu(1,1).
In particular, each X ∈ C0 has two distinct real eigenvalues – one positive and one negative.
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of diagonal matrices, and every element in Γ − is SU(1,1)-conjugate to an element in
Γ − ∩KC =
{(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
; λ1, λ2 ∈ C, |λ1|> 1 > |λ2| > 0
}
.
Similarly, every element in Γ + is SU(1,1)-conjugate to an element in
Γ + ∩KC =
{(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
; λ1, λ2 ∈ C, |λ2|> 1 > |λ1| > 0
}
.
Proposition 43. The Ol’shanskii semigroups Γ − and Γ − have the following crucial property:
γ0γ and γ γ0 ∈ Γ − whenever γ0 ∈ Γ − and γ ∈ Γ −.
In particular, if we let
W ∈ H+
R
and Z ∈√N(W) ·(σ 00 σ−1
)
· SU(1,1) ⊂ HC,
then WZ−1 ∈ Γ − for all 1 > σ > 0 and WZ−1 ∈ Γ + for all σ > 1.
Lemma 44. For W ∈ Γ −∪Γ + and Z ∈ U(1,1), the function N(Z−W) is never zero. Moreover,
if we fix W ∈ Γ − ∪ Γ +, there exist c > 0 and ε > 0 depending on W such that
1
N(Z −W) 
c
‖Z‖
for all Z ∈ HR with 1 − ε N(Z) 1 + ε.
Proof. For concreteness, let us suppose W ∈ Γ −; the other case is similar. We rewrite N(Z−W)
as N(Z−1W − 1) ·N(Z). Then Z−1W ∈ Γ − and hence has eigenvalues different from 1. There-
fore, N(Z−1W − 1) = 0.
If Z ∈ HR, then N(Z − W) = N(Z) · N(Z−1W − 1). Every element W ∈ Γ − is SU(1,1)-
conjugate to a diagonal matrix
(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
with λ1, λ2 ∈ C and |λ1| > 1 > |λ2| > 0. Since the
determinant function is Ad(SU(1,1))-invariant, without loss of generality we may assume that
W =
(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
. Then
det
[(
z11 −z12
−z12 z11
)(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
−
(
1 0
0 1
)]
= det
(
λ1z11 − 1 −λ2z12
−λ1z12 λ2z11 − 1
)
= (λ1z11 − 1)(λ2z11 − 1)− λ1λ2|z12|2
= λ1λ2N(Z)+ 1 − (λ1z11 + λ2z11).
Now the term λ1λ2N(Z)+ 1 stays bounded while ‖λ1z11 + λ2z11‖ grows proportionally to ‖Z‖
as Z → ∞. 
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rational functions in zij ’s. More precisely, the matrix coefficients of the holomorphic discrete
series and its limit lie in C[z11, z12, z21, z22, z−111 ]. Hence they extend uniquely as holomorphic
functions to the open set {Z ∈ HC; z11 = 0}. On the other hand, Lemma 2.6 from [18] implies
that Γ − ⊂ {Z ∈ HC; z11 = 0}. In particular, the matrix coefficients of the holomorphic discrete
series and its limit extend holomorphically to Γ −. Similarly, the matrix coefficients of the anti-
holomorphic discrete series and its limit lie in C[z11, z12, z21, z22, z−122 ], extend holomorphically
to the open set {Z ∈ HC; z22 = 0}. Since Γ + ⊂ {Z ∈ HC; z22 = 0}, these coefficients extend
to Γ +.
3.4. Matrix coefficient expansions for 1
N(Z−W) and
(Z−W)−1
N(Z−W)
In this subsection we derive matrix coefficient expansions for 1
N(Z−W) and
(Z−W)−1
N(Z−W) . Using
these expansions we obtain projectors onto the discrete series components for the spaces of
solutions of 2,2ϕ = 0 and left- and right-regular functions on H+R .
Proposition 45. We have the following matrix coefficient expansions
− 1
N(Z −W) =
∑
l,m,n
m,n−l1
t lnm(W) ·
1
N(Z)
· t lmn
(
Z−1
)
+
∑
l,m,n
m,nl−1/2
1
N(W)
· t lnm
(
W−1
) · t lmn(Z)
which converges pointwise absolutely whenever WZ−1 ∈ Γ − and
− 1
N(Z −W) =
∑
l,m,n
m,nl−1
t lnm(W) ·
1
N(Z)
· t lmn
(
Z−1
)
+
∑
l,m,n
m,n−l1/2
1
N(W)
· t lnm
(
W−1
) · t lmn(Z)
which converges pointwise absolutely whenever WZ−1 ∈ Γ +.
Remark 46. From (23) we have
N(W)−1 · t−
1
2
nm
(
W−1
) · t− 12mn (Z) = t− 12−m−n(W) · t− 12nm (Z) = t− 12−m−n(W) ·N(Z)−1 · t− 12−n−m(Z−1).
Hence, in each expansion of 1
N(Z−W) , the terms corresponding to the limits of the discrete series(terms with l = −1/2) can be included in either the first or the second sum.
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the first expansion we can assume that WZ−1 ∈ Γ − ∩ KC, and so WZ−1 =
(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
for some
λ1, λ2 ∈ C with |λ1| > 1 > |λ2|> 0. The discrete series characters are:
Θ˜+l
(
WZ−1
)= − λ2l+12
λ1 − λ2 , Θ˜
+
l
(
ZW−1
)= λ1 · λ−2l2
λ1 − λ2 ,
Θ˜−l
(
WZ−1
)= λ2l+11
λ1 − λ2 , Θ˜
−
l
(
ZW−1
)= −λ2 · λ−2l1
λ1 − λ2 . (33)
Using the multiplicativity property of matrix coefficients
t lnm(Z1Z2)=
∑
k
t lnk(Z1) · t lkm(Z2), (34)
the expansion reduces to a geometric series computation:
∑
l,m,n
m,n−l1
t lnm(W) ·
1
N(Z)
· t lmn
(
Z−1
)+ ∑
l,m,n
m,nl−1/2
1
N(W)
· t lnm
(
W−1
) · t lmn(Z)
= 1
N(Z)
·
( ∑
l,n
n−l1
t lnn
(
WZ−1
)+N(ZW−1) · ∑
l,n
nl−1/2
t lnn
(
ZW−1
))
= 1
N(Z)
·
( ∑
l−1
Θ˜−l
(
WZ−1
)+N(ZW−1) · ∑
l−1/2
Θ˜+l
(
ZW−1
))
= 1
N(Z)
·
( ∑
l−1
λ2l+11
λ1 − λ2 +
∑
l−1/2
λ
−(2l+1)
2
λ1 − λ2
)
= 1
N(Z)
· 1
λ1 − λ2 ·
(
1
λ1 − 1 +
1
1 − λ2
)
= − 1
N(Z)
· 1
(λ1 − 1)(λ2 − 1) = −
1
N(Z)
· 1
N(WZ−1 − 1) = −
1
N(Z −W).
The other matrix coefficient expansion is proved in the same way. 
For R > 0, define operators on H(H+
R
) by
(
S−R ϕ
)
(W) = − 1
2π2
∫
X∈HR
(d˜egϕ)(X)
N(X −W) ·
dS
‖X‖ =
〈
ϕ(X),
1
N(X −W)
〉
R
, W ∈ R · Γ −,
(
S+R ϕ
)
(W) = − 1
2π2
∫
X∈HR
(d˜egϕ)(X)
N(X −W) ·
dS
‖X‖ =
〈
ϕ(X),
1
N(X −W)
〉
R
, W ∈ R · Γ +.
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ficients (Proposition 31) we obtain:
Theorem 47. The operators S−R and S
+
R are continuous linear operators H(H+R) → H(H+R). The
operator S−R annihilates the continuous series, the antiholomorphic discrete series D+discr and
sends
t lnm(X) → −t lnm(W)−R2(2l+1) ·N(W)−2l−1 · t lnm(W),
N(X)−2l−1 · t lnm(X) → R−2(2l+1) · t lnm(W)+N(W)−2l−1 · t lnm(W),
l = −1,−3
2
,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n−l.
The operator S+R annihilates the continuous series, the holomorphic discrete series D−discr and
sends
t lnm(X) → −t lnm(W)−R2(2l+1) ·N(W)−2l−1 · t lnm(W),
N(X)−2l−1 · t lnm(X) → R−2(2l+1) · t lnm(W)+N(W)−2l−1 · t lnm(W),
l = −1,−3
2
,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n l.
Note that the closure of R · Γ − is R · Γ which contains HR . Also the functions t lnm(W) and
R2(2l+1) ·N(W)−2l−1 · t lnm(W) agree on HR . Thus, the values of the holomorphic discrete series
component of a function ϕ ∈ H(H+
R
) on HR can be determined by continuity. Similarly, one can
recover the antiholomorphic discrete series component of ϕ on HR .
Differentiating the matrix coefficient expansions for 1
N(Z−W) we get two expansions for
(Z−W)−1
N(Z−W) :
Proposition 48. We have the following matrix coefficient expansions:
(Z −W)−1
N(Z −W)
=
∑
l,m,n
m,nl−1/2
1
N(W)
(
(l − n+ 1)t ln−1m(W−1)
(l + n)t lnm(W−1)
)(
t
l− 12
m+ 12n− 12
(Z), t
l− 12
m− 12n− 12
(Z)
)
−
∑
l,m,n
m,n−l1
(
(l −m+ 1)t lnm(W)
(l +m)tlnm−1(W)
)(
N(Z)−1 · t l+
1
2
m− 12n− 12
(
Z−1
)
,N(Z)−1 · t l+
1
2
m− 12n+ 12
(
Z−1
))
which converges pointwise absolutely whenever WZ−1 ∈ Γ − and
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N(Z −W)
=
∑
l,m,n
m,n−l1/2
1
N(W)
(
(l − n)t lnm(W−1)
(l + n+ 1)t ln+1m(W−1)
)(
t
l− 12
m+ 12n+ 12
(Z), t
l− 12
m− 12n+ 12
(Z)
)
−
∑
l,m,n
m,nl−1
(
(l −m)tlnm+1(W)
(l +m+ 1)t lnm(W)
)(
N(Z)−1 · t l+
1
2
m+ 12n− 12
(
Z−1
)
,N(Z)−1 · t l+
1
2
m+ 12n+ 12
(
Z−1
))
which converges pointwise absolutely whenever WZ−1 ∈ Γ +.
Proof. The two expansions are proved by applying ∇Z to the expansions in Proposition 45,
where the subscript Z in ∇Z indicates that the differentiation is done with respect to this variable.
We give a proof of the second formula
(Z −W)−1
N(Z −W) = −
1
2
∇Z 1
N(Z −W)
= 1
N(W)
∑
l,m,n′
m,n′−l1/2
t ln′m
(
W−1
) ·( ∂11 ∂21
∂12 ∂22
)
Z
tlmn′(Z)
−
∑
l,m′,n
m′,nl−1
t lnm′(W) ·
(
∂11 ∂21
∂12 ∂22
)
Z
( −1
N(Z)
· t lm′n
(
Z−1
))
. (35)
Using the derivative formulas from Lemma 17 we can expand the first sum in (35) as:
∑
l,m,n′
m,n′−l1/2
t ln′m
(
W−1
) ·
⎛⎜⎝ (l − n
′)t l−
1
2
m+ 12n′+ 12
(Z) (l − n′)t l−
1
2
m− 12n′+ 12
(Z)
(l + n′)t l−
1
2
m+ 12n′− 12
(Z) (l + n′)t l−
1
2
m− 12n′− 12
(Z)
⎞⎟⎠
=
∑
l,m,n′
m,n′−l1/2
⎛⎜⎝ (l − n
′)t l
n′m(W
−1) · t l−
1
2
m+ 12n′+ 12
(Z) (l − n′)t l
n′m(W
−1) · t l−
1
2
m− 12n′+ 12
(Z)
(l + n′)t l
n′m(W
−1) · t l−
1
2
m+ 12n′− 12
(Z) (l + n′)t l
n′m(W
−1) · t l−
1
2
m− 12n′− 12
(Z)
⎞⎟⎠ .
Replacing n′ with n+ 1 in the second row we get:
∑
l,m,n
m,n−l1/2
⎛⎜⎝ (l − n)t
l
nm(W
−1) · t l−
1
2
m+ 12n+ 12
(Z) (l − n)t lnm(W−1) · t l−
1
2
m− 12n+ 12
(Z)
(l + n+ 1)t ln+1m(W−1) · t
l− 12
m+ 12n+ 12
(Z) (l + n+ 1)t ln+1m(W−1) · t
l− 12
m− 12n+ 12
(Z)
⎞⎟⎠
=
∑
l,m,n
(
(l − n)t lnm(W−1)
(l + n+ 1)t ln+1m(W−1)
)(
t
l− 12
m+ 12n+ 12
(Z), t
l− 12
m− 12n+ 12
(Z)
)
.m,n−l1/2
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From Lemma 44 and Proposition 32 we obtain:
Theorem 49. For each left-regular function f ∈ S(H+
R
) and R > 0, the integral
− 1
2π2
∫
X∈HR
(X −W)−1
N(X −W) ·Dx · f (X), W ∈ R ·
(
Γ − ∪ Γ +),
converges.
Let P−0 and P−∞ be the projections onto the holomorphic discrete components quasi-regular at
the origin and infinity respectively. Similarly, let P+0 and P+∞ be the projections onto the antiholo-
morphic discrete components quasi-regular at the origin and infinity respectively. This integral
gives (
P−0 (f )− P−∞(f )
)
(W) if W ∈ R · Γ −
and (
P+0 (f )− P+∞(f )
)
(W) if W ∈ R · Γ +.
Similar statement holds for right-regular functions g ∈ S′(H+
R
).
3.5. The discrete series projector
Recall that in Theorems 47 and 49 integration takes place over X ∈ HR and the variable
W lies in R · Γ − or R · Γ +. But HR ∩ R · (Γ − ∪ Γ +) = ∅. In this subsection we deform the
contour of integration so that the resulting integrals still provide projections onto the holomorphic
and antiholomorphic discrete series components, but W will lie in open regions containing HR .
In particular, these regions will have non-empty intersection with HR.
Observe that, for any σ > 0, the sets(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
· H+
R
and H+
R
·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
lie inside H+
C
.
We introduce cycles in H+
C
CR,σ =
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
·HR and C′R,σ = HR ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
.
If σ > 1 these cycles lie in R · Γ −, and if 0 < σ < 1 these cycles lie in R · Γ +. In other words,
the sets
R ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
· Γ − and R · Γ − ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
contain HR when 0 < σ < 1,
R ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
· Γ + and R · Γ + ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
contain HR when σ > 1.
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S′∓R,σ : H(H+R) → H(H+R):
(
S∓R,σ ϕ
)
(W) = − 1
2π2
∫
Z∈CR,σ
Z−1 ·Dz
N(Z −W) · (d˜egϕ)(Z), W ∈ R ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
· Γ ∓,
(
S′∓R,σ ϕ
)
(W) = − 1
2π2
∫
Z∈C′R,σ
Dz ·Z−1
N(Z −W) · (d˜egϕ)(Z), W ∈ R · Γ
∓ ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
.
Operators S−R,σ and S
′−
R,σ annihilate the continuous series, the antiholomorphic discrete series
D+discr and send
t lnm(Z) → −t lnm(W)−R2(2l+1) ·N(W)−2l−1 · t lnm(W),
N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm(Z) → R−2(2l+1) · t lnm(W)+N(W)−2l−1 · t lnm(W),
l = −1,−3
2
,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n−l.
Operators S+R,σ and S
′+
R,σ annihilate the continuous series, the holomorphic discrete series D−discr
and send
t lnm(Z) → −t lnm(W)−R2(2l+1) ·N(W)−2l−1 · t lnm(W),
N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm(Z) → R−2(2l+1) · t lnm(W)+N(W)−2l−1 · t lnm(W),
l = −1,−3
2
,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n l.
Proof. From Proposition 11 of [3] we see that the differential form Z−1 ·Dz is invariant under
the map Z →
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
Z. Similarly, Dz · Z−1 is invariant under the map Z → Z
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
. Let
Z˜ =
(
σ−1 0
0 σ
)
Z, W˜ =
(
σ−1 0
0 σ
)
W , and define ϕ˜ by ϕ˜(Z˜) = ϕ(Z). Using (13) and (22) one can
show
t lnm(Z˜) = σ−2n · t lnm(Z),
which implies that the map ϕ → ϕ˜ preserves the holomorphic discrete series, antiholomorphic
discrete series and continuous components of H(H+
R
). We have:
(
S∓R,σ ϕ
)
(W) = − 1
2π2
∫
Z∈CR,σ
Z−1 ·Dz · (d˜egϕ)(Z)
N(Z −W)
= − 1
2π2
∫
Z˜∈HR
(d˜eg ϕ˜)(Z˜)
N(Z˜ − W˜ )
dS
‖Z˜‖ =
(
S∓R ϕ˜
)
(W˜ ),
and similarly for S′∓ . Then the result follows from Theorem 47. R,σ
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prove Theorem 50 also proves:
Theorem 51. For each left-regular function f ∈ S(H+
R
) we have:
− 1
2π2
∫
Z∈CR,σ
(Z −W)−1
N(Z −W) ·Dz · f (Z) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(P−0 (f )− P−∞(f ))(W) if W ∈ R ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
· Γ −;
(P+0 (f )− P+∞(f ))(W) if W ∈ R ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
· Γ +.
Similarly, for each right-regular function g ∈ S′(H+
R
) we have:
− 1
2π2
∫
Z∈C′R,σ
g(Z) ·Dz · (Z −W)
−1
N(Z −W) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(P−0 (g)− P−∞(g))(W) if W ∈ R · Γ − ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
;
(P+0 (g)− P+∞(g))(W) if W ∈ R · Γ + ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
.
3.6. Second order pole in HR
We consider the linear span of the functions t lnm(Z) ·N(Z)k over
l = −1,−3/2,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n−l, 0 k −2l − 2
and over
l = −1,−3/2,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n l, 0 k −2l − 2.
We denote the first span by D−− and the second one by D++. It is easy to check that
D−−  z−211 · C
[
z−111 , z12, z21, z22
]0 ⊂ C[z−111 , z12, z21, z22]
and
D++  z−222 · C
[
z11, z12, z21, z
−1
22
]0 ⊂ C[z11, z12, z21, z−122 ].
We have the following analogue of Proposition 19 in [3]:
Proposition 52. Let D−−0 (respectively D−−0 ) denote the span of t lnm(Z) · N(Z)k with l =
−1,− 32 , . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n  −l, 0  k < −l (respectively −l  k  −2l − 2). Then
D−− = D−−0 + D−−0 , where D−−0 is the image of D−−0 under the inversion map F(Z) →
N(Z)−2 · F(Z/N(Z)) and
D−−0 = z−211 · C
[
z−111 , z12, z21, z22
]0
.
Similar statement holds for D++.
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in [3] by
ρ1(h) : F(Z) →
(
ρ1(h)F
)
(Z) = F((aZ + b)(cZ + d)
−1)
N(cZ + d) ·N(a′ −Zc′) ,
h =
(
a′ b′
c′ d ′
)
, h−1 =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL(2,HC).
Differentiating, we obtain an action of gl(2,HC)  gl(4,C) also denoted by ρ1; this action was
described in Lemma 68 in [3]. Recall the representationsЖ+ andЖ− of sl(2,HC) introduced
in [3].
Theorem 53. We have D−− Ж− and D++ Ж+ as representations of gl(4,C). Moreover,
D−− and D++ are irreducible representations of sl(4,C) with highest (or lowest) weight vectors
t−111 (Z) = z−211 and t−1−1−1(Z) = z−222 respectively.
Proof. The proof proceeds in the same way as that of Theorem 39. First, we check using
Lemma 68 in [3] and Lemmas 17, 18 that the spaces D−− and D++ are invariant under the ρ1
action and that t−111 (Z) and t
−1
−1−1(Z) generate D−− and D++ respectively. Recall the element
γ0 from (32). Then ρ1(γ0) sends
Ж+  1 → z−222 = t−1−1−1(Z) ∈ D++,
Ж−  1
N(Z)
→ z−211 = t−111 (Z) ∈ D−−.
This proves D∓∓ Ж∓, irreducibility and the statement about the highest (or lowest) weight
vectors. 
Next we establish two expansions for 1
N(Z−W)2 .
Proposition 54. We have the following matrix coefficient expansions
1
N(Z −W)2 =
∑
k,l,m,n
m,n−l1
0k−2l−2
−(2l + 1)t lnm(W) ·N(W)k · t lmn
(
Z−1
) ·N(Z)−k−2
which converges pointwise absolutely whenever WZ−1 ∈ Γ − and
1
N(Z −W)2 =
∑
k,l,m,n
m,nl−1
0k−2l−2
−(2l + 1)t lnm(W) ·N(W)k · t lmn
(
Z−1
) ·N(Z)−k−2
which converges pointwise absolutely whenever WZ−1 ∈ Γ +.
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N(Z−W) given in Proposition 45, the matrix
coefficients of the limits of the discrete series do not enter the expansions of 1
N(Z−W)2 .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 45. Thus we can assume WZ−1 ∈ Γ − ∩ KC,
and so WZ−1 =
(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
for some λ1, λ2 ∈ C with |λ1| > 1 > |λ2| > 0. Using (33) and (34) and
letting indices k, l, m, n run over
l −1, m,n−l, 0 k −2l − 2,
we obtain: ∑
k,l,m,n
(2l + 1)t lnm(W) ·N(W)k · t lmn
(
Z−1
) ·N(Z)−k−2
= 1
N(Z)2
∑
k,l,n
(2l + 1)t lnn
(
WZ−1
) ·N(WZ−1)k
= 1
N(Z)2
∑
k,l
(2l + 1)Θ˜−l
(
WZ−1
) ·N(WZ−1)k
= 1
N(Z)2
∑
k,l
(2l + 1) λ
2l+1
1
λ1 − λ2 · (λ1λ2)
k
= 1
N(Z)2
∑
l−1
(2l + 1) λ
2l+1
1 − λ−2l−12
(λ1 − λ2)(1 − λ1λ2)
= − 1
N(Z)2
1
(1 − λ1)2(1 − λ2)2 = −
1
N(Z)2 ·N(1 −WZ−1)2
= − 1
N(Z −W)2 .
The other matrix coefficient expansion is proved in the same way. 
Let e˜3 = ie3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
∈ HC. We realize the group U(2,2) as the subgroup of elements of
GL(2,HC) preserving the Hermitian form on C4 given by the 4 × 4 matrix
(
e˜3 0
0 −e˜3
)
. Explicitly,
U(2,2) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(
a b
c d
)
; a, b, c, d ∈ HC,
a∗e˜3a = e˜3 + c∗e˜3c
d∗e˜3d = e˜3 + b∗e˜3b
a∗e˜3b = c∗e˜3d
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(
a b
c d
)
; a, b, c, d ∈ HC,
a∗e˜3a = e˜3 + b∗e˜3b
d∗e˜3d = e˜3 + c∗e˜3c
ae˜ c∗ = be˜ d∗
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ .
3 3
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u(2,2) =
{(
A B
e˜3B∗e˜3 D
)
; A,B,D ∈ HC, e˜3A = −(e˜3A)∗, e˜3D = −(e˜3D)∗
}
.
If
(
a b
c d
)
∈ U(2,2), then
(
a b
c d
)−1 = e˜3 ( a∗ −c∗−b∗ d∗ ) e˜3. The group U(2,2) acts on HC by confor-
mal transformations preserving U(1,1), where we identify U(1,1) with a subset of HC:
U(1,1) = {Z ∈ HC; Z∗e˜3Z = e˜3}. (36)
We orient U(1,1) so that {e˜0, e˜1, e˜2, e3} is a positive basis of the tangent space at 1 ∈ U(1,1).
We have a symmetric bilinear pairing on D−− ⊕ D++:
〈F1,F2〉1 = i2π3
∫
U(1,1)
F1(Z) · F2(Z)dV
(recall that dV = dz0 ∧ dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 is a holomorphic 4-form on HC). This pairing is
gl(2,HC)-invariant, which follows immediately from Lemma 61 in [3] and dZ4 = dz11 ∧dz12 ∧
dz21 ∧dz22 = 4dV . Related to this bilinear pairing we have a u(2,2)-invariant inner product that
is nondegenerate on D−− and D++:
(F1,F2)1 = i2π3
∫
U(1,1)
F1(Z) · F2(Z) dV
N(Z)2
.
(Checking the u(2,2)-invariance requires some verification.)
Every element in U(1,1) can be uniquely written as eiθ ·Z with Z ∈ SU(1,1) and θ ∈ [0,π).
Thus we can identify U(1,1) with [0,π) × SU(1,1) and dV/N(Z)2 restricted to U(1,1) be-
comes idθ ∧ Dz · Z−1 (since both sides express a U(1,1)-invariant volume form and coincide
at 1). From Proposition 31 we immediately obtain:
Proposition 56. We have the following orthogonality relations:
〈
t l
′
n′m′(Z) ·N(Z)k
′
, t lmn
(
Z−1
) ·N(Z)−k−2〉1 = − 12l + 1δkk′δll′δmm′δnn′ ,
where the indices k, l,m,n are l = −1,− 32 ,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n−l or m,n l, k ∈ Z
and similarly for k′, l′,m′, n′.
From these orthogonality relations and expansions for 1
N(Z−W)2 we obtain a formula similar
to Proposition 73 in [3]:
Theorem 57. Let P−− and P++ denote the projections of D−− ⊕ D++ onto D−− and D++
respectively. For each function F ∈ D−− ⊕ D++ and R > 0,
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2π3
∫
Z∈R·U(1,1)
F (Z)
N(Z −W)2 dV =
{
(P−− F)(W) if W ∈ R · Γ −;
(P++ F)(W) if W ∈ R · Γ +.
In particular, the integral converges absolutely for W ∈ R · (Γ − ∪ Γ +).
4. Separation of the series for SL(2,C)/SU(1,1)
4.1. The Cayley transform between HR and M
Recall that e˜3 = ie3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
∈ HC and that U(1,1) is identified with a subset of HC via (36).
Proposition 58. Consider an element
γ = 1√
2
(
e˜3 ie˜3
1 −i
)
∈ GL(2,HC) with γ−1 = 1√
2
(
e˜3 1
−ie˜3 i
)
.
The fractional linear map on HC
πl(γ ) : Z → i(e˜3Z + 1)(e˜3Z − 1)−1
maps M → U(1,1) ⊂ HC (with singularities) and sends the unit one-sheeted hyperboloid H˜ =
{Y ∈ M; N(Y) = 1} into SU(1,1) = {X ∈ HR; N(X) = 1}. The singularities of πl(γ ) on M lie
along the one-sheeted hyperboloid {Y ∈ M; N(Y) = 1, Re(e3Y) = 0}.
Conversely, the fractional linear map on HC
πl
(
γ−1
) : Z → e˜3(Z + i)(Z − i)−1
maps U(1,1) → M (with singularities) and sends SU(1,1) into the hyperboloid H˜ The singu-
larities of πl(γ−1) on HR lie along the two-sheeted hyperboloid {X ∈ SU(1,1); ReX = 0}.
The map πl(γ ) and its inverse were studied in [18], we think of these maps as quaternionic
analogues of Cayley transform. For future reference we spell out that if Y =
(
y11 y12
y21 y22
)
∈ M and
X = i(e˜3Y + 1)(e˜3Y − 1)−1, then N(e˜3Y − 1) = 1 −N(Y)+ y22 − y11 and
X = −i
N(e˜3Y − 1)
(
1 +N(Y)+ y11 + y22 2y12
−2y21 1 +N(Y)− y11 − y22
)
= i − 2i
N(e˜3Y − 1)
(
1 + y22 y12
−y21 1 − y11
)
. (37)
We orient the hyperboloid H˜ ⊂ M as the boundary of the open set {Y ∈ M; N(Y) < 1} and
denote by sign3(Y ) the sign of the y3-coordinate of Y = y0e˜0 + y1e1 + y2e2 + y3e3 ∈ M.
Lemma 59. The restriction of πl(γ ) to H˜ → SU(1,1) preserves the orientations for {Y ∈ H˜ ;
sign3(Y ) > 0} and reverses the orientations for {Y ∈ H˜ ; sign3(Y ) < 0}.
Conversely, the restriction of πl(γ−1) to SU(1,1) → H˜ preserves the orientations for {X ∈
SU(1,1); ReX < 0} and reverses the orientations for {X ∈ SU(1,1); ReX > 0}.
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hood of SU(1,1) in HC we have:
〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉 = − 12π2
∫
X∈SU(1,1)
(d˜egX ϕ1)(X) · ϕ2(X)
dS
‖X‖
= i
2π2
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) ·
(
d˜egY
(
π0l (γ )ϕ1
))
(Y ) · (π0l (γ )ϕ2)(Y ) dS‖Y‖ ,
where
(
π0l (γ )ϕj
)
(Y ) = −2
N(e˜3Y − 1) · ϕj
(
i(e˜3Y + 1)(e˜3Y − 1)−1
)
, j = 1,2.
Proof. The main ingredient of the proof is the following lemma which is obtained by direct
computation.
Lemma 61. For Y ∈ HC and X = i(e˜3Y + 1)(e˜3Y − 1)−1 ∈ SU(1,1) we have:
N(Y)+ 1
N(e˜3Y − 1)2 · (d˜egX ϕ)(X)+ i
1 −N(Y)
N(e˜3Y − 1)2 (∂11ϕ + ∂22ϕ)(X)
= d˜egY
(
1
N(e˜3Y − 1) · ϕ
(
i(e˜3Y + 1)(e˜3Y − 1)−1
))
.
Writing X = i(e˜3Y + 1)(e˜3Y − 1)−1, dS/‖Y‖ = iDy/Y on H˜ and using Lemma 10 together
with Proposition 11 from [3], we can rewrite
−
∫
X∈SU(1,1)
(d˜egX ϕ1)(X) · ϕ2(X)
dS
‖X‖
= −
∫
X∈SU(1,1)
(d˜egX ϕ1)(X) ·
Dx
X
· ϕ2(X)
= 8
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) · (d˜egX ϕ1)(X) ·
(e˜3 − Y)−1
N(e˜3 − Y) ·Dy ·
(e˜3Y − 1)−1
N(e˜3Y − 1) ·
e˜3Y − 1
e˜3Y + 1 · ϕ2(X)
= 8i
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) · (d˜egX ϕ1)(X) ·
ϕ2(X)
N(e˜3Y − 1)3
dS
‖Y‖
= 4i
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) · d˜egY
(
1
N(e˜3Y − 1) · ϕ
(
i(e˜3Y + 1)(e˜3Y − 1)−1
)) · ϕ2(X)
N(e˜3Y − 1)
dS
‖Y‖
= i
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) ·
(
d˜egY
(
π0l (γ )ϕ1
))
(Y ) · (π0l (γ )ϕ2)(Y ) dS‖Y‖ . 
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Recall that D− and D+ are irreducible representations of sl(4,C) with highest (or lowest)
weight vectors t−
1
2
1
2
1
2
(Z) = 1
z11
and t−
1
2
− 12 − 12
(Z) = 1
z22
respectively (Theorem 39). From (37) we can
see that (
π0l (γ )
(
1
z11
))
(Y ) = −2i
N(Y + 1) and
(
π0l (γ )
(
1
z22
))
(Y ) = −2i
N(Y − 1) .
These functions have singularities along the set {Y ∈ M; N(Y) = −1, ReY = 0} which has
codimension 2. It is easy to see that they define a tempered distribution on M, and so their
Fourier transforms are L2-functions on the light cone in the space dual to M. The space of
functions on M that arise as Fourier transforms of the L2-functions on the light cone is known
as the continuous series component of M. This proves that the Cayley transform switches the
discrete series component on HR and the continuous series component on M.
To describe the images of Γ − and Γ + under the Cayley transform πl(γ−1) we recall the
generalized upper and lower half-planes introduced in Section 3.5 in [3]:
T− = {Z = W1 + iW2 ∈ HC; W1,W2 ∈ M, iW2 is positive definite},
T+ = {Z = W1 + iW2 ∈ HC; W1,W2 ∈ M, iW2 is negative definite}.
In the context of our paper, Lemma 1.1 in [18] can be restated as follows.
Lemma 62. The Cayley transform πl(γ−1) sends Γ − and Γ + biholomorphically into respec-
tively T−0 and T
+
0 , where
T−0 =
{
Z ∈ T−; N(Z − e˜3) = 0
}
and T+0 =
{
Z ∈ T+; N(Z − e˜3) = 0
}
.
Recall that H˜ is the unit hyperboloid of one sheet in M, and let H(H˜ ) denote the space of
holomorphic functions ϕ defined on some connected open neighborhood Uϕ of H˜ in HC which
can be written as ϕ(Z) = (π0l (γ )ϕ˜)(Z) for some ϕ˜ ∈ H(H+R) and Z ∈ Uϕ ∩ U(1,1). Clearly,
functions in H(H˜ ) are harmonic. We define operators S˜∓ on H(H˜ ) by
(˜
S−ϕ
)
(Z) = i
2π2
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) ·
(d˜egϕ)(Y )
N(Y −Z)
dS
‖Y‖ , Z ∈ T
−
0 ,
(˜
S+ϕ
)
(Z) = i
2π2
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) ·
(d˜egϕ)(Y )
N(Y −Z)
dS
‖Y‖ , Z ∈ T
+
0 .
Theorem 63. Let ϕ ∈ H(H˜ ), then S˜∓ϕ are well-defined functions on T−0 and T+0 respectively.
The operator S˜− annihilates the discrete series on M, the image of the antiholomorphic discrete
series D+ and sendsdiscr
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π0l (γ )t
l
nm
)
(Y ) → −(π0l (γ )(t lnm +N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm))(Z),(
π0l (γ )
(
N(Y)−2l−1 · t lnm
))
(Y ) → (π0l (γ )(t lnm +N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm))(Z),
l = −1,−3/2,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n−l.
The operator S˜+ annihilates the discrete series on M, the image of the holomorphic discrete
series D−discr and sends (
π0l (γ )t
l
nm
)
(Y ) → −(π0l (γ )(t lnm +N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm))(Z),(
π0l (γ )
(
N(Y)−2l−1 · t lnm
))
(Y ) → (π0l (γ )(t lnm +N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm))(Z),
l = −1,−3/2,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n l.
Proof. Let X = i(e˜3Y + 1)(e˜3Y − 1)−1, Z′ = i(e˜3Z + 1)(e˜3Z − 1)−1, and write ϕ(Y ) =
(π0l (γ )ϕ˜)(Y ) for some analytic ϕ˜ ∈ H(H+R). By Lemma 10 from [3],(
π0l (γ )X
1
N(X −Z′)
)
(Y ) = −1
2
N(e˜3Z − 1) · 1
N(Y −Z).
By Theorem 60 we have
(˜
S∓ϕ
)
(Z) = i
2π2
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) ·
(d˜egϕ)(Y )
N(Y −Z)
dS
‖Y‖
= 1
π2N(e˜3Z − 1)
∫
X∈SU(1,1)
(d˜eg ϕ˜)(X)
N(X −Z′)
dS
‖X‖ =
−2
N(e˜3Z − 1) ·
(
S∓1 ϕ˜
)(
Z′
)
.
Then the result follows from Theorem 47 and Lemma 62. 
Note that, for Z ∈ M and s ∈ R, we have Z + se0 ∈ T− if s > 0 and Z + se0 ∈ T+ if s < 0.
Moreover, Z + se0 ∈ T−0 unionsq T+0 if |s| is sufficiently small. Taking limits s → 0± we obtain:
Corollary 64. Let Z ∈ M and let Y range over H˜ , write Y = t e˜0 + y1e1 + y2e2 + y3e3, Z =
t˜ e˜0 + z1e1 + z2e2 + z3e3, then the operator on H(H˜ )
ϕ(Y ) → lim
ε→0+
i
2π2
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) ·
(d˜egϕ)(Y )
N(Y −Z)+ iε sign(t − t˜ )
dS
‖Y‖
annihilates the discrete series on M, the image of the antiholomorphic discrete series D+discr and
sends (
π0l (γ )t
l
nm
)
(Y ) → −(π0l (γ )(t lnm +N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm))(Z),(
π0l (γ )
(
N(Y)−2l−1 · t lnm
))
(Y ) → (π0l (γ )(t lnm +N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm))(Z),
l = −1,−3/2,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n−l.
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ϕ(Y ) → lim
ε→0+
i
2π2
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) ·
(d˜egϕ)(Y )
N(Y −Z)− iε sign(t − t˜ )
dS
‖Y‖
annihilates the discrete series on M, the image of the holomorphic discrete series D−discr and
sends
(
π0l (γ )t
l
nm
)
(Y ) → −(π0l (γ )(t lnm +N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm))(Z),(
π0l (γ )
(
N(Y)−2l−1 · t lnm
))
(Y ) → (π0l (γ )(t lnm +N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm))(Z),
l = −1,−3/2,−2, . . . , m,n ∈ Z + l, m,n l.
Next we redo this for left-regular functions. We denote by S(H˜ ) the space of holomorphic left-
regular S-valued functions f that are defined on some connected open neighborhood Uf of H˜
in HC and can be written as f (Z) = (πl(γ )f˜ )(Z) for some f˜ ∈ S(H+R) and Z ∈ Uf ∩ U(1,1).
Similarly we can define the space of right-regular functions S′(H˜ ).
Theorem 65. For each left-regular function f ∈ S(H˜ ) we have
1
2π2
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) ·
(Y −Z)−1
N(Y −Z) ·Dy · f (Y ) =
{
(˜P−∞(f )− P˜−0 (f ))(Z) if Z ∈ T−0 ;
(˜P+∞(f )− P˜+0 (f ))(Z) if Z ∈ T+0 ,
where P˜−0 , P˜
−
∞ denote the projections onto the πl(γ )-images of the holomorphic discrete com-
ponents of S(H+
R
) quasi-regular at the origin and infinity respectively, and P˜+0 , P˜+∞ are the
projections onto the πl(γ )-images of the antiholomorphic discrete components of S(H+R) quasi-
regular at the origin and infinity respectively.
Proof. Changing the variables Y = e˜3(X + i)(X − i)−1, Z = e˜3(Z′ + i)(Z′ − i)−1, and using
Lemma 10 with Proposition 11 from [3],
∫
Y∈H˜
sign3(Y ) ·
(Y −Z)−1
N(Y −Z) ·Dy · f (Y )
= (Z
′ − i)
N(Z′ − i)−1 ·
∫
X∈SU(1,1)
(X −Z′)−1
N(X −Z′) ·Dx ·
(X − i)−1
N(X − i) · f
(
e˜3(X + i)(X − i)−1
)
= −2π2(P∓0 (f )− P∓∞(f ))(e˜3(Z′ + i)(Z′ − i)−1)= 2π2(˜P∓∞(f )− P˜∓0 (f ))(Z)
by Theorem 49. 
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Writing the Minkowski space M as
{
Y = y0e˜0 + y1e1 + y2e2 + y3e3 =
(−iy0 − iy3 −iy1 − y2
−iy1 + y2 −iy0 + iy3
)
; y0, y1, y2, y3 ∈ R
}
,
we can embed R3 into M so that (x1, x2, x3) x1e1 + x2e2 + x3e3. Note that, for Y = t e˜0 +
x1e1 + x2e2 + x3e3 ∈ M, N(Y) = r2 − t2, where r =
√
(x1)2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2. We parameterize
the unit hyperboloid H˜ as
x1 = coshρ sin θ cosϕ, −∞ < ρ < ∞,
x2 = coshρ sin θ sinϕ, 0 ϕ < 2π,
x3 = coshρ cos θ, 0 θ < π,
t = sinhρ. (38)
Lemma 66. We have the following SO(3,1)-invariant measure on the hyperboloid H˜ :
−dx
1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3
t
= cosh2 ρ sin θ dρ ∧ dϕ ∧ dθ = iDy · Y−1 = dS‖Y‖
(H˜ is oriented as the boundary of {Y ∈ M; N(Y) < 1}).
The functions (64) can be regarded as functions on M+ = {Y ∈ M; N(Y) > 0}, and they
satisfy 3,1ϕ = 0. From (60) and (62) by direct computation we obtain:
Lemma 67. We have the following two families of solutions of 3,1ϕ = 0 on M+:
(
r2 − t2)l · r−l−1 · Yml (θ,ϕ), l = 0,1,2, . . . , −l m l,
of homogeneity degree l − 1 and
(
r2 − t2)−l−1 · rl · Yml (θ,ϕ), l = 0,1,2, . . . , −l m l,
of homogeneity degree −l − 2.
To construct a basis of solutions of 3,1ϕ = 0 we differentiate these two families with respect
to t :
∂k
∂tk
(
r2 − t2)l · r−l−1 · Yml (θ,ϕ) and ∂k∂tk (r2 − t2)−l−1 · rl · Yml (θ,ϕ), (39)
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families of functions on M+. Let T = t/r , then we can rewrite the first family in (39) as
dk
dT k
(
1 − T 2)l∣∣∣∣
T= t
r
· rl−k−1 · Yml (θ,ϕ).
Then we rewrite this expression using the associated Legendre functions:
(−2)l k! · l!
(2l − k)! · r
−1 · (r2 − t2)(l−k)/2 · P (l−k)l (t/r) · Yml (θ,ϕ).
Same can be done with the second family in (39).
Theorem 68. We have two families of solutions of 3,1ϕ = 0 on M+:
f+l,m,n(Y ) =
√
(2l + 1) · (l − n)!
(l + n)! · r
−1 · (r2 − t2)n/2 · P (n)l (t/r) · Yml (θ,ϕ) (40)
and
f−l,m,n(Y ) =
√
(2l + 1) · (l − n)!
(l + n)! · r
−1 · (r2 − t2)−n/2 · P (n)l (t/r) · Yml (θ,ϕ), (41)
where l = 0,1,2, . . . , −l m l, 0 n l.
These families of solutions satisfy the following orthogonality relations:
〈
f+l,m,n(Y ), f
±
l′,−m′,n′(Y )
〉= −〈f−l,m,n(Y ), f±l′,−m′,n′(Y )〉
= (−1)m 2
πi
δl,l′ · δm,m′ · δn,n′ · (1 − δn,0)
with respect to the bilinear pairing
〈ϕ1, ϕ2〉 = 12π2i
∫
Y∈H˜
(d˜egϕ1)(Y ) · ϕ2(Y ) dS‖Y‖ . (42)
Also, these two families of solutions are related by involutions ϕ(Y ) → N(Y)−1 · ϕ(Y/N(Y ))
and ϕ(Y ) → (−1)l
N(Y )
· ϕ(Y−1).
Proof. The functions (40) are homogeneous of degree n− 1 and the functions (41) are homoge-
neous of degree −(n+ 1); if n = 0, then d˜egf±l,m,n(Y ) ≡ 0. To prove the orthogonality relations
for f±l,m,n(Y )’s, we integrate in coordinates (38) using orthogonality identities (63), (69) and
reduce to the following calculation:
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−∞
(coshρ)−1 · P (n)l (tanhρ) · (coshρ)−1 · P (n
′)
l (tanhρ) · cosh2 ρ dρ
=
∞∫
−∞
P
(n)
l (tanhρ) · P (n
′)
l (tanhρ)dρ =
1∫
−1
P
(n)
l (x) · P (n
′)
l (x)
dx
1 − x2 =
(l + n)!
n(l − n)! · δn,n′ (43)
(unless n = n′ = 0).
The last statement follows immediately from (72) and (77). 
Remark 69. When n = 0, (40) and (41) yield the same functions. We call these functions
f±l,m,0(Y ) the limits of the discrete series in M. Note that P
(n)
l and P
(−n)
l are proportional ac-
cording to (66), and so only n 0 appear.
4.4. Space D0
M
and sl(4,C)-action
Let D0
M
denote the linear span of the functions (40) and (41). In this subsection we char-
acterize the space D0
M
as a subspace of harmonic polynomials on M, show that it is pre-
served by the sl(4,C)-action and identify this representation with the minimal representation
of SO(3,3)  SL(2,HR)/{±1}.
First we identify the linear span of the basis (40). Then the linear span of the basis (41) is
obtained by applying an involution ϕ(Y ) → N(Y)−1 ·ϕ(Y/N(Y )) or ϕ(Y ) → (−1)l
N(Y )
·ϕ(Y−1). Re-
call that r =√(x1)2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2 and consider algebraic functions ϕ ∈ C[t, x1, x2, x3, r−1]
satisfying 3,1ϕ = 0. We denote by C[t, x1, x2, x3, r−2]0 the subalgebra of polynomials in
C[t, x1, x2, x3, r−2] spanned by monomials of non-positive degree of homogeneity.
Proposition 70. The linear span of the basis (40) can be characterized as
{
ϕ ∈ r−1 · C[t, x1, x2, x3, r−2]0; 3,1ϕ = 0}. (44)
Proof. From the definition of the associate Legendre functions (65), (39) and Lemma 99 we see
that the basis functions (40) indeed lie in r−1 · C[t, x1, x2, x3, r−2]0. Also, if we fix l and m,
there are exactly l+1 such basis functions which are distinguished by their homogeneity degrees
d , −l − 1 d −1.
Since the polynomials rl · Yml (θ,ϕ)’s form a basis of polynomial functions on the sphere
S2 lying in the linear span of x1, x2, x3, every function in C[t, x1, x2, x3, r−1] can be uniquely
expressed as a finite linear combination of the monomials
tarbYml (θ,ϕ), a, l = 0,1,2, . . . , b ∈ Z, −l m l.
From (60) and (62) we obtain
3,1
(
tarbYm(θ,ϕ)
)= (b(b + 1)− l(l + 1))tarb−2Ym(θ,ϕ)− a(a − 1)ta−2rbYm(θ,ϕ).l l l
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cient of ta−2rbYml is zero if and only if a = 0 or a = 1. This implies that we can find a function
g ∈ C[t, r±1] such that 3,1(g · Yml ) = 0 by starting with a monomial tarlYml (or tar−l−1Yml )
and inductively finding the coefficients of ta−2rl+2Yml , ta−4rl+4Y
m
l , . . . (or ta−2r−l+1Yml ,
ta−4r−l+3Yml , . . . ) until we zig–zag to t0r∗Yml or t1r∗Yml . We can summarize this observation
as follows:
Lemma 71. Every function in the space {ϕ ∈ C[t, x1, x2, x3, r−1]; 3,1ϕ = 0} is a finite linear
combination of functions of the type g · Yml (θ,ϕ), where g ∈ C[t, r±1] is such that 3,1(g ·
Yml (θ,ϕ)) = 0. Moreover, for a fixed Yml and d ∈ Z,
dim
{
g ∈ C[t, r±1]; g is homogeneous of degree d
and 3,1(g · Yml ) = 0
}
=
⎧⎨⎩
2 if d  l,
1 if −l − 1 d  l − 1,
0 if d < −l − 1.
This proves that functions (40) span all of (44). 
Proposition 72. The Lie algebra sl(4,C) = sl(2,HC) ⊂ gl(2,HC) acts on D0M, i.e. it preserves
the space of finite linear combinations of functions from (40) and (41). Moreover, D0
M
is gener-
ated by f+0,0,0(Y ) = f−0,0,0(Y ) = r−1.
Proof. It is sufficient to find the actions of
(
0 B
0 0
)
∈ sl(2,HC), B ∈ HC, since together with
their conjugates by
(
0 1
1 0
)
∈ GL(2,HC) they generate all of sl(2,HC). Thus we need to find the
actions of ∂
∂t
,
∂
∂x1
,
∂
∂x2
,
∂
∂x3
on the functions r−1 · (r2 − t2)±n/2 · P (n)l (t/r) · Yml (θ,ϕ). First we
consider ∂
∂t
, then from (70) and (71) we have:
∂
∂t
(
r−1 · (r2 − t2)±n/2 · P (n)l (t/r) · Yml (θ,ϕ))
= r−1 · (r2 − t2)±n/2 ·(r−1 · (P (n)l )′(t/r)∓ ntr2 − t2 P (n)l (t/r)
)
· Yml (θ,ϕ)
= r−1 · (r2 − t2)(±n−1)/2 · P (n∓1)l (t/r) · Yml (θ,ϕ) · { (l + n)(l − n+ 1) if “+n”,−1 if “−n”.
Hence
∂
∂t
: f+l,m,n(Y ) →
√
(l + n)(l − n+ 1) · f+l,m,n−1(Y ), (45)
f−l,m,n(Y ) → −
√
(l + n+ 1)(l − n) · f−l,m,n+1(Y ). (46)
Next we consider ∂
∂xi
. It is sufficient to show that ∂
∂xi
acts on the bases (39). By (77) Yml (θ,ϕ)
is proportional to P (m)(cos θ) · e−imϕ . Since ∂ i commute with ∂ , it is enough to show thatl ∂x ∂t
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∂xi
((
r2 − t2)l · r−l−1 · P (m)l (cos θ) · e−imϕ) and
∂
∂xi
((
r2 − t2)−l−1 · rl · P (m)l (cos θ) · e−imϕ)
are finite linear combinations of elements from (39). Using x3/r = cos θ , (73) and (74), we get:
eimϕ · ∂
∂x3
((
r2 − t2)l · r−l−1 · P (m)l (cos θ) · e−imϕ)
= (2l(r2 − t2)l−1 · r−l − (l + 1)(r2 − t2)l · r−l−2) · cos θ · P (m)l (cos θ)
+ (r2 − t2)l · r−l−2 · ((l +m)P (m)l−1 (cos θ)− l cos θ · P (m)l (cos θ))
= (l +m)(r2 − t2)l · r−l−2 · P (m)l−1 (cos θ)+ r−l ·( 2l2l + 1(r2 − t2)l−1 − (r2 − t2)l · r−2
)
× ((l −m+ 1)P (m)l+1 (cos θ)+ (l +m)P (m)l−1 (cos θ))
= 2l(l +m)
2l + 1
(
r2 − t2)l−1 · r−l · P (m)l−1 (cos θ)
+ l −m+ 1
2l + 1
(
2lr2
(
r2 − t2)l−1 − (2l + 1)(r2 − t2)l) · r−l−2 · P (m)l+1 (cos θ)
= 2l(l +m)
2l + 1
(
r2 − t2)l−1 · r−l · P (m)l−1 (cos θ)
+ l −m+ 1
2(2l + 1)(l + 1)
∂2
∂t2
((
r2 − t2)l+1 · r−l−2 · P (m)l+1 (cos θ)).
Similarly, we compute
(
∂
∂x1
+ i ∂
∂x2
)((
r2 − t2)l · r−l−1 · P (m)l (cos θ) · e−imϕ)
= (l −m+ 1)(l −m+ 2)
2(2l + 1)(l + 1)
∂2
∂t2
((
r2 − t2)l+1 · r−l−2 · P (m−1)l+1 (cos θ) · e−i(m−1)ϕ)
− 2l(l +m)(l +m+ 1)
2l + 1
(
r2 − t2)l−1 · r−l · P (m−1)l−1 (cos θ) · e−i(m−1)ϕ
and (
∂
∂x1
− i ∂
∂x2
)((
r2 − t2)l · r−l−1 · P (m)l (cos θ) · e−imϕ)
= 2l
2l + 1
(
r2 − t2)l−1 · r−l · P (m+1)l−1 (cos θ) · e−i(m+1)ϕ
− l ∂
2
2
((
r2 − t2)l+1 · r−l−2 · P (m+1)l+1 (cos θ) · e−i(m+1)ϕ).(2l + 1)(l + 1) ∂t
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Finally, it follows from these expressions for the action of sl(2,HC) that f±0,0,0 generates all
of D0
M
. 
Theorem 73. As a representation of sl(4,C), D0
M
is the minimal representation (min
R2,2
,H) in
the notations of [17]. In particular, it is irreducible.
Proof. Consider a function
ϕ0(X)=
((
1 +N(X))2 + 4x12x21)−1/2, X ∈ HR. (47)
It is easy to see that ϕ0 is a real analytic function on HR satisfying 2,2ϕ0 = 0. In fact, ϕ0 is the
rescaled generating function f0 from [17], Part III, Eq. (5.4.1) for p = q = 3. Hence it generates
the minimal representation (min
R2,2
,H) of SO(3,3) SL(2,HR)/{±1}. Note that −N(e˜3Y − 1)2
is a negative real number only when Re(e3Y) = 0 and(−N(e˜3Y − 1)2)1/2 = −i sign3(Y ) ·N(e˜3Y − 1). (48)
Using (37) we obtain:
(
π0l (γ )ϕ0
)
(Y ) = 2i sign3(Y ) ·
(−4(y22 − y11)2 − 16y12y21)−1/2 = sign3(Y ) · i2r ,
which is proportional to sign3(Y ) · f±0,0,0(Y ). As far as representations of Lie algebras are con-
cerned, we can drop the factor sign3(Y ). By the previous proposition, this function generates the
whole span, and the result follows. 
The K-types of the minimal representation (min
R2,2
,H) of sl(4,C) with respect to K =
SO(3)× SO(3) were identified in [17], Part I, as⊕
l
Vl  Vl, l = 0,1,2, . . . ,
where Vl denotes the irreducible representation of SO(3) of dimension l + 1.
Proposition 74. The basis functions (40) and (41) are the K-finite vectors of the minimal repre-
sentation D0
M
of sl(4,C) with respect to K = SO(3)× SO(3).
Define a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear pairing on the linear span of (40) and (41) by
declaring
〈
f+l,m,n(Y ), f
−
l′,−m′,n′(Y )
〉
min =
〈
f−l,m,n(Y ), f
+
l′,−m′,n′(Y )
〉
min = (−1)m
2
πi
δl,l′ · δm,m′ · δn,n′ ,〈
f+l,m,n(Y ), f
+
l′,m′,n′(Y )
〉
min =
〈
f−l,m,n(Y ), f
−
l′,m′,n′(Y )
〉
min = 0.
In the second line we exclude n′ = 0 because f+
l′,m′,0(Y ) = f−l′,m′,0(Y ). By Theorem 68, this
pairing partially agrees with the bilinear form (42) up to a sign.
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M
is gl(2,HC)-invariant:〈
π0l (Z)ϕ1, ϕ2
〉
min +
〈
ϕ1,π
0
r (Z)ϕ2
〉
min = 0, ∀Z ∈ gl(2,HC).
Proof. It is sufficient to show invariance of 〈 , 〉min under sl(2,C) embedded into gl(2,HC) as
in (9),
(
0 1
1 0
)
∈ GL(2,HC),
(
0 1
0 0
)
∈ gl(2,HC) and scalar matrices. The invariance with respect
to the scalar matrices and
(
0 1
1 0
)
is clear, and the invariance with respect to
(
0 1
0 0
)
follows from
(45)–(46).
To show the sl(2,C)-invariance, we observe that the action of sl(2,C) commutes with d˜eg.
Hence, for each fixed n, sl(2,C) preserves the linear spans of {f+l,m,n(Y )} and {f−l,m,n(Y )}, l =
n,n + 1, n + 2, . . . , −l  m  l. Then the sl(2,C)-invariance follows from Theorem 68 for
n > 0, and the case n = 0 has to be considered separately. Heuristically, the action of sl(2,C) on
the linear span of {f+l,m,0(Y )} is obtained from the action on {f±l,m,n(Y )}, n fixed, by setting the
value of the parameter n = 0. Since this action is described by algebraic formulas and preserves
〈 , 〉min for all n > 0, it preserves 〈 , 〉min for n = 0 as well. 
4.5. Extension of H(H+
R
)
Let D0 denote the unitary representation of SL(2,HR) in the Hilbert space generated by the
function ϕ0(X) defined by (47). This is the minimal representation (min
R2,2
,H) of SO(3,3) 
SL(2,HR)/{±1} in the notations of [17].
Lemma 76. The function
ϕ˜0(X)= (N(X)+ 1) ·N(X − i)
((1 +N(X))2 + 4x12x21)3/2 , X ∈ HR
also generates the minimal representation D0.
Proof. Using (37) and (48) we obtain:
(
π0l (γ )ϕ˜0
)
(Y ) = sign3(Y ) ·
16i(y22 − y11)
(−4(y22 − y11)2 − 16y12y21)3/2 = − sign3(Y ) ·
cos θ
2r2
,
which is proportional to sign3(Y ) ·f−1,0,1(Y ). It follows from Proposition 72 that ϕ˜0 generates the
same representation as ϕ0 does. 
Proposition 77. The intersection D0 ∩ H(H+
R
) is precisely the continuous series component of
H(H+
R
).
Proof. Clearly, ϕ˜0(X) ∈ H(H+R). Then Lemma 76 implies that ϕ0 cannot have a discrete series
component and D0 ∩ H(H+
R
) is contained in the continuous series component of H(H+
R
). To
prove the other inclusion, it is sufficient to show that〈
t l1 1 (X), ϕ˜0(X)
〉
1 = 0 and
〈
t l00(X),ϕ0(X)
〉
1 = 0 for all l = − 12 + iλ with λ ∈ R×.2 2
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ϕ0(ϕ, τ,ψ)=
(
2 cosh
τ
2
)−1
and ϕ˜0(ϕ, τ,ψ)= 14i
(
ei
ϕ+ψ
2 + e−i ϕ+ψ2 ) ·(cosh τ
2
)−2
.
Substituting v = sinh2 τ2 and using a special case of an integral formula 7.512(10) from [12]
∞∫
0
(1 + x)−r2F1(a, b;1;−x)dx = Γ (a + r − 1)Γ (b + r − 1)
Γ (r)Γ (a + b + r − 1)
valid when Re(a + r − 1) > 0, Re(b + r − 1) > 0, we obtain
〈
t l1
2
1
2
(X), ϕ˜0(X)
〉
1 = −
2l + 1
8i
∞∫
0
sinh τ ·
(
cosh
τ
2
)−2
· Pl1
2
1
2
(cosh τ) dτ
= −2l + 1
4i
∞∫
0
sinh
τ
2
· 2F1
(
l + 3/2,−l + 1/2;1;− sinh2 τ
2
)
dτ
= −2l + 1
4i
∞∫
0
(1 + v)− 12 · 2F1(l + 3/2,−l + 1/2;1;−v)dv
= −2l + 1
4i
· Γ (l + 1)Γ (−l)
Γ (1/2)Γ (3/2)
= 2l + 1
2i sin(πl)
= − 2l + 1
2i cosh(π Im l)
= 0.
In the other case we need to deal with convergence issues, so we observe that
Pl00(cosh τ) = lim
s→0+
Pl00(cosh τ) ·
(
cosh
τ
2
)−2s
as a distribution in Im l. Substituting v = sinh2 τ2 we obtain
〈
t l00(X),ϕ0(X)
〉
1 = lim
s→0+
−2l + 1
4
∞∫
0
sinh τ ·
(
cosh
τ
2
)−1−2s
· Pl00(cosh τ) dτ
= lim
s→0+
−2l + 1
2
∞∫
0
sinh
τ
2
·
(
cosh
τ
2
)−2s
· 2F1
(
l + 1,−l;1;− sinh2 τ
2
)
dτ
= lim
s→0+
−2l + 1
2
∞∫
0
(1 + v)− 12 −s · 2F1(l + 1,−l;1;−v)dv
= lim
s→0+
−2l + 1
2
· Γ (l + s + 1/2)Γ (s − l − 1/2)
(Γ (s + 1/2))2
= −2l + 1
2
· Γ (l + 1/2)Γ (−l − 1/2)
(Γ (1/2))2
= 1
cos(πl)
= 1
i sinh(π Im l)
= 0. 
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rem 73 and Proposition 77 as follows: The Cayley transform switches the discrete and continuous
series components of the spaces of harmonic functions on HR and M.
The Schwartz space H(H+
R
) “almost” contains the representations D0, D− and D+, meaning
that H(H+
R
) is missing the limits of the discrete series and the functions on HR corresponding to
the limits of the discrete series on M (see Remark 69). From the point of view of representation
theory it is natural to add these missing functions to H(H+
R
). Then the resulting space is just
a direct sum of three irreducible representations of SL(2,HR). Expansions of 1N(X−W) contain
these missing functions, which is another reason for extending H(H+
R
). We define an extended
space
Ĥ(H+
R
)= D0 ⊕ D− ⊕ D+  H(H+
R
)
,
where D∓ denote the Hilbert space completions of D∓ with respect to an su(2,2)-invariant inner
product (which is unique up to scaling). Similarly we can define
H(M+)= π0l (γ )(D−)⊕ π0l (γ )(D+)⊕ {sign3(Y ) · (π0l (γ )ϕ)(Y ); ϕ ∈ D0}. (49)
Next we define a nondegenerate gl(2,HC)-invariant symmetric bilinear pairing 〈 , 〉Ĥ(H+
R
)
on Ĥ(H+
R
). We declare〈D0,D−〉Ĥ(H+
R
)
= 〈D0,D+〉Ĥ(H+
R
)
= 〈D−,D−〉Ĥ(H+
R
)
= 〈D+,D+〉Ĥ(H+
R
)
= 0.
Then we extend the pairing 〈 , 〉D−×D+ described in Proposition 40 by continuity to D− ⊕ D+.
Finally, we define the pairing on D0 by〈
ϕ1(X),ϕ2(X)
〉
Ĥ(H+
R
)
= 〈sign3(Y ) · (π0l (γ )ϕ1)(Y ), sign3(Y ) · (π0l (γ )ϕ2)(Y )〉min,
where 〈 , 〉min is the pairing described in Proposition 75 and extended by continuity to the last
summand of (49).
For example, in this light the matrix coefficient expansions given in Proposition 45 mean that
− 1
N(Z−W) is the reproducing kernel for D− and D+ when, respectively, W ∈ Γ − and Γ +. In
other words, for each W ∈ Γ −, the function 1
N(Z−W) lies in the extended space Ĥ(H+R) and
ϕ(Z) → −
〈
ϕ(Z),
1
N(Z −W)
〉
Ĥ(H+
R
)
is the projection of ϕ onto its holomorphic discrete series component. Similarly, for each
W ∈ Γ +, the function 1
N(Z−W) ∈ Ĥ(H+R) and
ϕ(Z) → −
〈
ϕ(Z),
1
N(Z −W)
〉
Ĥ(H+
R
)
is the projection of ϕ onto its antiholomorphic discrete series component.
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N(Z−W)
Lemma 79. Let Z,W ∈ M+, write Z = t e˜0 +x1e1 +x2e2 +x3e3, W = t˜ e˜0 + x˜1e1 + x˜2e2 + x˜3e3,
then we have the following expansions:
l∑
m=−l
(−1)mY−ml (θ,ϕ) · Yml (θ˜ , ϕ˜) = Pl
(
x1x˜1 + x2x˜2 + x3x˜3
rr˜
)
, (50)
l∑
n=−l
(l − n)!
(l + n)! ·
(r2 − t2)n/2
(r˜2 − t˜2)n/2 · P
(n)
l (t/r) · P (n)l (t˜/r˜)= Pl
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
)
, (51)
l∑
n=−l
(l − n)!
(l + n)! ·
(r2 − t2)n/2
(r˜2 − t˜2)n/2 · Q˜
(n)
l (t/r) · P (n)l (t˜/r˜)= Q˜l
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
)
. (52)
(For the last expansion we assume (2t t˜ + r2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2)/2rr˜ lies in the domain of Q˜l .)
Proof. Since cos θ = x3/r , cos θ˜ = x˜3/r˜ and
sin θ sin θ˜ cos(ϕ − ϕ˜) = sin θ cosϕ sin θ˜ cos ϕ˜ + sin θ sinϕ sin θ˜ sin ϕ˜ = x
1
r
· x˜
1
r˜
+ x
2
r
· x˜
2
r˜
,
from (77), (78) and (66) we get (50).
Applying (78) with s ∈ C such that eis =
√
r2−t2
r˜2−t˜2 , cos s = (eis + e−is )/2, cos θ = t/r and
cos θ˜ = t˜/r˜ we get:
l∑
n=−l
(l − n)!
(l + n)! ·
(r2 − t2)n/2
(r˜2 − t˜2)n/2 · P
(n)
l (t/r) · P (n)l (t˜/r˜)
= Pl(cos θ cos θ˜ + sin θ sin θ˜ cosϕ)
= Pl
(
t
r
t˜
r˜
+ 1
2
√
1 − t
2
r2
√
1 − t˜
2
r˜2
(√
r2 − t2
r˜2 − t˜2 +
√
r˜2 − t˜2
r2 − t2
))
= Pl
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ |r
2 − t2| + |r˜2 − t˜2|
2rr˜
)
= Pl
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
)
,
which proves (51).
Using (79) instead of (78) we prove the last expansion (52). Strictly speaking, (79) applies
only if
√
r2−t2
r˜2−t˜2 = eis with s ∈ R, but both sides depend on s analytically. 
Proposition 80. Let W ∈ M+ and Z ∈ {M++ae0; a ∈ R, a = 0} ⊂ HC. Write Z = t e˜0 +x1e1 +
x2e2 + x3e3 with t ∈ C, W = t˜ e˜0 + x˜1e1 + x˜2e2 + x˜3e3, then we have the following expansions:
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l=0
2l + 1
2rr˜
(
l∑
m,n=−l
(−1)m(i · sign Im t)n (l − n)!
(l + n)! ·
(r2 − t2)n/2
(r˜2 − t˜2)n/2
×Q(n)l (t/r) · Y−ml (θ,ϕ) · P (n)l (t˜/r˜) · Yml (θ˜ , ϕ˜)
)
= 1
N(Z −W),
provided that t˜ > Re t . Similarly, if Z = t e˜0 + x1e1 + x2e2 + x3e3 ∈ M+ and W = t˜ e˜0 + x˜1e1 +
x˜2e2 + x˜3e3 ∈ {M+ + ae0; a ∈ R, a = 0} with t˜ ∈ C, then
∞∑
l=0
2l + 1
2rr˜
(
l∑
m,n=−l
(−1)m(i · sign Im t˜ )n (l − n)!
(l + n)! ·
(r2 − t2)n/2
(r˜2 − t˜2)n/2
× P (n)l (t/r) · Y−ml (θ,ϕ) ·Q(n)l (t˜/r˜) · Yml (θ˜ , ϕ˜)
)
= 1
N(Z −W),
provided that t > Re t˜ .
Proof. Letting t0 = Re t , a = Im t and using (51), (52), (67), the first sum reduces to
l∑
n=−l
(i · signa)n (l − n)!
(l + n)! ·
(r2 − t2)n/2
(r˜2 − t˜2)n/2 ·Q
(n)
l
(
t0 + ia
r
)
· P (n)l (t˜/r˜)
=
l∑
n=−l
(l − n)!
(l + n)! ·
(r2 − t2)n/2
(r˜2 − t˜2)n/2 ·
(
Q˜
(n)
l
(
t0 + ia
r
)
− signa · πi
2
P
(n)
l
(
t0 + ia
r
))
· P (n)l (t˜/r˜)
= Q˜l
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
)
− signa · πi
2
Pl
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
)
= Ql
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
)
,
provided that
Im
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
)
= a t˜ − t0
rr˜
has the same sign as a. Using
N(Z −W) = 2t t˜ + r2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2 − 2(x1x˜1 + x2x˜2 + x3x˜3),
(80) and (50) we see that
∞∑
l=0
2l + 1
2rr˜
Pl
(
x1x˜1 + x2x˜2 + x3x˜3
rr˜
)
·Ql
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2 + ε2
2rr˜
)
= 1
N(Z −W).
The other expansion is proved by switching the variables Z and W . 
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Then
1
N(Z −W ± iεe˜0) =
1
N(Z −W)+ ε2 ∓ 2iε(t − t˜ ) .
Letting ε → 0+, from the above expansions and (76) we obtain
πi
∞∑
l=0
2l + 1
2rr˜
(
l∑
m,n=−l
(−1)m (l − n)!
(l + n)! ·
(r2 − t2)n/2
(r˜2 − t˜2)n/2
× P (n)l (t/r) · Y−ml (θ,ϕ) · P (n)l (t˜/r˜) · Yml (θ˜ , ϕ˜)
)
= lim
ε→0+
(
1
N(Z −W)+ ε2 − 2iε|t − t˜ | −
1
N(Z −W)+ ε2 + 2iε|t − t˜ |
)
.
As distributions on the hyperboloids {N(Z) = const}, the limits of (N(Z − W) + ε2 ±
2iε|t − t˜ |)−1 as ε → 0+, are equivalent to (N(Z −W)± i0)−1. Thus we can formally write
πi
∞∑
l=0
2l + 1
2rr˜
(
l∑
m,n=−l
(−1)m (l − n)!
(l + n)! ·
(r2 − t2)n/2
(r˜2 − t˜2)n/2
× P (n)l (t/r) · Y−ml (θ,ϕ) · P (n)l (t˜/r˜) · Yml (θ˜ , ϕ˜)
)
= 1
N(Z −W)− i0 −
1
N(Z −W)+ i0 . (53)
4.7. The discrete series projector on M
Using expansions of 1
N(Z−W)±i0 obtained in previous subsection, we obtain projectors onto
the discrete series component on M. Recall that the space of harmonic functions H(M+) was
defined in (49). Let H˜R = {Y ∈ M; N(Y) = R2}, R > 0, and define an operator on H(M+) by
(
SMR ϕ
)
(W) = lim
ε→0+
1
2π2i
∫
Y∈H˜R
(
1
N(Y −W)+ iε −
1
N(Y −W)− iε
)
· d˜egϕ(Y ) dS‖Y‖
= lim
ε→0+
1
2π2i
∫
Y∈H˜R
(
d˜egϕ(Y )
N(Y −W)+ iε −
d˜egϕ(Y )
N(Y −W)− iε
)
cosh2 ρ sin θ dρ dθ dϕ,
(54)
W ∈ M+.
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on the discrete series component of H(M+) by sending
f+l,m,n(Y ) → −
(
f+l,m,n(W)+R2n · f−l,m,n(W)
)
,
f−l,m,n(Y ) → R−2n · f+l,m,n(W)+ f−l,m,n(W)
if n = 0 and annihilates f±l,m,0(Y ).
Remark 82. We can “localize” the difference of the integrals at the set where N(Y − W) = 0.
Thus the operator (54) depends only on the values of d˜egϕ(Y ), where Y ranges over a two-
dimensional hyperboloid (or cone if W ∈ H˜R){
Y ∈ M; N(Y) = R2, N(Y −W) = 0}.
Proof. The discrete series on M+ is spanned by (40) and (41). Hence it is enough to check the
statement for the functions ϕ(Y ) = r−1 · (r2 − t2)±n/2 · P (n)l (t/r) · Yml (θ,ϕ), where l = 1,2,
3, . . . , −l m l, 1 n l. First we expand using (80) and (50):
1
N(Y −W)± iε
=
∞∑
l=0
2l + 1
2rr˜
Ql
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
± iε
2rr˜
)
· Pl
(
x1x˜1 + x2x˜2 + x3x˜3
rr˜
)
=
∞∑
l=0
2l + 1
2rr˜
Ql
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
± iε
2rr˜
)( l∑
m=−l
(−1)mY−ml (θ,ϕ) · Yml (θ˜ , ϕ˜)
)
.
We have d˜egϕ(Y ) = ±nϕ(Y ). By the orthogonality relation (63), after we integrate out ϕ and θ
we are left with integrating over ρ
±2πn
r2r˜
(
Ql
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
+ iε
rr˜
)
−Ql
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
− iε
rr˜
))
× (r2 − t2)±n/2 · P (n)l (t/r) · Yml (θ˜ , ϕ˜).
As ε → 0+, by (76) we get
∓2π2i · nR
±n
r2r˜
Pl
(
t t˜
r r˜
+ r
2 − t2 + r˜2 − t˜2
2rr˜
)
· P (n)l (t/r) · Yml (θ˜ , ϕ˜).
Then using (66), (51) and our earlier calculation (43) we can integrate over ρ to get
∓2π2i · r˜−1 ·R±n · P (n)l (t˜/r˜) · Yml (θ˜ , ϕ˜) ·
(
R−n
(
r˜2 − t˜2)n/2 +Rn(r˜2 − t˜2)−n/2).
Finally, the fact that the continuous series on M gets annihilated follows from Corollary 64
or, alternatively, since our expansion (53) contains the discrete series only. 
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N(Y−W)+i0 − 1N(Y−W)−i0 geometrically as follows.
Lemma 83. Fix W ∈ M+ and let Y range over the hyperboloid H˜R . Fix a number ξ ∈ C \R and
let W ′ = (1 + εξ)W ∈ HC, ε > 0, then N(Y −W ′) is never zero for all ε sufficiently small.
Proof. Let A = Tr(YW+), then
N
(
Y −W ′)= N(Y)+ (1 + εξ)2N(W)− (1 + εξ)A.
Write ξ = a + ib, a, b ∈ R, then the imaginary part of N(Y −W ′) is zero if and only if
2b
(
ε2a + ε)N(W)− εbA = 0 ⇐⇒ A = 2(εa + 1)N(W).
Then the real part of N(Y −W ′) is
N(Y)+ (1 + 2εa + ε2(a2 − b2))N(W)− 2(1 + εa)2N(W)
= R2 − (1 + 2εa + ε2|ξ |2)N(W) = 0
for all ε  1. 
When N(Y − W) = 0, N(Y − W ′) = εξ(N(W) − N(Y)) + ε2ξ2N(W). Choose ξ1, ξ2 ∈ C
with Im(ξ1) > 0 and Im(ξ2) < 0, then
lim
ε→0+
sign
(
N(W)−R2) · ∫
Y∈H˜R
(
1
N(Y −W)+ iε −
1
N(Y −W)− iε
)
· d˜egϕ(Y ) dS‖Y‖
= lim
ε→0+
∫
Y∈H˜R
(
1
N(Y − (1 + εξ1)W) −
1
N(Y − (1 + εξ2)W)
)
· d˜egϕ(Y ) dS‖Y‖ .
We finish this subsection with an analogue of Theorem 81 for left-regular functions. Of course,
similar result holds for right-regular functions. For convergence reasons we need to exclude
the functions with components containing f±l,m,0(Y ). Thus we define S(M+) to be the space
of S-valued left-regular functions on M+ with both components orthogonal to all f±l,m,0(Y )’s
with respect to 〈 , 〉min. Let Pdiscr(M)0 and Pdiscr(M)∞ be the projections onto the discrete series
components of S(M+) quasi-regular at 0 and ∞ respectively.
Theorem 84. Let f ∈ S(M+) a left-regular function and W ∈ M+, then
(
Pdiscr(M)0 (f )− Pdiscr(M)∞ (f )
)
(W)
= lim
ε→0+
i
2π2
∫
Y∈H˜R
(
(Y −W)+
(N(Y −W)+ iε)2 −
(Y −W)+
(N(Y −W)− iε)2
)
·Dy · f (Y ).
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(d˜eg + 1)f = nf ) with n = 0. Let ϕ(Y ) = Yf (Y ) : M+ → S be an S-valued function, then
d˜egϕ = nϕ, each coordinate component of ϕ is a harmonic function and “restricting” (11) to M
we obtain
∇Mϕ =
(
Y+∇+
M
+ ∇MY
)
f = 2(d˜eg + 1)f = 2nf = 0. (55)
For concreteness, let us assume that n > 0. (If f is quasi-regular at infinity, the signs get reversed
when we apply Theorem 81.) Then
ϕ(W)+R2n ·N(W)−1 · ϕ(W/N(W))
= lim
ε→0+
i
2π2
∫
Y∈H˜R
(
1
N(Y −W)+ iε −
1
N(Y −W)− iε
)
· (d˜egY ϕ)(Y )
dS
‖Y‖
= lim
ε→0+
i
2π2
∫
Y∈H˜R
(
1
N(Y −W)+ iε −
1
N(Y −W)− iε
)
·Dy · (d˜egY + 1)
(
Y−1ϕ
)
(Y )
= lim
ε→0+
i
4π2
∫
Y∈H˜R
(
1
N(Y −W)+ iε −
1
N(Y −W)− iε
)
·Dy · ∇Mϕ(Y ).
Differentiating with respect to W we get
∇M
(
ϕ(W)+R2n ·N(W)−1 · ϕ(W/N(W)))
= lim
ε→0+
i
2π2
∫
Y∈H˜R
(
(Y −W)+
(N(Y −W)+ iε)2 −
(Y −W)+
(N(Y −W)− iε)2
)
·Dy · ∇Mϕ(Y ).
Finally, by (55),
∇M
(
N(W)−1 · ϕ(W/N(W)))
= 1
N(W)2
· (∇Mϕ)
(
W
N(W)
)
− 2 W
−1
N(W)
· ϕ
(
W
N(W)
)
− 2 W
−1
N(W)2
· (degϕ)
(
W
N(W)
)
= 1
N(W)2
(∇Mφ − 2f − 2 degf )
(
W/N(W)
)= 0. 
5. Separation of the series and the Plancherel measure of SU(1,1)
5.1. Convergence and equivariant properties of Poisson integrals
In this section we regularize the Poisson and Cauchy–Fueter integrals by replacing N(X−W)
in the denominator with N(X − W) ± iε and letting ε → 0+. First we prove that the resulting
limits converge. Recall that HR = {X ∈ HR; N(X)= R2} ⊂ H+, where R > 0.R
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and any W ∈ H+
R
with N(W) = R2, the limit
ψ˜(W) = lim
ε→0+
∫
X∈HR
ψ(X)
(N(X −W)+ iε)n
dS
‖X‖ (56)
determines a real-analytic function of W . When n = 1, 2,2ψ˜ = 0. Similar statements hold for
ε → 0− as well.
Remark 86. The function ψ itself need not satisfy2,2ψ = 0. The limits as ε → 0+ and ε → 0−
can yield different functions. We will see later that the difference between these two limits cor-
responds to the continuous series component of ψ .
Proof. This proposition would be trivial if suppψ ∩ {X ∈ HR; N(X − W) = 0} = ∅. On the
other hand, we will rewrite the integral so that the only “problematic” points are the critical
points of N(X − W) restricted to HR (as a function of X). It is easy to see that the only such
critical points are X±crit = ± R√N(W)W , and N(X±crit − W) = 0. Then we apply a partition of
unity argument to break up the function ψ into ψ0 + ψc so that ψ0 is supported away from
{X ∈ HR; N(X −W) = 0} and ψc is supported away from X±crit.
Let η : R → R be a smooth compactly supported function such that η(t) = 1 for t near 0
and η(t) = 0 for t near N(X±crit −W). Then the composition function η(N(X −W)) is one in a
neighborhood of {X ∈ HR; N(X −W)= 0} and zero in a neighborhood of X±crit. Define
ψ0(X) =
(
1 − η(N(X −W))) ·ψ(X), ψc(X)= η(N(X −W)) ·ψ(X),
so that ψ = ψ0 +ψc, and set
ψ0,ε(W) =
∫
X∈HR
ψ0(X)
(N(X −W)+ iε)n
dS
‖X‖ , ψc,ε(W) =
∫
X∈HR
ψc(X)
(N(X −W)+ iε)n
dS
‖X‖ .
Clearly, the limit
ψ˜0(W) = lim
ε→0+
ψ0,ε(W) =
∫
X∈HR
ψ0(X)
N(X −W)n
dS
‖X‖
is a well-defined real-analytic function of W .
Next we analyze ψc,ε(W). Consider the case n = 1 first and observe that
1
N(X −W)+ iε = −i
∞∫
0
exp
(
it
(
N(X −W)+ iε))dt,
and the integral converges absolutely since the real part of the exponent is −εt < 0. Thus we can
rewrite ψc,ε(W) as
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∞∫
0
( ∫
X∈HR
exp
(
it
(
N(X −W)+ iε)) ·ψc(X) dS‖X‖
)
dt,
where we are allowed to switch the order of integration because | exp(it (N(X −W)+ iε))| 1
and the function ψc is absolutely integrable on HR with respect to the measure dS‖X‖ . Then the
limit
ψ˜c(W) = lim
ε→0+
ψc,ε(W) = −i
∞∫
0
( ∫
X∈HR
exp
(
itN(X −W)) ·ψc(X) dS‖X‖
)
dt
is a well-defined real-analytic function of W . (The integral converges by a standard integration
by parts argument; this is where the property X±crit /∈ suppψc is used.)
If n > 1, then we can apply the same argument with
1
(N(X −W)+ iε)n = (−i)
n
∞∫
0
. . .
∞∫
0
exp
(
i(t1 + · · · + tn)
(
N(X −W)+ iε))dt1 . . . dtn.
Differentiating under the integral sign we see that 2,2ψ˜ = 0 when n = 1. 
Lemma 87. The limits
lim
ε→0+
∫
X∈HR
ψ(X)
N(X −W)+ iε
dS
‖X‖ and limε→0+
∫
X∈HR
ψ(X)
N(X −W)− iε
dS
‖X‖ (57)
determine continuous functions of W on H+
R
(even if N(W) = R2).
Proof. Note that when N(W) = R2, i.e. W ∈ HR , the above argument fails because X±crit = ±W
and N(X+crit −W) = 0. However, if we remove a small neighborhood V of W in HR , the above
argument still shows that the limits
lim
ε→0+
∫
X∈HR\V
ψ(X)
N(X −W)± iε
dS
‖X‖
converge. On the other hand, as explained in [8], the limits
lim
ε→0+
∫
X∈V
ψ(X)
N(X −W)± iε
dS
‖X‖
converge as well (which is not hard to see directly). Thus we conclude that for R > 0, W ∈ HR
and a Schwartz function ψ on HR the limits (57) converge. 
Recall that d˜eg is the degree operator plus identity: d˜eg = 1 +∑3i=0 xi ∂∂xi . For each R > 0,
we define operators I+ and I− from H(H+) into functions on H+R R R R
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I+R ϕ
)
(W) = lim
ε→0+
1
2π2
∫
X∈HR
(d˜egX ϕ)(X)
N(X −W)+ iε
dS
‖X‖ ,
(
I−R ϕ
)
(W) = lim
ε→0+
1
2π2
∫
X∈HR
(d˜egX ϕ)(X)
N(X −W)− iε
dS
‖X‖ , ϕ ∈ H
(
H+
R
)
, W ∈ H+
R
.
The functions (I±R ϕ)(W) are real-analytic and harmonic for N(W) = R2, continuous when
N(W) = R2. By analogy with Theorem 34 in [3] and similar results of this article, such as
Theorems 47 and 50, we call these integrals “regularized Poisson integrals”. However, this name
is somewhat misleading since these integrals do not always reproduce functions from H(H+
R
).
We finish this subsection by proving that these regularized Poisson integrals are equivariant with
respect to the g(HR)-action.
Proposition 88. The operators I+R and I
−
R are equivariant with respect to the π
0
l -action
of g(HR), where g(HR)  so(3,2) is the Lie algebra introduced in Corollary 26.
Proof. The operators I±R are equivariant with respect to the π
0
l action of SU(1,1) × SU(1,1).
Thus it is sufficient to show that I±R are equivariant with respect to the one-dimensional algebra
g(HR)
′ introduced in the proof of Proposition 27. Let g = exp
(
0 Rt
R−1t 0
)
∈ G(HR)′. We want to
compare (I±R ϕ˜)(W) with (I˜
±
R ϕ)(W), where ϕ˜ = π0l (g)ϕ and (I˜±R ϕ) = π0l (g)(I±R (ϕ)). For t → 0
and modulo terms of order t2, we have (25)–(27). Using Lemma 30, we get
(
I±R ϕ˜
)
(W) = lim
ε→0+
1
2π2
∫
X∈HR
1
N(X −W)± iε · d˜egX
(
ϕ(X˜)
N(−R−1 sinh tX + cosh t)
)
dS
‖X‖
= lim
ε→0+
1
2π2
∫
X∈HR
(1 + 4t ReX/R) · (d˜egXϕ)(X˜)
N(X −W)± iε
dS
‖X‖ .
On the other hand, using Lemma 10 from [3] and Lemma 29,
(
I˜±R ϕ
)
(W) = lim
ε→0+
1
N(−R−1 sinh tW + cosh t) ·
1
2π2
∫
X˜∈HR
(d˜egX ϕ)(X˜)
N(X˜ − W˜ )± iε
dS
‖X˜‖
= lim
ε→0+
1
2π2
∫
X∈HR
(1 + 4t ReX/R) · (d˜egXϕ)(X˜)
N(X −W)± iε(1 − 2t ReX/R)(1 − 2t ReW/R)
dS
‖X‖
= lim
ε→0+
1
2π2
∫
X∈HR
(1 + 4t ReX/R) · (d˜egXϕ)(X˜)
N(X −W)± iε
dS
‖X‖ .
This proves that the maps I± are g(HR)-equivariant. R
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In this subsection we study the effect of the operators I+R and I
−
R on the discrete series com-
ponent of H(H+
R
). We prove an analogue of Poisson formula for the discrete series.
Theorem 89. The operators I+R and I
−
R coincide on the discrete series component of H(H+R).
Moreover,
I±R : N(Z)−2l−1 · t lnm(Z) →
{−N(W)−2l−1 · t lnm(W) if N(W)R2;
−R−2(2l+1) · t lnm(W) if N(W)R2;
t lnm(Z) →
{
R2(2l+1) ·N(W)−2l−1 · t lnm(W) if N(W)R2;
t lnm(W) if N(W)R2.
(Compare with Theorem 47.)
Proof. The proof is based on two lemmas.
Lemma 90. Let ϕ be a discrete series matrix coefficient
t lll(Z), N(Z)
−2l−1 · t lll(Z), t l−l−l(Z), N(Z)−2l−1 · t l−l−l(Z), l = −1,−
3
2
,−2, . . . .
Then, for any R′ > 0, R′ = R, the functions on HR′
(
I+R ϕ
)∣∣
HR′
,
(
I−R ϕ
)∣∣
HR′
and ϕ|HR′ are proportional.
Proof. The maps ϕ → (I±R ϕ)|HR′ are (SU(1,1) × SU(1,1))-equivariant. Let kϕ =
(
e
i
ϕ
2 0
0 e−i
ϕ
2
)
,
then by (16) we have
t lnm(kϕ ·Z · kψ) = e−i(nϕ+mψ) · t lnm(Z), N(kϕ ·Z · kψ) = N(Z).
Let
H =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, E =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, F =
(
0 0
1 0
)
be the standard generators of sl(2,C). From (14) and the Lie algebra action formulas given in
the proof of Theorem 39 we see that
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(
E 0
0 0
)
= π0r
(
E 0
0 0
)
, π0l
(
0 0
0 F
)
= π0r
(
0 0
0 F
)
annihilate t lll(Z) and N(Z)−2l−1 · t lll(Z);
π0l
(
F 0
0 0
)
= π0r
(
F 0
0 0
)
, π0l
(
0 0
0 E
)
= π0r
(
0 0
0 E
)
annihilate t l−l−l (Z) and N(Z)−2l−1 · t l−l−l(Z). At a generic point g ∈ SU(1,1), vector fields
π0l
(
H 0
0 0
)
, π0l
(
0 0
0 H
)
, π0l
(
E 0
0 0
)
, π0l
(
0 0
0 F
)
span the entire complexified tangent space T Cg SU(1,1) at g. Since (I
±
R ϕ)|HR′ with ϕ = t lll(Z)
or N(Z)−2l−1 · t lll(Z) are analytic, it follows from the (SU(1,1) × SU(1,1))-equivariance that
(I±R ϕ)|HR′ are proportional to ϕ|HR′ . Similarly, (I±R ϕ)|HR′ are proportional to ϕ|HR′ when ϕ =
t l−l−l (Z) or N(Z)−2l−1 · t l−l−l (Z). 
Lemma 91. Let ϕ(Z) be t lll(Z) = (z22)2l or t l−l−l (Z) = (z11)2l , and let W =
(
λ 0
0 λ
)
be diagonal
with λ > 0. Then
(
I±R t
l
ll
)
(W) = (I±R tl−l−l)(W) = {R2(2l+1) · λ−2(l+1) if λ < R;
λ2l if λ > R.
The proof is done by direct computation, and we postpone it until next subsection. Together
Lemmas 90 and 91 imply that the theorem holds for functions
t lll(Z), t
l
−l−l(Z), N(Z)
−2l−1 · t lll(Z), N(Z)−2l−1 · t l−l−l (Z)
for l −1. Then the theorem follows from the (SU(1,1)× SU(1,1))-equivariance of I±R . 
5.3. Proof of Lemma 91
In this subsection we give a proof of Lemma 91.
Proof. We use integral formulas 2.117 and 2.662 from [12]
∫
dx
xn(a + bx) =
n−1∑
k=1
(−1)kbk−1
(n− k)akxn−k + (−1)
n b
n−1
an
log
a + bx
x
+C,
∫
dx
xn(a − bx) = −
n−1∑ bk−1
(n− k)akxn−k −
bn−1
an
log
bx − a
x
+C,
k=1
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eax(cosx)2m dx =
(
2m
m
)
eax
22ma
+ e
ax
22m−1
m∑
k=1
(
2m
m− k
)
a cos(2kx)+ 2k sin(2kx)
a2 + 4k2 +C,
∫
eax(cosx)2m+1 dx = e
ax
22m
m∑
k=0
(
2m+ 1
m− k
)
a cos(2k + 1)x + (2k + 1) sin(2k + 1)x
a2 + (2k + 1)2 +C.
We parameterize HR as in (15) so that
X(ϕ, τ,ψ)= R
(
cosh τ2 · ei
ϕ+ψ
2 sinh τ2 · ei
ϕ−ψ
2
sinh τ2 · ei
ψ−ϕ
2 cosh τ2 · e−i
ϕ+ψ
2
)
,
0 ϕ < 2π,
0 < τ < ∞,
−2π ψ < 2π.
Then dS‖X‖ = R
2
8 sinh τ dϕ dτ dψ and
N(X −W) = R2 + λ2 − 2Rλ cosh τ
2
· cos ϕ +ψ
2
.
Changing variables θ = ϕ+ψ2 , θ ′ = ϕ−ψ2 , x = cosh τ2 and letting a(ε) = R2 + λ2 + iε, b(θ) =
2Rλ cos θ , we obtain
(
I±
R
tlll
)
(W) = (I±
R
tl−l−l
)
(W)
= 2l + 1
16π2
lim
ε→0±
2π∫
ψ=−2π
∞∫
τ=0
2π∫
ϕ=0
R2l+2 · (cosh τ2 )2l · e±il(ϕ+ψ) · sinh τ
N(W −X)+ iε dϕ dτ dψ
= 2l + 1
4π2
lim
ε→0±
2π∫
θ=0
∞∫
τ=0
2π∫
θ ′=0
R2l+2 · (cosh τ2 )2l+1 · e±i2lθ · sinh τ2
R2 + λ2 − 2Rλ cos θ · cosh τ2 + iε
dθ ′ dτ dθ
= 2l + 1
π
lim
ε→0±
π/2∫
θ=−π/2
R2l+2 · e±i2lθ
∞∫
x=1
(
x2l+1
a(ε)− b(θ)x +
(−1)2lx2l+1
a(ε)+ b(θ)x
)
dx dθ
= 2l + 1
π
lim
ε→0±
π/2∫
θ=−π/2
R2l+2 · e±i2lθ
(
a(ε)2l+1
b(θ)2l+2
(
log
(
a(ε)− b(θ)
b(θ)
)
+ log
(
a(ε)+ b(θ)
b(θ)
)
∓ πi
)
−
−2l−2∑
k=1
(1 − (−1)2l+k) · b(θ)k−1
(2l + k + 1)a(ε)k
)
dθ
= 2l + 1
4π
· (R
2 + λ2)2l+1
22lλ2l+2 limε→0±
π/2∫
θ=−π/2
e±i2lθ
(cos θ)2l+2
(
log
(
a(ε)− b(θ)
b(θ)
)
+ log
(
a(ε)+ b(θ)
b(θ)
))
dθ.
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I±R t
l
ll
)
(W) = (I±R tl−l−l)(W)
= 2l + 1
2π
· (R
2 + λ2)2l+1
λ2l+2
−l− 32∑
k=0
( −2l − 2
−l − k − 32
)
I (l, k)
4l2 − (2k + 1)2 ,
where integrals I (l, k) can be computed using residues:
I (l, k)=
π/2∫
θ=−π/2
e±i2lθ
(
(2k + 1) sin(2k + 1)θ ± i2l cos(2k + 1)θ)
×
(
log
(
(R2 + λ2)2 − b2(θ)
b2(θ)
))′
dθ
= 2(R2 + λ2)2 π/2∫
θ=−π/2
e±i2lθ · tan θ · (2k + 1) sin(2k + 1)θ ± i2l cos(2k + 1)θ
(R2 + λ2)2 − 4R2λ2 cos2 θ dθ
= (R2 + λ2)2 π∫
θ=−π
tan θ
× (2k + 1) cos(2lθ) · sin(2k + 1)θ − 2l sin(2lθ) · cos(2k + 1)θ
(R2 + λ2)2 − 4R2λ2 cos2 θ dθ
= i(R
2 + λ2)2
4
∮
s2 − 1
s2 + 1
× (2k + 1)(s
2l + s−2l )(s2k+1 − s−2k−1)− 2l(s2l − s−2l )(s2k+1 + s−2k−1)
(R2 + λ2)2 −R2λ2(s + s−1)2
ds
s
.
From the factorization
(
R2 + λ2)2 −R2λ2(s + s−1)2 = −R2λ2
s2
(s −R/λ)(s +R/λ)(s − λ/R)(s + λ/R)
and decomposition
(R2 + λ2)2 · (s2 − 1)
(R2 + λ2)2 −R2λ2(s + s−1)2 =
R2
R2 − λ2s2 +
λ2
λ2 −R2s2 −
2
1 + s2
we see that the residues are
1
2i
(
(2k + 1 − 2l)((λ/R)2l+2k+1 − (R/λ)2l+2k+1)
+ (2l + 2k + 1)((λ/R)2k+1−2l − (R/λ)2k+1−2l)) · {+1 at ±λ/R,−1 at ±R/λ
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i(2k + 1 − 2l)((λ/R)2l+2k+1 + (R/λ)2l+2k+1 − 2 · i2l+2k+1)
− i(2l + 2k + 1)((λ/R)2l−2k−1 + (R/λ)2l−2k−1 − 2 · i2l−2k−1) at 0.
Letting
r =
{
λ/R if λ < R,
R/λ if λ > R,
we get:(
I±R t
l
ll
)
(W) = (I±R tl−l−l)(W)
= −2(2l + 1) · (R
2 + λ2)2l+1
λ2l+2
−l− 32∑
k=0
( −2l − 2
−l − k − 32
)
×
(
r−2l−2k−1 − i−2l−2k−1
−2l − 2k − 1 +
r−2l+2k+1 − i−2l+2k+1
−2l + 2k + 1
)
= −2(2l + 1) · (R
2 + λ2)2l+1
λ2l+2
−l− 32∑
k=0
( −2l − 2
−l − k − 32
) r∫
i
(
x−2l−2k−2 + x−2l+2k)dx
= − (R
2 + λ2)2l+1
λ2l+2
r∫
i
2(2l + 1)x(1 + x2)−2l−2 dx
= (R
2 + λ2)2l+1
λ2l+2
· (1 + r2)−2l−1 = {R2(2l+1) · λ−2(l+1) if λ < R;
λ2l if λ > R. 
5.4. Regularized integrals and the continuous series component on HR
In this subsection we determine the actions of the operators I±R on the continuous series com-
ponent of H(H+
R
). Combining this with Theorem 89 we get a complete description of the actions
of I±R on H(H+R). We state the main result of this section:
Theorem 92. The operator I+R − I−R annihilates the discrete series component of H(H+R). Its
action on the continuous series component of H(H+
R
) is given by
((
I+R − I−R
)
t lnm
)
(W) = (1 +R4 Im l ·N(W)−2l−1) · t lnm(W) · { coth(π Im l) if m,n ∈ Z;tanh(π Im l) if m,n ∈ Z + 12 ,
where Re l = − 12 and W ∈ H+R .
The proof of this theorem will be given in the next subsection.
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tations t lnm(X), l = −1/2 + iλ with λ ∈ R, do not belong to H(H+R). So the theorem should be
restated as follows: If
ϕ(X)=
∫
λ∈R
t
− 12 +iλ
nm (X) · η(λ)dλ,
where η(λ) is a smooth compactly supported function on R \ {0}, then ((I+R − I−R )ϕ)(W) is⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∫
λ∈R
coth(πλ) · (1 +R4λ ·N(W)−2λ) · t− 12 +iλnm (W) · η(λ)dλ if m,n ∈ Z;
∫
λ∈R
tanh(πλ) · (1 +R4λ ·N(W)−2λ) · t− 12 +iλnm (W) · η(λ)dλ if m,n ∈ Z + 12 .
Note that the expression ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
coth(π Im l)
Im l
if m,n ∈ Z;
tanh(π Im l)
Im l
if m,n ∈ Z + 1
2
is precisely the inverse of the Plancherel measure of SU(1,1)! Since d˜egt lnm = 2 Im l · t lnm, we can
reformulate Theorem 92 as follows:
Theorem 94. The operator
ϕ(X) → (PlR ϕ)(W) = lim
ε→0+
1
π2
∫
X∈HR
(
1
N(X −W)+ iε −
1
N(X −W)− iε
)
ϕ(X)
dS
‖X‖
annihilates the discrete series component of H(H+
R
). If Re l = − 12 and W ∈ H+R ,
(
PlR tlnm
)
(W) = (1 +R4 Im l ·N(W)−2l−1) · t lnm(W) ·
{
coth(π Im l)
Im l if m,n ∈ Z;
tanh(π Im l)
Im l if m,n ∈ Z + 12 .
Remark 95. As in the Minkowski case (see Remark 82), for each W ∈ H+
R
, integrals ((I+R −
I−R )ϕ)(W) and (PlR ϕ)(W) depend only on the values of (d˜egϕ)(X), where X ranges over a
two-dimensional hyperboloid (or cone if W ∈ HR){
X ∈ HR; N(X)= R2, N(X −W) = 0
}
.
We can rewrite the expression 1
N(X−W)+i0 − 1N(X−W)−i0 geometrically as follows. Let us
consider W ′ = (1 + εξ)W ∈ HC, ε > 0, ξ ∈ C \ R. Then, for X ∈ SU(1,1), W ∈ H+R ,
N
(
X −W ′)= N(W) ·N(X ·W−1 − (1 + εξ)) = 0
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When N(X−W)= 0, N(X−W ′) = εξ(N(W)−N(X))+ ε2ξ2N(W). Choose ξ1, ξ2 ∈ C with
Im(ξ1) > 0 and Im(ξ2) < 0, then
lim
ε→0+
sign
(
N(W)− 1) · ∫
X∈SU(1,1)
(
1
N(X −W)+ iε −
1
N(X −W)− iε
)
ϕ(X)
dS
‖X‖
= lim
ε→0+
∫
X∈SU(1,1)
(
1
N(X − (1 + εξ1)W) −
1
N(X − (1 + εξ2)W)
)
ϕ(X)
dS
‖X‖ .
Proposition 96. The operator I−R + I+R annihilates the continuous series component of H(H+R).
Proof. Let ϕ be in the continuous series component of H(H+
R
). Since (I−R + I+R )ϕ is analytic,
it is enough to show that d˜egk((I−R + I+R )ϕ) vanishes on HR for k = 0,1,2, . . . . By Theorem 50,
(S−
R,σ−1 ϕ)(W) and (S
+
R,σ ϕ)(W) vanish identically for W in the open set
R ·
(
σ−1 0
0 σ
)
· Γ − ∩R ·
(
σ 0
0 σ−1
)
· Γ +, ∀σ > 1.
For W ∈ HR we have:
− lim
σ→1+
(
S−
R,σ−1 ϕ + S+R,σ ϕ
)
(W)
= lim
ε→0+
1
2π2
∫
X∈HR
(
(d˜egϕ)(X)
N(X −W)+ iε +
(d˜egϕ)(X)
N(X −W)− iε
)
dS
‖X‖ =
(
I−R ϕ + I+R ϕ
)
(W).
Hence (I−R + I+R )ϕ vanishes on HR along with all derivatives d˜egk((I−R + I+R )ϕ), k =
0,1,2, . . . . 
This proposition combined with Theorems 89 and 92 gives us a complete description of the
actions of I−R and I
+
R on the discrete and continuous series components of H(H+R).
We conclude this subsection with a result for left-regular functions. (Of course, similar result
holds for right-regular functions.)
Theorem 97. The operator sending left-regular functions f ∈ S(H+
R
) into
f (X) → lim
ε→0+
1
2π2
∫
X∈HR
(
(X −W)+
(N(X −W)+ iε)2 −
(X −W)+
(N(X −W)− iε)2
)
·Dx · f (X)
annihilates the discrete series component. If Re l = − 12 ,⎛⎝ (l −m+ 12 )t lnm+ 12 (X)
(l +m+ 12 )t lnm− 12 (X)
⎞⎠ →
⎛⎝ (l −m+ 12 )t lnm+ 12 (W)
(l +m+ 12 )t lnm− 12 (W)
⎞⎠ · { coth(π Im l) if m,n ∈ Z;
tanh(π Im l) if m,n ∈ Z + 12 .
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Theorem 81 in the Minkowski case.
5.5. Proof of Theorem 92
In this subsection we give a proof of Theorem 92.
Proof. The operators I±R are equivariant with respect to the subgroup SU(1,1) × SU(1,1) of
SL(2,HC). Also, by Theorem 89 the operators I±R coincide on the discrete series component
of H(H+
R
). Therefore, the operator I+R − I−R annihilates the discrete series and sends the contin-
uous series component into itself. To determine the action of I+R − I−R on the continuous series
component we use a couple of reductions. First, it is sufficient to prove the theorem for R = 1
only. Indeed, substituting X′ = R−1 ·X ∈ SU(1,1) and W ′ = R−1 ·W we get
(
I±R t
l
nm
)
(W)= R2l · lim
ε→0+
1
2π2
∫
X′∈H1
(d˜egX′ t lnm)(X′)
N(X′ −W ′)± iε
dS
‖X′‖ = R
2l · (I±1 t lnm)(R−1 ·W ).
Secondly, we can reduce the proof of the theorem to the case N(W) = 1:
Proposition 98. When N(W) = 1, and Re l = − 12 ,
((
I+1 − I−1
)
t lnm
)
(W) = 2t lnm(W) ·
{
coth(π Im l) if m,n ∈ Z;
tanh(π Im l) if m,n ∈ Z + 12 .
We postpone the proof of this proposition until the end of this subsection. By Lemma 10 in
[3] and direct computation we have:
π0l (γ )X ◦ π0l (γ )W
(
1
N(X −W)± iε
)
= 1
N(X′ − Y)± iε4 N(e˜3X′ − 1) ·N(e˜3Y − 1)
,
where X′ = πl(γ−1)(X) and Y = πl(γ−1)(W). When N(X) = N(W) = 1,
N
(
e˜3X
′ − 1) ·N(e˜3Y − 1) = Tr(e˜3X′) · Tr(e˜3Y) = −4 Re(e3X′) · Re(e3Y).
Therefore, by Theorem 60,
sign3(Y ) · π0l (γ )
((
I+1 − I−1
)
ϕ
)
(Y )
= lim
ε→0+
i
2π2
∫
X′∈H˜
(
1
N(X′ − Y)+ iε −
1
N(X′ − Y)− iε
)
· (d˜egX′(π0l (γ )ϕ))(X′) dS‖X′‖
= −SM1
(
π0l (γ )ϕ
)
(Y ). (58)
Then by Theorem 81 and Lemma 61 we have d˜eg((I+1 −I−1 )ϕ)(W) = 0 whenever W ∈ SU(1,1).
Now Theorem 92 follows from Proposition 98 and the uniqueness part of the theorem given on
p. 343 in [21]. That theorem essentially states that the Cauchy problem for 2,2ϕ = 0 with
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analytic solution. (Caution: there can be other non-analytic solutions.) 
The rest of this subsection will be devoted to the proof of Proposition 98.
Proof. We start with (58) and track down carefully which functions in the continuous part of
H(H+
R
) get sent where in H(M+). The operator ϕ → (I+1 − I−1 )ϕ is SU(1,1) × SU(1,1)-
equivariant. This means that if ϕ is a continuous series function, then (I+1 − I−1 )ϕ|SU(1,1) is
proportional to ϕ with a coefficient of proportionality possibly depending on l and whether
m, n are integers or half-integers. We essentially compare the expansions of d˜egY (π0l (γ )ϕ)(Y )
and sign3(Y ) · (π0l (γ )ϕ)(Y ) in terms of basis functions (40) or (41). In order to find this coeffi-
cient of proportionality we pick a basis function f±l,m,n and find the ratio between the coefficients
in those expansions.
Let Y =
(
y11 y12
y21 y22
)
∈ H˜ ⊂ M+ and W = (w11 w12w21 w22 )= πl(γ )(Y ) ∈ SU(1,1). By (37),
W = −i
y22 − y11
(
2 + y11 + y22 2y12
−2y21 2 − y11 − y22
)
.
From (16)
t lnm(ψ1, τ,ψ2) = e−i(n+m)
ψ1+ψ2
2 · e−i(n−m)ψ1−ψ22 · Plnm(cosh τ).
Since
cosh2
τ
2
= x11x22 = −4 − (y11 + y22)
2
(y22 − y11)2 =
1 + t2
(x3)2
= 1
cos2 θ
, cosh τ = 2
cos2 θ
− 1,
ei(ψ1+ψ2) = x11
x22
= 2 + y11 + y22
2 − (y11 + y22) =
1 − it
1 + it =
1 − i sinhρ
1 + i sinhρ , e
−i ψ1+ψ22 = ±
√
1 + i sinhρ
1 − i sinhρ
(which is ambiguous), and
ei
ψ1−ψ2
2 = x12
sinh τ2
= − 2i
sinh τ2
y12
y22 − y11 = i
tan θ
sinh τ2
e−iϕ = i sign(cos θ) · e−iϕ,
we obtain
t lnm(Y ) =
(
i sign(cos θ)
)m−n · Plnm( 2cos2 θ − 1
)
·
(
±
√
1 + i sinhρ
1 − i sinhρ
)n+m
· ei(n−m)ϕ.
To avoid the sign ambiguity we simply set m+ n = 0. Then, by Lemma 61,
sign3(Y ) ·
(
π0l (γ )t
l−mm
)
(Y ) = i (i sign(cos θ))
2m
coshρ · | cos θ | · P
l−mm
(
2
cos2 θ
− 1
)
· e−2imϕ,
d˜egY
(
π0l (γ )t
l−mm
)
(Y ) = (2l + 1) (i sign(cos θ))
2m
2 2
· Pl−mm
(
2
2 − 1
)
· e−2imϕ.cosh ρ · cos θ cos θ
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r−1 · P (ν)λ (t/r) · P (μ)λ (cos θ) · e−iμϕ = (coshρ)−1 · P (ν)λ (tanhρ) · P (μ)λ (cos θ) · e−iμϕ.
Thus μ = 2m and we need to compare integrals
i
( π∫
0
(
sign(cos θ)
)2m · Pl−mm( 2cos2 θ − 1
)
· P (2m)λ (cos θ) · | tan θ |dθ
)( ∞∫
−∞
P
(ν)
λ (tanhρ)dρ
)
and
(2l + 1)
( π∫
0
(
sign(cos θ)
)2m · Pl−mm( 2cos2 θ − 1
)
· P (2m)λ (cos θ) ·
tan θ
cos θ
dθ
)
×
( ∞∫
−∞
P
(ν)
λ (tanhρ)
coshρ
dρ
)
.
Substituting u = tanhρ, we find
∞∫
−∞
P
(ν)
λ (tanhρ)dρ =
1∫
−1
P
(ν)
λ (u)
1 − u2 du,
∞∫
−∞
P
(ν)
λ (tanhρ)
coshρ
dρ =
1∫
−1
P
(ν)
λ (u)√
1 − u2 du.
If we take ν = λ, P (ν)λ (u) is proportional to (1 − u2)λ/2, and
1∫
−1
(
1 − u2)a−1 du = √πΓ (a)
Γ (a + 1/2) .
Thus,
∫∞
−∞
P
(λ)
λ (tanhρ)
coshρ dρ∫∞
−∞ P
(λ)
λ (tanhρ)dρ
= (Γ (λ/2 + 1/2))
2
Γ (λ/2) · Γ (λ/2 + 1) .
It remains to compare the integrals over θ . When m 0, by (19),
Pl−mm
(
2
cos2 θ
− 1
)
= Γ (l −m+ 1)
Γ (l +m+ 1)(−2m)! · | tan θ |
−2m
× 2F1
(
l −m+ 1,−l −m;−2m+ 1;− tan2 θ).
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is proportional to cos θ · sin−2m θ . Substituting v = tan2 θ and using a special case of an integral
formula 7.512(10) from [12]
∞∫
0
xc−1(1 + x)−r 2F1(a, b; c;−x)dx = Γ (c)Γ (a + r − c)Γ (b + r − c)
Γ (r)Γ (a + b + r − c)
valid when Re c > 0, Re(a + r − c) > 0, Re(b + r − c) > 0, we obtain
2
Γ (l +m+ 1)(−2m)!
Γ (l −m+ 1)
π/2∫
0
Pl−mm
(
2
cos2 θ
− 1
)
· cos θ · sin−2m θ · tan θ dθ
=
∞∫
0
v−2m · (1 + v)m−3/2 · 2F1(l −m+ 1,−l −m;−2m+ 1;−v)dv
= Γ (1 − 2m)Γ (3/2 + l)Γ (1/2 − l)
(Γ (3/2 −m))2 =
π
2 cos(πl)
(2l + 1)Γ (1 − 2m)
(Γ (3/2 −m))2 ,
2
Γ (l +m+ 1)(−2m)!
Γ (l −m+ 1)
π/2∫
0
Pl−mm
(
2
cos2 θ
− 1
)
· sin−2m θ · tan θ dθ
=
∞∫
0
v−2m · (1 + v)m−1 · 2F1(l −m+ 1,−l −m;−2m+ 1;−v)dv
= Γ (1 − 2m)Γ (1 + l)Γ (−l)
(Γ (1 −m))2 = −
π
sin(πl)
Γ (1 − 2m)
(Γ (1 −m))2 . (59)
Hence the ratio of the coefficients of f±λ,1−λ,λ(Y ) in the expansions of d˜egY (π
0
l (γ )t
l−mm)(Y ) and
sign3(Y ) · (π0l (γ )t l−mm)(Y ) is
2i cot(πl) · (Γ (3/2 −m))
2
(Γ (1 −m))2 ·
(Γ (λ/2 + 1/2))2
Γ (λ/2) · Γ (λ/2 + 1) = λ tanh(π Im l).
If m is an integer, we need P (2m)λ (x) to be even, so we can take λ = −2m; then P (2m)λ (cos θ)
is proportional to sin−2m θ . As was already computed in (59),
2
Γ (l +m+ 1)(−2m)!
Γ (l −m+ 1)
π/2∫
0
Pl−mm
(
2
cos2 θ
− 1
)
· sin−2m θ · tan θ dθ
= − π Γ (1 − 2m)2 .sin(πl) (Γ (1 −m))
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Pl−mm
(
2
cos2 θ
− 1
)
= lim
r→0+
Pl−mm
(
2
cos2 θ
− 1
)
· cos2r θ
as a distribution in Im l. Then substituting v = tan2 θ ,
2
Γ (l +m+ 1)(−2m)!
Γ (l −m+ 1)
π/2∫
0
Pl−mm
(
2
cos2 θ
− 1
)
· cos2r−1 θ · sin−2m θ · tan θ dθ
=
∞∫
0
v−2m · (1 + v)m−1/2−r · 2F1(l −m+ 1,−l −m;−2m+ 1;−v)dv
= Γ (1 − 2m)Γ (1/2 + l + r)Γ (−1/2 − l + r)
(Γ (1/2 −m+ r))2
as r→0+−−−−→ −2π
cos(πl)
Γ (1 − 2m)
(2l + 1)(Γ (1/2 −m))2
as a distribution in Im l. Hence the ratio of the coefficients of f±λ,−λ,λ(Y ) in the expansions of
d˜egY (π0l (γ )t
l−mm)(Y ) and sign3(Y ) · (π0l (γ )t l−mm)(Y ) is
−2i tan(πl) · (Γ (1 −m))
2
(Γ (1/2 −m))2 ·
(Γ (λ/2 + 1/2))2
Γ (λ/2) · Γ (λ/2 + 1) = λ coth(π Im l). 
Appendix A. Review of special functions
In this appendix we review special functions used in this paper: the spherical harmonics
Yml (θ,ϕ), the associated Legendre functions P
(m)
l (x), the associated Legendre functions of the
second kind Q(m)l (x) and some of their identities (see Refs. [2,12,23]).
A.1. Spherical harmonics
Let R3 be the three-dimensional space with coordinates (x1, x2, x3). We denote the Laplacian
by
3 = ∂
2
(∂x1)2
+ ∂
2
(∂x2)2
+ ∂
2
(∂x3)2
.
We use the spherical coordinates
x1 = r sin θ cosϕ, r  0,
x2 = r sin θ sinϕ, 0 ϕ < 2π,
x3 = r cos θ, 0 θ < π.
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3f = 1
r2
· ∂
∂r
(
r2
∂f
∂r
)
+ 1
r2 sin θ
· ∂
∂θ
(
sin θ
∂f
∂θ
)
+ 1
r2 sin2 θ
· ∂
2f
∂ϕ2
. (60)
Let tlmn denote the matrix coefficients of SU(2):
tlmn(X) =
1
2πi
√
(l −m)!(l +m)!
(l − n)!(l + n)!
∮
(sx11 + x21)l−n(sx12 + x22)l+ns−l+m ds
s
,
X =
(
x11 x12
x21 x22
)
∈ SU(2), l = 0, 1
2
,1,
3
2
,2, . . . , m,n = −l,−l + 1, . . . , l,
where the integral is taken over a loop in C going once around the origin in the counterclockwise
direction (see [23]). We define the spherical harmonics on R3 by setting
Yml (θ,ϕ)= tlm0(g), l = 0,1,2, . . . , m= −l,−l + 1, . . . , l,
where
g =
(
cos θ2 · ei
ϕ+ψ
2 i sin θ2 · ei
ϕ−ψ
2
i sin θ2 · ei
ψ−ϕ
2 cos θ2 · e−i
ϕ+ψ
2
)
=
(
ei
ϕ
2 0
0 e−i
ϕ
2
)(
cos θ2 i sin
θ
2
i sin θ2 cos
θ
2
)(
ei
ψ
2 0
0 e−i
ψ
2
)
(61)
with 0 ϕ < 2π , 0 < θ < π , −2π ψ < 2π . Using induction on l, relation between the spher-
ical harmonics and the associate Legendre functions (77) and recursive relation (73), one can
prove:
Lemma 99. The functions rl · Yml (θ,ϕ) are polynomial in x1, x2, x3 of degree l.
The functions Yml (θ,ϕ)’s satisfy
3Y
m
l (θ,ϕ) = −
l(l + 1)
r2
· Yml (θ,ϕ) (62)
and form a complete orthogonal basis of functions on the unit sphere S2. They also satisfy an
orthogonality relation
π∫
θ=0
2π∫
ϕ=0
Yml (θ,ϕ) · Y−m
′
l′ (θ,ϕ) · sin θ dϕ dθ = (−1)m
4π
2l + 1 · δl,l′ · δm,m′, (63)
which follows from (77), (68) and (66) using substitution x = cos θ . From (60) and (62) we
obtain two classes of solutions of the harmonic equation 3f = 0:
rl · Yml (θ,ϕ) and r−l−1 · Yml (θ,ϕ), l = 0,1,2, . . . , −l m l. (64)
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The associated Legendre functions P (m)l (x) and the associated Legendre functions of the sec-
ond kind Q(m)l (x) are two linearly independent solutions of the second order differential equation
(
1 − x2)d2f
dx2
− 2x df
dx
+
(
l(l + 1)− m
2
1 − x2
)
f = 0.
While the parameters l and m can be arbitrary complex numbers, we will only be interested in
l = 0,1,2, . . . , m ∈ Z, −l  m  l. The associated Legendre functions (of the first kind) are
functions defined by the formula
P
(m)
l (x) =
(−1)l+m
2l l!
(
1 − x2)m/2 dl+m
dxl+m
(
1 − x2)l . (65)
If we set m = 0 we get Legendre polynomials:
Pl(x) = P (0)l (x) =
(−1)l
2l l!
dl
dxl
(
1 − x2)l , x ∈ C.
Then, for m 0,
P
(m)
l (x) = (−1)m
(
1 − x2)m/2 dm
dxm
Pl(x).
Functions P (m)l and P
(−m)
l are related as follows:
P
(−m)
l (x) = (−1)m
(l −m)!
(l +m)! · P
(m)
l (x). (66)
When m is even, P (m)l (x) is a polynomial of degree l and defined on the entire complex plane.
On the other hand, when m is odd, P (m)l (x) is defined as long as
√
1 − x2 is single-valued. There
are different conventions for choosing the domain of P (m)l (x), ours is that P
(m)
l (x) is defined on
the complex plane away from the two cuts along the real line: along (−∞,−1] and [1,∞). (But,
for example, in [2] the associated Legendre functions are defined on the complex plane with the
interval [−1,1] removed from the real line.)
The associated Legendre functions of the second kind are defined on the complex plane with
the interval [−1,1] removed from the real line. One way to define these functions is by declaring
Q0(z) = Q(0)0 (z) =
1
2
log
(
z+ 1
z− 1
)
, Q1(z) = Q(0)1 (z) =
z
2
log
(
z+ 1
z− 1
)
− 1,
and then by recursive relations
(2l + 1)z ·Q(m)l (z) = (l −m+ 1) ·Q(m)l+1(z)+ (l +m) ·Q(m)l−1(z),
which is formally identical to (73),
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(m)
l (z) =
(
z2 − 1)m/2 dm
dzm
Ql(z), m 0,
and
Q
(−m)
l (z) =
(l −m)!
(l +m)! ·Q
(m)
l (z).
Finally, we introduce functions Q˜(m)l (z) defined on the complex plane away from the two cuts
along the real line: along (−∞,−1] and [1,∞) (same domain as for P (m)l (z)’s). We set
Q˜
(m)
l (x) =
im
2
Q
(m)
l (x + i0)+
i−m
2
Q
(m)
l (x − i0), x ∈ (−1,1)⊂ R.
From the identity
Q
(m)
l (x ± i0) = i∓m
(
Q˜
(m)
l (x)∓
πi
2
P
(m)
l (x)
)
, x ∈ (−1,1),
we see that Q˜(m)l (x) extends analytically to the upper and lower half-planes by
Q˜
(m)
l (z) =
{
imQ
(m)
l (z)+ πi2 P (m)l (z) if Im z > 0;
i−mQ(m)l (z)− πi2 P (m)l (z) if Im z < 0.
(67)
A.3. Identities
The associated Legendre functions satisfy two kinds of orthogonality relations:
1∫
−1
P
(m)
k (x) · P (m)l (x) dx =
2(l +m)!
(2l + 1)(l −m)! · δk,l, 0m l, (68)
and
1∫
−1
P
(m)
l (x) · P (n)l (x)
dx
1 − x2 =
⎧⎨⎩
0 if m = n;
(l+m)!
m(l−m)! if m = n = 0;
∞ if m = n= 0;
0m,n l. (69)
There is a recursive relation for the associated Legendre functions:
d
dx
P
(m)
l (x)+
mx
1 − x2 · P
(m)
l (x) = −
1√
1 − x2 · P
(m+1)
l (x). (70)
Combining it with (66) we obtain:
d
P
(m)
l (x)−
mx
2 · P (m)l (x) =
(l +m)(l −m+ 1)√
2
· P (m−1)l (x). (71)dx 1 − x 1 − x
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P
(m)
l (−x) = (−1)l+m · P (m)l (x), (72)
(2l + 1)x · P (m)l (x) = (l −m+ 1) · P (m)l+1 (x)+ (l +m) · P (m)l−1 (x), (73)(
1 − x2) · d
dx
P
(m)
l (x) = −lx · P (m)l (x)+ (l +m) · P (m)l−1 (x), (74)
Q˜
(−m)
l (x) = (−1)m
(l −m)!
(l +m)! · Q˜
(m)
l (x), x ∈ (−1,1), (75)
imQ
(m)
l (x + i0)− i−mQ(m)l (x − i0) = −πiP (m)l (x), x ∈ (−1,1). (76)
The associated Legendre functions and the spherical harmonics on R3 are related as follows:
Yml (θ,ϕ) = tlm0(g) = (−i)m ·
√
(l −m)!
(l +m)! · P
(m)
l (cos θ) · e−imϕ, (77)
where g is as in (61). From the multiplicativity property for the matrix coefficients tlmn’s and (77)
one can obtain
l∑
m=−l
(l −m)!
(l +m)!e
imϕ · P (m)l (cos θ) · P (m)l (cos θ˜ ) = Pl(cosγ ), ϕ ∈ C, (78)
where cosγ = cos θ cos θ˜ + sin θ sin θ˜ cosϕ. There also is a similar formula involving the asso-
ciated Legendre functions of the second kind:
l∑
m=−l
(l −m)!
(l +m)!e
imϕ · P (m)l (cos θ) · Q˜(m)l (cos θ˜ ) = Q˜l(cosγ ), ϕ ∈ R, (79)
which follows from (75) and
Q˜l(cosγ )= Pl(cos θ) · Q˜l(cos θ˜ )+ 2
l∑
m=1
(l −m)!
(l +m)!P
(m)
l (cos θ) · Q˜(m)l (cos θ˜ ) · cos(mϕ).
We will also use the following relation:
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1)Pl(x)Ql(y) = 1
y − x , (80)
the sum converges uniformly when x ranges over compact subsets lying inside the ellipse passing
through y and foci at the points ±1.
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